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“Talent is not what Uncle Buck and I deal in, Miss Van Allen,” I said, lightly resting 
my hand on Buck’s clenched fist. “We deal in myths. At any given moment the 
world requires one full-bodied blonde Aphrodite (Jean Harlow), one dark siren of 
flawless beauty (Hedy Lamarr), one powerful inarticulate brute of a man (John 
Wayne), one smooth debonair charmer (Melvyn Douglas), one world-weary corrupt 
lover past his prime (Humphrey Bogart), one eternal good-sex woman-wife (Myrna 
Loy), one wide-eyed chicken boy (Lon McCallister), one gentle girl singer (Susanna 
Foster), one winning stud (Clark Gable), one losing stud outside the law (James 
Cagney), and so on. Olympus supports many gods and goddesses and they are truly 
eternal, since whenever one fades or falls another promptly takes his place, for the 
race requires that the pantheon be always filled... And so, like priestesses, despite all 
personal hardship, we must constantly test and analyze the young men and women of 
America in order to find the glittering few who are immortal, who are the old, the 
permanent gods of our race reborn.” 

       – Gore Vidal, Myra Breckinridge (1968) 
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Blind Items examines the multimedia production of celebrity through the eighteenth 

century, especially the way in which the same texts, images, anecdotes and poses were 

recycled and updated to evoke a series of public notables. In the multimedia explosion 

accompanying the Enlightenment, cultural productions typically read as static and self-

contained – from mezzotint prints, shilling pamphlets and novels to popular songs, fashions, 

jokes and gestures – were instead constantly repurposed to suit successions of public figures, 

each passing luminary determined by the present cultural moment. Surveying three arenas in 

which eighteenth-century celebrity was manufactured – fashion, sex, and sport – my archive 

demonstrates that even canonical authors and artists of the period built their careers on the 

passing celebrity of others, and indeed maintained the relevance of their productions by 

perpetually remaking and updating their celebrity referents. Blind Items contests critical 

assumptions regarding the singularity of celebrity, instead focusing on interchangeability, 

commutability and disposability. In so doing, the project troubles ongoing assumptions 

regarding the rise of the individual, as it explains why modern-day celebrity still retains 

aspects of the Enlightenment mold that first gave it shape.  
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Introduction 

 
 
 
Traveling through the environs of London in the spring of 1747, Horace Walpole 

confronted, head-on, a material enactment of the transience of celebrity. "I was yesterday out 

of town," recalled the author to a friend,  

and the very signs as I passed through the villages made me make very quaint 
reflections on the mortality of fame and popularity. I observed how the Duke’s head 
had succeeded almost universally to Admiral Vernon’s, as his had left but few traces 
of the Duke of Ormond’s. I pondered these things in my heart, and said unto myself, 
‘Surely all glory is but as a sign!’”1  

 
From the nation's commander in the War of the Spanish Succession, to the naval genius of 

Jenkins' Ear, to the unflinching "butcher" of the '45 uprising – each of Britain's foremost 

heroes lent their brand to the tavern and shop signs surrounding the capital, only to be 

painted over with the face of his successor, every refitting leaving only palimpsestic traces of 

the man who came before. The dynamic would only accelerate through the latter half of the 

century. In subsequent decades, Cumberland's features realigned to evoke the King of 

Prussia, whose visage in turn was painted over with Prince Ferdinand. General Wolfe and 

the Marquis of Granby took pride of place, but would only be "changed in turn," as Oliver 

Goldsmith cynically observed, "for the next great man that shall be set up for vulgar 

                                                   
1  Horace Walpole, Letter to Henry Seymour Conway (April 16, 1747), in The Yale Edition of Horace Walpole’s 
Correspondence, 48 vol., ed. W. S. Lewis (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983), 37.266. 
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admiration."2 Walpole's concluding, allusive eureka! – "all glory is but as a sign" – 

underscores a core truth of celebrity, that evanescent but heady bubble of public presence 

which, as in Tom Mole's striking articulation, "burns intensely precisely because it burns 

itself out so soon."3 Above all, celebrity is brief. Once the fifteen minutes of Warhol's 

aphorism evaporate, the glory passes with the sign – whether on the perpetually updated and 

reissued covers of Maxim and Esquire, the fluctuating pop charts of Billboard, or the 

inconstant placards of public houses in Hampstead and Highgate. 

 Blind Items considers eighteenth-century celebrity in terms of its transience, its 

disposability and commutability, and through a series of phenomena recalling Walpole's 

trenchant example. In the multimedia explosion accompanying the Enlightenment, cultural 

productions traditionally read as static and self-contained – from mezzotint prints, shilling 

pamphlets and novels to popular songs, fashions, jokes and gestures – were instead constantly 

repurposed to suit successions of public figures, each passing luminary determined by the 

present cultural moment and each joined to his or her predecessor and heir by the same 

conceits, images, and anecdotes. Perpetually rewriting themselves in terms of the present, 

such texts often updated the same basic character template to suit emergent celebrities, 

thereby forcing separate subjectivities to successively issue from a more general type-

character. The evidence I assemble suggests that celebrity, then as now, relies on substitution 

rather than invention; it does not issue, as though triumphantly, from the singularity of a 
                                                   
2  Oliver Goldsmith, "On the Instability of Worldly Grandeur," in Miscellaneous Works of Oliver Goldsmith, 4 
vol. (Edinburgh: W. and R. Chambers, 1833), 4.145. 
3  Tom Mole, "Introduction" to Romanticism and Celebrity Culture, 1750-1850, ed. Mole (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009), 9. 
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given personage, so much as it relies on the constant replenishment of roughly equivalent 

sorts of persons. In myriad cultural productions, including the theatre, tabloid journalism, 

popular prints and the early novel, culture-makers of the period endlessly adapted seemingly 

anonymous, stock characters in order to implicate well-known figures, forging celebrity 

through a careful balance of notoriety and invisibility. In turn, those same texts and type-

figures could be altered and updated through the course of the century, in minor if telling 

ways, to evoke new exemplars of the type and thereby maintain the to-the-moment cultural 

relevance of those same texts. 

 My interest in the celebrity culture of the eighteenth century emerged while 

preparing an edition of Charles Johnstone's Chrysal, or the Adventures of a Guinea (1760-64), 

an eighteenth-century bestseller now recognized as one of the more influential of the "it-

narratives." As Mark Blackwell has characterized them, "its" comprise a subgenre of the 

eighteenth-century novel "in which inanimate objects (coins, waistcoats, pins, corkscrews, 

coaches) or animals (dogs, fleas, cats, ponies) serve as the central characters."4 Chrysal's 

inanimate narrator is the guinea of its subtitle, which in passing from palm to palm clasps 

hands with a series of British notables – meaning the text is also a kind of roman à clef. 

During the editorial process of ferreting out the real-life references populating Chrysal's 

pages, I was struck by several related truths. The first of these was the surprising ease with 

which modern readers and critics can simply not notice references to real-life figures. An 

                                                   
4  Mark Blackwell, "Introduction: The It-Narrative and Eighteenth-Century Thing Theory." The Secret Life of 
Things: Animals, Objects, and It-Narratives in Eighteenth-Century England, ed. Blackwell (Lewisburg, PA: 
Bucknell University Press, 2007), 10. 
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uproarious bawd, a rapacious courtesan and a calculating sportsman, for example, each of 

whom command several chapters of the text, were immediately recognized by readers of the 

period, who eagerly marked “Jenny Douglas,” “Kitty Fisher” and “Dennis O’Kelly” in 

marginal notes or flyleaf catalogues of the novel's characters. Lacking the same cultural 

context as an eighteenth-century consumer, however, modern-day readers and critics fail to 

catch the knowing wink beneath the veil, instead interpreting such figures as “wholly 

imaginary type-characters” or flat, anonymous stereotypes.5 In chapter after chapter, real 

names are hinted at in apparent fictions, and the juicy private vices of type-characters 

become the titillating peccadilloes of public Britons. In fact, the only thing joining the many 

characters of Chrysal, who span all walks of eighteenth-century life – letters, society, politics, 

fashion, sex, crime, aristocratic excess, the theatre, the church, military glory or dishonor – is 

that much of Britain was already talking about them. 

 Secondly, the genuine public figures Chrysal references enjoyed an astonishingly 

multimedia presence, although their sheer pervasiveness in British popular culture has gone 

unnoticed. Shreds of evidence exist, in the footnotes of novels, in popular images, or in 

passing references in letters and diaries. Those scattered scraps, however, had not been 

compellingly explored in relation to one another, or sewn together to show how a celebrated 

individual might be simultaneously constructed in multiple media of the period. Samson 

Gideon, for example, “the greatest Jewish merchant in London during the first half of the 

                                                   
5  See, for example, Robert Adams Day, “Introduction” to Tobias Smollett’s The History and Adventures of an 
Atom (Athens and London: The University of Georgia Press, 1989), xlii; and Malcolm Bosse’s "Introduction" 
to Garland Publishing’s facsimile reprint of Chrysal (New York and London, 1979). 
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century,”6 whose stock-trading almost single-handedly financed Britain's role in the Seven 

Years’ War,7 surfaces in Chrysal as the shabby, squalid "Aminadab." Beyond Johnstone's text, 

in mid-century stage productions players adapted his voice and manner to betoken the 

stereotypical Jew, and Ronald Paulson "guesses," in a footnote, that he was the model for the 

Jewish keeper in Plate 2 of A Harlot's Progress. The audience of the mid-eighteenth century 

recognized Gideon and the type-character of the Jew more or less simultaneously, due to his 

ubiquity in the larger culture. Modern-day readers and critics, however, readily fail to notice 

the real-life reference coded in the type. Similarly, Jenny Douglas, the legendary bawd of 

Covent Garden's finest brothel, is now interpreted only as a stock bawd, or fragmented into 

a succession of footnotes and glimpses: through a window in Hogarth's March of the Guards 

to Finchley or in full faint in Enthusiasm Delineated, in the faces of Mother Cole in Samuel 

Foote's The Minor and John Cleland's Fanny Hill, and in the margins of Chrysal, whose 

readers scribbled her name alongside the character of Mother Brimstone. The celebrity-

making of the Enlightenment took shape as a careful balance between recognition and 

anonymity. The shape-shifting of such characters, their continual movement between 

individual and type, defines eighteenth-century celebrity, a cultural phenomenon that 

remains half-hidden unless we hold figures like Douglas and Gideon in our sights as they 

step from stage to page to print to memory. 

                                                   
6  Ronald Paulson, Hogarth: His Life, Art, and Times, 2 vol. (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1971), 1.534.  
7  Edgar Samuel, “Gideon, Samson (1699–1762), financier.” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004. 
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 Despite their keen cultural currency at particular historical moments, however, the 

celebrity referents of Chrysal could prove maddeningly inconstant. Among references that 

were exceedingly clear, even to this latter-day reader – George Whitefield, Frederick the 

Great, William Pitt or John Wilkes – others seem to have been differently understood, in 

different periods and by different readers. An upstanding "captain of a man of war," 

identified by readers in the 1750s and 60s as Richard Howe (1726-99), later becomes John 

Jervis, Lord St. Vincent (1735-1823). The features of Kitty Fisher are gradually rearranged, 

until in one reader's key she resembles Charlotte Hayes. While eighteenth-century culture 

likely read type-figures simultaneously in terms of individual referents, and understood 

celebrities in relation to types, there seems to have been the possibility of slippage – or 

indeed, of reinvention and reassignment – between the real-life figure and the abstraction. 

Reconstituting this aspect of the history of eighteenth-century celebrity requires joining the 

emergent discipline of celebrity studies with an ongoing reconsideration of eighteenth-

century character, at the same time observing their functional overlap. 

 Critical interest in the advent of celebrity has intensified in recent years, following 

the 1997 publication of Leo Braudy’s The Frenzy of Renown, which generously treats fame as 

an historical constant dating, at the very least, from the rise of Alexander the Great.8 Several 

major critical works have followed in its wake, each staking celebrity’s origins in the 

somewhat more recent past, many of them also taking issue with the “first basic assumption” 

of Richard Schickel’s Intimate Strangers: that “there was no such thing as celebrity prior to 

                                                   
8  Leo Braudy, The Frenzy of Renown: Fame and Its History (New York: Vintage Books, 1997). 
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the beginning of the twentieth century.”9 In It, Joseph Roach traces that the "it-factor," that 

“certain quality, easy to perceive but hard to define, possessed by abnormally interesting 

people,”10 to the Restoration court of Charles II. Mary Luckhurst and Jane Moody, in 

Theatre and Celebrity in Britain, 1660-2000, locate celebrity’s birth on the early modern 

stage; "celebrity is above all a media production,” stress Luckhurst and Moody, and “only in 

the eighteenth century does an extensive apparatus for disseminating fame emerge."11 

Finally, Tom Mole, in the edited collection Romanticism and Celebrity Culture, 1750-1850, 

and the subsequent monograph Byron's Romantic Celebrity: Industrial Culture and the 

Hermeneutic of Intimacy, asserts that “the emergence of a recognisably modern celebrity 

culture” could not be fully realized until the material and social conditions of the Romantic 

Era.12 All the extant criticism, however, has understood celebrity as an intense manifestation 

of singularity, be it Roach's glittering, notorious, one-of-a-kind Nell Gwynn, the "superstar" 

Sarah Siddons of Theatre and Celebrity in Britain,13 or Mole's Lord Byron, poised "at the 

pinnacle of Romantic celebrity."14 Moody and Luckhurst go so far as to title their 

introduction "The Singularity of Theatrical Celebrity." My desire here is to trouble 

celebrity's supposed reliance on singularity, at the same time moving beyond the stage to 

                                                   
9  Richard Schickel, Intimate Strangers: The Culture of Celebrity (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company. 
Inc., 1985), 23. 
10  Joseph Roach, It (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2007), 1.  
11  Mary Luckhurst and Jane Moody, "Introduction" to Theatre and Celebrity in Britain, 1660-2000, ed. 
Luckhurst and Moody (Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 3. 
12  Mole, “Introduction” to Romanticism and Celebrity Culture, 2. 
13 As she is described in Shearer West, "Siddons, Celebrity and Regality," Theatre and Celebrity in Britain, 
1660-2000 (Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 192. 
14 Tom Mole, Byron's Romantic Celebrity: Industrial Culture and the Hermeneutic of Intimacy (Basingstoke and 
New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 28. 
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position celebrity as an innately and intensely multimedia phenomenon. Assessing how 

celebrity might be the result of interchangeability, commutability, and disposability, Blind 

Items offers a new consideration of the making of celebrity, personality and character in the 

century, and new reason for locating celebrity's emergence at about the mid-eighteenth 

century. From 1750 onward, British personality could be produced on a mass, even a 

national scale, and during the middle decades of the century the market began conflating 

individual persons into a new kind of intrinsically, definitionally public figure, in attempts to 

sate consumers' intense but fleeting interest in personalities of note. 

 “It is a commonplace to say,” writes Fred Inglis in his recent Short History of 

Celebrity, that celebrity “is the product of culture and technology.”15 The eighteenth century 

breathed the culture of British selfhood into several groundbreaking new technologies, mass-

producing social renown and creating celebrities in the shape of reified objects. Britain 

achieved its characteristic perfection in mezzotint engraving during this relatively narrow 

timespan; it would come to be known, by the end of the century, as la manière anglaise. The 

1750s, 60s and 70s saw the establishment of Britain’s first domestic porcelain manufactories, 

which sprung up first at Bow and Chelsea, then in sundry workshops and companies 

nationwide, to capitalize on Britain’s “insatiable,” “apparently inexhaustible” demand for 

porcelain.16 Both inventions expressed celebrity in novel and exceptionally lucrative forms. 

Mezzotints, which crowded London’s print market with faces of noteworthies, “could be 

                                                   
15  Fred Inglis, A Short History of Celebrity (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2011), 10. 
16  Catherine Beth Lippert, Eighteenth-Century English Porcelain in the Collection of the Indianapolis Museum of 
Art (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), 14.  
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scraped relatively quickly and cheaply,” making them ideal for “capitalising swiftly but 

stylishly on a topical subject,” such as “a celebrated individual.”17 Porcelain figures of social 

notables were posed on tea-tables and in display cabinets, and thanks to the wholly British 

invention of transfer-printing at about 1758, the faces of public figures could then be 

directly transferred to china plaques, teapots and the like. Public figures took shape as watch-

papers, busts, medals, puppets, even – as in Mrs. Salmon’s Royal Wax-Works, No. 189, in 

Fleet-Street – as a cast of “140 life-size figures spread through six rooms” at the Strand, some 

“fitted with clockwork” to move.18  

 A thriving industry in tabloid scandal on stage and page exploited the noteworthiness 

of individuals while evading responsibility for having named them directly, carefully 

tempering celebrity with seeming anonymity. In its series of “Tête-à-Tête Portraits,” the 

Town and Country Magazine repeated gossip of the routs and salons of the capitol and Bath to 

“women and girls pining for news of fashionable London,”19 embellishing their (often 

already embellished!) accounts with collectible engravings of the scandal-makers in question. 

Unique in their “inventive format,”20 the “Tête-à-Têtes” joined snarky eviscerations of 

                                                   
17  Tim Clayton, “‘Figures of Fame’: Reynolds and the Printed Image,” in Joshua Reynolds and the Creation of 
Celebrity, ed. Martin Postle (London: Tate Publishing, 2005), 50. The traditional line engraving, regarded “as 
the most prestigious of printmaking techniques,” was “very slow and expensive to produce” (50). A cheaper and 
quicker method was needed to produce the “to-the-moment” effect of visual celebrity, and the mezzotint 
performed this function for the eighteenth century, just as the photograph would in its own era.  
18 Advertisement, At Mrs. Salmon’s Royal Wax-Work (London, ca. 1763); Pamela Pilbeam, Madame Tussaud 
and the History of Waxworks (London and New York: Hambledon and London, 2003), 11. 
19  Cindy McCreery, The Satirical Gaze: Prints of Women in Late Eighteenth-Century England (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 2004), 28. 
20  Cindy McCreery, “Keeing up with the Bon Ton: the ‘Tête-à-Tête’ series in the Town and Country 
Magazine,” in Gender in Eighteenth-Century England: Roles, Representations and Responsibilities, ed. Hannah 
Barker and Elaine Chalus (London: Longman Publishers, 1997), 227. 
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English society with visual representations of celebrities, portraits which then enjoyed lives 

beyond the Magazine itself, serving as reference-points for fashion, hanging on walls as decor 

or pasted into collection-books by fame-trackers.21 Bestselling it-novels and spy narratives, 

among them Chrysal, thinly veiled accounts of period newsmakers in purportedly fictional 

shape, brilliantly, shamelessly capitalizing on the notoriety of the rich, famous and much-

talked-about figures of the age. All of these cultural forms – hand-colored aquatints, teapots 

emblazoned with human faces, the adventures of waistcoats and hot-air balloons, even that 

"utterly confused category" we now call the novel – either capitalized on the celebrity of well-

known individuals, or (in the case of a Pamela, or a Moll Flanders, or a Joseph Andrews) 

manufactured personalities expressly in order to celebrate them.  

 Joseph Roach traces the beginnings of celebrity to the 1600s, the point at which 

“ordinary mortals could reach for the publicity once reserved for sovereigns or divines.” The 

celebrity of seventeenth-century luminaries, too, took the form of objects: “full-size portraits, 

miniatures, engravings, busts, and statuary, including many of the monuments that have 

clogged the aisles of Westminster Abbey and other English places of worship.”22 But large-

scale manufacture during the Enlightenment significantly lengthened celebrity’s reach, well 

beyond the rarefied pale of church and state, to the mass market, popular culture, and the 

tea-tables, walls and decor of ordinary homes. Given that celebrity requires a mass, popular 

audience, mid-eighteenth century London – both for the consumer revolution it forged and 

                                                   
21  Ibid., 216. 
22  Roach, It, 49. 
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for its innovative manufacture of British personality in the shape of things – represents a sea 

change in the development of celebrity. 

 For all the apparent celebration of subjectivity, however, in the marketplace's riotous, 

multivarious manufacture of personality, the disjunct between said objects and their human 

referents could be stark. Culture-makers of the period commonly re-used and recycled 

longstanding images, tropes and even copper plates in ways that trouble current-day notions 

of subjectivity. A given personage’s public image might, in the eighteenth-century print 

market, have little to do with their true characteristics or mannerisms, or even the actual 

topography of the face in question. In 1761, the sudden marriage engagement of George III 

incited a clamorous demand to see the Hanoverian princess who would become Queen 

Charlotte. According to a letter to the editor of the St. James’s Chronicle, or the British 

Evening Post: 

No sooner was the Royal Intention known, than every inventive 
Brain was set to work to form a Beauty worthy this high Honour. 
Copper-Plates graved for the Beauties of Charles the Second, down 
to the present Time, were overhauled, and those fixed upon that 
bore the greatest Resemblance to the Idea the Engraver had fixed in 
his Mind of Royal Beauty. The Galleries of Hampton-Court and 
Windsor afford a fine Collection of Faces, and with a little 
retouching may serve for Beauties not yet born; and a Fanny 
Murray, or a Kitty Fisher of the present age, were formerly, 
perhaps, a Nell Gwyn and a Jane Shore.23  
 

The exigencies of public interest, so pressing yet so passing, circumvented individuality in 

deference to the market, pressing new iterations of a type (the Royal Beauty; the public 

                                                   
23  St. James's Chronicle or the British Evening Post, September 12, 1761. 
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woman) from the mold formerly held by their predecessors. Prints of Maria Gunning, an 

Irish girl "of no fortune"24 who parlayed the fascination of the public into the title of 

Countess of Coventry, rose to stem the flood of public demand before any London artist had 

actually seen her; engravings of The Hibernian Fair (Figure 0.1) had been “executed before 

the Irish beauty’s arrival on the English marriage market.”25 And to capitalize on the cresting 

celebrity of Hannah Snell, the celebrated “Female Soldier” of wartime Britain, the bookseller 

John Johnson simply repurposed an engraving of British Navy Captain Clement Lemprière, 

replaced the original engraver’s name with his own, then issued the new print in droves 

(Figure 0.2). The posture, the uniform, even the public presence remain the same. Only the 

face, the index of Snell's individuality, has changed. Celebrity in its eighteenth-century 

contexts functions like a kind of ready-made, re-appropriated from a once-celebrated, now-

forgotten soul, only to be updated and then transferred to yet another. This peculiarity, the 

way in which celebrities both are unique and interchangeable, at once sui generis and utterly 

generic, remains with us even today: the public personage straddles “singularity and 

typicality,” in the words of Roach, while Braudy stresses that celebrity both “celebrates 

uniqueness, and in part it requires that uniqueness be exemplary and reproducible.”26 

 The following chapters document many such instances, in which the necessary 

timeliness of celebrity in fact trumped the proper personhood of the individual in question. 

Anecdotes and images that once branded Fanny Murray, London's favorite toast in 1748,  
                                                   
24  Horace Walpole, Letter to Horace Mann (June 18, 1751), in Lewis, 20.260. 
25  Timothy Clayton, The English Print 1688-1802 (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1997), 
108-109.  
26  Mole, "Introduction" to Romanticism and Celebrity Culture, 9; Braudy, Frenzy of Renown, 5. 
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Figure 0.1: Benjamin Wilson, Maria Gunning (later Lady Coventry) as The Fair Hibernian 
(1750). © The Trustees of the British Museum. 

 

abandoned their original referent to reattach to Kitty Fisher a decade later. Fisher's 

bestselling prints were altered and reissued in their turn to market Nancy Dawson, her 

successor – all three  women celebrated, if only briefly, through passing fashions and pop 
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songs. After her heydey at the heart of London's sex industry, and conjointly at the center of 

William Hogarth's A Harlot's Progress, Britain soon forgot Mother Needham, the nation's 

best-known and most infamous procuress. Nonetheless, the culture and the Progress would 

replace her with a procession of famous bawds, from Mothers Bentley to Heywood to 

Douglas to Windsor, who picked up Needham's costume and mannerisms as they stepped 

into her cultural role. Finally, Dennis O'Kelly's unprecedented position in the coalescing 

sporting culture of the eighteenth century would be signaled through reclaimed anecdotes, 

well-worn jokes and reused images. The overall effect permitted O'Kelly, in the overbright 

glare of public attention and popular acclaim, to bear a newfound resemblance to Sir John 

Lade, the Duke of Queensberry, or even the Prince of Wales. 

 The symptomatic examples of a Fisher, a Needham or an O'Kelly urge new, more 

interpersonal ways to think through eighteenth-century celebrity. Their stories also prefigure 

modern-day celebrity in some evocative ways, suggesting that the definitional aspects of 

contemporary celebrity might be artifacts of the eighteenth-century marketplace that first 

gave it shape. Celebrity, even today, is profoundly marked by the fissure between the public 

persona and the private self, between the real-life figure and his or her inexorable 

reproduction through media. "Consummately unreachable and yet everywhere to be seen," 

the celebrity is perpetually deferred through surrogates, texts and images promising yet 

failing to reconstitute the real figure. "The very tension between their widespread visibility 

and their actual remoteness," writes Joseph Roach, "creates an unfulfilled need in  
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Figure 0.2: Clement Lemprière, as engraved by John Faber the Younger (ca. 1745); the 
print repurposed, as Mrs. Hannah Snell (ca. 1771).  
© The Trustees of the British Museum. 

 

the hearts of the public."27 The ineluctable desire to fit the public to the private self, to access 

the somatic person beneath the celebrity images, interviews and tabloid features – so 

eighteenth-century in its antithesis of being and seeming – was profoundly felt in, perhaps 

even initially prompted by, the vagaries of the eighteenth-century marketplace.  

 The disjunct between private lives and public selves can have very real consequences, 

consequences evident during celebrity's first formulations as well as in our camera-beset age. 

                                                   
27  Roach, It, 11. 
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The celebrity undone by public presence features among the most compelling of our 

contemporary narratives: John Lennon, shot by Mark David Chapman in a wrongheaded 

effort to "steal" the pop singer's fame; Diana, Princess of Wales, pursued to her death by a 

slavering pack of photographers; Anna Nicole Smith, who in the London Opera adaptation 

of her tragic story strikes a Faustian bargain with celebrity. "The tyranny of the public 

face,"28 in the too-bright burn of celebrity, can consume those who once basked in its light 

and heat. As though presaging Greta Garbo's much later request (in its most emphatic and 

accurate version, "I want to be let alone"), Kitty Fisher was driven to seek refuge from 

London's fame machine by way of public appeal. Sick of being "abused in public Papers" 

and "exposed in Print-shops," Miss Fisher begged the readers of the Public Advertiser "to 

protect her from the Baseness of little Scribblers and scurvy Malevolence."29 Blind items of 

the 1770s slandered Dennis O'Kelly as base-born scum, "vice and ignorance" sadly elevated 

to "opulence and distinction."30 And Elizabeth Needham's central position in the public eye, 

iterated by the London papers, popular poetry, and malevolent "little scribblers" like William 

Hogarth, prompted a visceral public savaging that killed her. Celebrity, disposable from the 

start, has been partially covered up in its eighteenth-century contexts, in some cases lost. 

Nevertheless, the period expressed celebrity in characteristic, even textbook ways, and the 

phenomenon manifested in ways that gesture forward to our contemporary era.  

                                                   
28  Chris Rojek, Celebrity (London: Reaktion Books, 2001), 11. 
29  Public Advertiser, March 27, 1759. 
30  The English Review 12 (1788), 388. 
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Alongside timeliness and publicity, class constitutes a pressing current in celebrity 

culture. In his long-running celebrity serial of the 1980s and 90s, entertainment reporter 

Robin Leach profiled the Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous. Ostentatious homes and lavish 

sports cars flashed across the screen as Leach’s accented voiceover recounted his guests’ folksy 

origins. The program was a quintessential celebrity tabloid, and this project, with a nod to 

Mr. Leach, defines celebrity by way of his two identifiers. The celebrities of the eighteenth 

century, as this dissertation understands them, were rich, in that wealth and social power 

marked their dizzying ascents, and famous, in that they riveted the attention of the larger 

public for that selfsame reason. Critics often discuss celebrity in relation to what Jonathan 

Goldman, among others, has called its “democratizing” functions.31 As the seventeenth 

century made way for the eighteenth, social power moved gradually from the court to the 

town, a process that accelerated through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Renown, 

the phenomenon Stella Tillyard terms “the honour and power of a name,”32 long the 

purview of court culture and the aristocracy, was spun into the shinier and more flimsy stuff 

of celebrity – a far more democratic if more transient version of fame, engaging precisely 

because anyone, with sufficient talent and luck, might join its gilded coterie. Marilyn 

Monroe, still the archetype of contemporary celebrity, fascinated America because she was 

always-already our very own Norma Jean, just as Madonna, in “Material Girl,” must eschew 

the trappings of class and glamour – "I dunno, I think it's real diamonds. Yeah, he thinks he 

                                                   
31  Jonathan Goldman, Modernism Is the Literature of Celebrity (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2011), 95. 
32  Stella Tillyard, “’Paths of Glory’: Fame and the Public in Eighteenth-Century London,” in Joshua Reynolds: 
The Creation of Celebrity, ed. Martin Postle (London: Tate Publishing, 2005), 62. 
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can impress me by giving me expensive gifts" – before picking up Marilyn's mantle, her 

dress, her diamonds, even her gentlemen for an iconic reinterpretation of Gentlemen Prefer 

Blondes.  

The subjects of my chapters, among the first to enjoy the democratization of fame, 

intensely felt their liminal position at the vanguard of celebrity. The Fishers, Needhams and 

O’Kellys of the eighteenth century occupied a position between the larger populace of 

London, who celebrated them for their arriviste wealth and social position, and emulated or 

decried by the noble classes and the beau monde, who resented their upstart presence in 

London’s papers and print shops or at its masquerades, riots and racetracks. Maria Gunning, 

so popular she was mobbed in public parks, at theatres, and as she alighted from coaches,33 

captivated the public because she had reached from their own ranks to grasp the gold 

engagement ring of Lord Coventry, marrying up to a title and an estate. While her place 

among the gentry captivated the public, her public appeal fascinated the gentry: “even the 

noble mob in the Drawing-Room clambered upon chairs and tables to look at her,” wrote 

Walpole in 1752.34 As did O’Kelly, Needham and Fisher, the Duchess enthralled Britain 

precisely because of her medial position: emulated, often jealously, by the nobility, who 

perceived her as a trendsetter, and beloved by the public, who relished her “broad Irish” and 

                                                   
33  She was for this reason appointed a royal guard, in which "pomp did the idiot walk all the evening with 
more mob about her than ever," wrote J. West to Lord Nuneham in June 1759. It was "at present the talk of 
the whole town." Cited in Lewis, 9.240. See also Walpole, Letters to Horace Mann (June 18, 1751; March 23, 
1752; and May 13, 1752), in Lewis, 20.260, 311-12 and 317. 
34  Walpole, Letter to Horace Mann (March 23, 1752), in Lewis, 20.311-12. 
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the nouveau-riche gaffes Walpole called her spropositos.35 (In one memorable instance, asked 

by George II what kind of spectacle she would most like to see, she expressed a sincere desire 

for a royal funeral). The celebrities of the mid-eighteenth century acted as a kind of conduit 

between these two worlds. They were at once rarefied and popular, both rich and famous, 

representatives of the great unwashed in the upmarket world of the bon ton. 

 Celebrity therefore issues from class collision, a conjuncture the mid-eighteenth 

century is rightly remembered for. In the theatres of Covent Garden and Drury Lane, the 

shops of Cheapside and the ridottos and masquerades of Vauxhall, Marylebone and the 

Pantheon, high and low rubbed shoulders. Dennis O'Kelly, Irish adventurer, ran horses at 

Epsom alongside the Earl of Derby. After a sightseeing visit to the British capital, Johann 

Wilhelm von Archenholz reported with surprise that "many people of rank" walked side-by-

side with courtesans in public, even permitting "them to take hold of their arms, in the most 

familiar manner."36 The three arenas of this dissertation, fashion, sex, and sport, alloyed the 

classes to an extraordinary degree, making possible the democratizing amalgam of celebrity. 

While fashion sold an exclusive lifestyle, it nevertheless relied on a popular public, doubly so 

given that liminal figures such as Maria Gunning or noted courtesans set au courant styles. 

London's sex industry intertwined the classes, often quite literally, in ways at once both 

private and public; the eponymous narrator of The Adventures of an Embroidered Waistcoat, 

for instance, recollects his time among the quality “in an eminent-Bawdy house,” where he 

                                                   
35  Walpole, Letter to Horace Mann (July 27, 1752), in Lewis, 20.324. 
36  Wilhelm von Archenholz, A Picture of England, 2 vol. (London 1789), 2. 91-92. 
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frequently sat “Tête-à-Tête with a young Duke.”37 And at the track, open courses and 

sweepstakes betting meant access, even participation for all, irregular yet instrumental in 

early sporting culture.  

The way in which public-ness could confuse class and virtue is a recurring literary 

device of the period. Consider the title character of Fanny Burney's Evelina, who after 

emerging from the bushes at Vauxhall is mistaken for a woman of pleasure, or that of 

Haywood's Fantomina, who after contriving at the theatre "to dress herself as near as she 

cou'd in the Fashion of those Women who make sale of their Favours," is mistaken, 

wonderfully enough, for herself. "Gad,” exclaims one of her several male admirers, “she is 

mighty like my fine Lady Such-a-one, –naming her own Name."38 Not yet marked, however, is 

how the actual mechanisms of print culture were encouraging those same confusions. The 

machinery of celebrity, the images, anecdotes, fashions and affectations that produced the 

phenomenon, had an uncanny tendency to conflate disparate stations of life into a new sort 

of figure, defined less by class or lineage than by public presence and media attention. The 

1761 letter to the St. James's Chronicle, cited earlier in this introduction, underscores the 

Enlightenment interchangeability of Kitty Fisher and Jane Shore, or Queen Charlotte and a 

Windsor beauty of the court of Charles II. Even more profoundly, Kitty Fisher and Queen 

Charlotte were themselves becoming commutable. Shops of the period sold and displayed 

images of duchesses next to demi-reps, courtesans alongside countesses. Popular prints 

                                                   
37  Memoirs and Interesting Adventures of an Embroidered Waistcoat (London: J. Brooke, 1751), 16-17. 
38  Eliza Fowler Haywood, Fantomina, or Love in a Maze, ed. Alexander Pettit, Margaret Case Croskery, and 
Anna C. Patchias (Peterborough, ON: Broadview Press, 2004), 42. 
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celebrating Dennis O'Kelly might be repurposed to evoke Baron Foley, Earl of Egremont, 

just as a copper plate graven to market the actress Ann Barry could find new life as the 

Countess of Sefton. The marketplace, even while it was rending the public image from the 

private self, further flattened age-old distinctions in deference to new modes of being public. 

Such repurposings and correspondences documented as they accelerated the class confusion 

celebrity was already making possible. 

 The archive I survey is markedly multimedia: popular songs and fashions, country 

dances, bestselling novels and it-narratives, magazines, hack biographies, sporting records, 

ceramics, puppet-shows, theatrical performances, maps, popular woodcuts and broadsheets, 

news features, society portraits and satirical prints. Recent years have launched online 

databases such as the Burney Collection of 17th- and 18th-Century Newspapers and 

Eighteenth-Century Collections Online, as well as the rapidly-proliferating digital collections 

of the Victoria & Albert Museum and the British Museum. This project benefits immensely 

from their holdings, and from the newfound accessibility of such material more generally.  

Before very recently, synthesizing the extent or workings of celebrity has been extraordinarily 

difficult, not only due to its transience and its tendency to overwrite itself, but also because 

available sources have rarely surveyed more than a single genre at a time. Kitty Fisher, just for 

example, assumes far more cultural significance once we recognize her manifestation through 

bonnets, mezzotints, porcelains, watch-papers, popular verse, satire and society portraiture. 

Without access to the polyvalent items connected to her name, she goes underappreciated, or 
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is indeed not seen at all, interpreted merely as a stock courtesan or an anonymous, decorative 

beauty.  

Because public presence constitutes celebrity, I read popular and mass-produced 

prints in relation to academy art of the period, considering which images were most 

successful in the print market, or whether changes were made between an original portrait 

and its mass-market iteration. Reading mezzotints and engravings in tandem with their 

painted originals can make for intriguing reevaluations, especially regarding the effects of 

publicity on studio art. An astonishingly public and popular mezzotint of Kitty Fisher, for 

example, would be imitated in dozens of society portraits to follow. In such a light, Fisher’s 

modishness seems to have made Joshua Reynolds’s name, just as the notoriety of Elizabeth 

Needham buoyed the popularity of Hogarth, and Dennis O'Kelly lent to the fame of George 

Stubbs. Using celebrity as a by-line, in lieu of any single text or genre, reveals new aspects of 

the eighteenth-century canon: how Burney’s Evelina responds to cultural anxieties provoked 

by celebrity, or how culture-workers of the period, among them Hogarth, Fielding, 

Reynolds, Stubbs and Foote, built their careers on the passing celebrity of others.  

  Blind Items adopts a textual studies approach, in that I treat the multimedia archive 

of my project as inherently fluid, subject to constant rewriting, republication, and new 

performances. The satiric target of Henry Fielding’s Covent-Garden Tragedy, in its many 

iterations through the century, shifts and changes; one celebrity bawd is replaced by another, 

as the iconic madam of the 1720s makes way for the public procuress of the 1740s and 50s. 

William Hogarth rewrote the face at the center of Plate One of A Harlot’s Progress, even on 
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the original copper plate. And prints of Ann Day, initially sold to brand her status as a 

comely tart, could be rebranded and sold again, even artificially aged, after her ascent to a 

title and social clout. In the first two cases, popular prints and productions maintained their 

relevance through the century by way of new, perpetually topical celebrity referents. In the 

latter, what has traditionally been read as a single, static image instead produced a rags-to-

riches celebrity story in the windows of London’s print shops. By studying to-the-moment 

performances, novels across editions, the shifting marginalia of readers and re-pressed images 

from altered plates, Blind Items captures some of celebrity’s characteristic transience – the 

self-erasure and tendency to over-write itself that make it, as on Walpole’s revelatory inn-

signs, so difficult to recognize after the fact.  

 Finally, this project participates in an ongoing reconsideration of eighteenth-century 

character, particularly recent work assessing character in its eighteenth-century senses, 

beyond the novel alone – a “pragmatics of character,” as Deidre Lynch has described her own 

approach.39 Character in the eighteenth century is a profoundly vexed term, straddling fact 

and fiction, specificity and abstraction. The word can at once refer to an actual person, a type 

or category of person, or the wholly fictional characters we speak of today. Recent work by 

Catherine Gallagher has positioned fiction itself as a social construct only developed through 

the course of the 1700s; until the mid-eighteenth century, British culture lacked “a 

                                                   
39  Deidre Shauna Lynch, The Economy of Character: Novels, Market Culture, and the Business of Inner Meaning 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 4. 
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conceptual category of fiction,”40 only developing a sense for untruths mutually understood 

as untruths in the century’s latter decades. This dawning of shared cultural understanding 

may have sparked what David Brewer has termed “imaginative expansion” – the way in 

which eighteenth-century readers began treating characters as “both fundamentally 

incomplete and the common property of all,”41 merrily creating afterlives for Pamela and 

further adventures for Gulliver or Tristram Shandy. The slow realization of what fiction 

meant unmoored character from its real-life referents, giving rise to dizzying, wonderful and 

communal possibilities. 

 The transition from factual to fictional character, however, could not have been a 

sharp one. Through decades of overlap, whether a given character was fictional or factual 

must have depended on the experience of a given reader. Indeed, readers seem to have 

experienced characters in a double-edged way, understanding them as both referential and 

abstract at the same time. Chrysal, as one perspicacious late-century reader observes, intended 

“to draw a Picture of the times, not of particular persons,” and to achieve that generality 

Johnstone fused “the actions of different People to make one General Character” (Figure 

0.3). Nevertheless, Chrysal’s fictions, its “General Characters,” were stitched together from 

real-life personalities, who readers recognized and whose names were marked in margins and 

flyleaves. “A man who has a good Nose at an innuendo,” wrote Addison in The Spectator, 

                                                   
40 Catherine Gallagher, “The Rise of Fictionality,” in The Novel: Volume 1: History, Geography and Culture, ed. 
Franco Moretti (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007), 340. 
41 David Brewer, The Afterlife of Character, 1726-1825 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005), 
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Figure 0.3: Reader’s inscription, Chrysal, or the Adventures of a Guinea. 
Special collections, the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford.  
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never sees a Vice or Folly stigmatized, but finds out one of other of his Acquaintance 
pointed at by the Writer. I remember an empty pragmatical Fellow in the Country, 
who upon reading over the whole Duty of Man, had written the Names of several 
Persons in the Village at the Side of every Sin which is mention’d by that excellent 
Author; so that he had converted one of the best Books in the World into a Libel 
against the ‘Squire, Church-wardens, Overseers of the Poor, and all other the most 
considerable Persons in the Parish. This Book with these extraordinary marginal  
Notes fell accidentally into the Hands of one who had never seen it before; upon 
which there arose a current Report that Some-body had written a Book against the 
‘Squire and the whole Parish. The Minister of the Place having at that Time a 
Controversy with some of his Congregation upon the Account of his Tythes, was 
under some Suspicion of being the Author, 'till the good Man set his People right by 
shewing them that the satyrical Passages might be applied to several others of two or 
three neighbouring Villages, and that the Book was writ against all the Sinners in 
England.42 
  

One might dismiss referential reading as merely an early-century phenomenon, or the habit 

only of “empty pragmatical” rubes. Yet Lady Mary Wortley Montagu read novels in much 

the same manner. After devouring Francis Coventry’s “obviously fictional” Pompey the 

Little,43 which she thought “a real and exact representation as Life as it is now acted in 

London,” Montagu recognized herself as one of its characters, along with “many others of 

[her] Acquaintance.” Ladies Townshend and Orford, “are so well painted,” she exclaimed, “I 

fancy’d I heard them talk, and have heard them say the very things there repeated.”44 For 

eighteenth-century readers, the nature of fiction seems to have been less self-evident. 

Eighteenth-century studies tends to sharply demarcate early-century factual reading and late-

century fictions, separating the utterly factual genres of roman à clef or satire from the utterly 
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fictional novel. The two may instead have overlapped, meaning eighteenth-century character 

behaves in some senses like celebrity, and that eighteenth-century celebrity also possesses the 

resonances and qualities of fiction. Characters at once pointed towards real-life figures of the 

reader’s acquaintance, all the “most considerable Persons in the Parish,” and encompassed, 

more generally, “all the sinners in England.”  

Following the publication of Ian Watt’s seminal Rise of the Novel, the eighteenth 

century has been valorized for the emergence of subjective individuality. “The philosophical, 

the novelistic, and the socioeconomic are united during this period,” writes Michael 

McKeon, “in their validation of individual experience, of one or another sort of 

'individualism.'"45 Read beyond the prototypical novel, however, eighteenth-century popular 

culture leaned heavily on the stock type, a roughly interchangeable sort of figure defined by 

its broad applicability, not by its subjective resonances: the critic, the fop, the rake, the bawd, 

the Jew. “The particularity and range of eighteenth-century social observation is less than it 

seems at first,” complains Diana Donald. “The type is all important, and constantly reasserts 

itself.”46 The stock type served as a kind of cultural shorthand, both for the various 

personalities one might encounter in rapidly expanding eighteenth-century London, and for 

the various possible iterations of British humanity. Deidre Lynch marks a transition away 

from type to individual in the turn from the seventeenth to the eighteenth centuries: "by the 

mid-eighteenth century character writers operated in an environment in which little 
                                                   
45  Michael McKeon, The Origins of the English Novel, 1600-1740 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
2002), 2. 
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authority could be attributed to concepts of a social type.” Distinction, not typicality, came 

to define the Enlightenment marketplace. The slow transition to distinction, however, did 

not do away with the type-character outright. Instead, eighteenth-century culture relied on 

distinct celebrity referents to flesh out the type. The stock Jew was simultaneously Samson 

Gideon, the bawd Elizabeth Needham, the rake Lord Sandwich. Character still “indexed a 

social norm, a determinate place on the moral map where every person had a proper place 

and where distinction was contained within limits.”47 At the same time, however, those 

social norms were simultaneously abstract and specific; Britain mapped those selfsame 

character types and determinate positions by way of real-life celebrity referents. 

 George Alexander Stevens’s wildly successful The Lecture on Heads might usefully 

illustrate the factual-yet-fictional, abstracted-yet-specific characters of the eighteenth-century 

cultural marketplace. In a series of long-running performances, debuting in April 1764 yet 

running for decades, Stevens refracted British personhood into a full spectrum of social types 

(Figures 0.4-0.5): the Jew, the Politician, the Macaroni; Sir Somebody, the modern 

connoisseur; the Methodist Preacher, the London Blood, and the Woman of the Town 

(Figure 0.6). Employing a collection of wooden, pasteboard and papier-mâché heads, Stevens 

iterated abstracted type-characters by way of reference to well-known personalities. A 

primary selling point of the series was its continual updating, meant to capitalize on regnant 

celebrities and well-known personalities of the moment. The Lecturer has “furnished himself 

with a fresh Sortment of Goods of the newest Fashion,” read advertisements and public  

                                                   
47  Lynch, Economy of Character, 33. 
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Figure 0.4: George Alexander Stevens and his celebrated heads, as featured in The 
Universal Magazine of Knowledge and Pleasure, September 1765.  
© The British Library Board. 
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Figure 0.5: Frontispiece to George Alexander Stevens's Lecture on Heads (1785). 
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, the University of Texas at Austin. 
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Figure 0.6: Three of Stevens's character types – the Methodist preacher, the London 
blood, the woman of the town – as illustrated by Thomas Rowlandson (1808).  
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, the University of Texas at Austin. 

 

notices; old characters have been “new dressed,” and the performer exerted “his utmost 

Abilities toward enriching the Lecture with new characters, and by making such other 

Alterations, as appeared requisite for keeping Pace with the Foibles as well as the Fashions of 

the Times."48 Stevens’s abstracted type, the representative “head,” was constantly located by 

way of its to-the-moment celebrity reference, a hitmaking formula practiced not only by his 

numerous imitators, but by eighteenth-century culture at large. Hence the archetypal bawd, 

in the work of Hogarth, Fielding and Foote, is perpetually updated through the 1700s, from 

Mothers Needham to Bentley to Heywood to Douglas to Windsor. Even the physiognomy  

                                                   
48  Gerald Kahan, George Alexander Stevens and The Lecture on Heads (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 
1984), 56. 
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Figure 0.7: The miser, as depicted in John Caspar Lavater's Essays on Physiognomy (1789).  
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, the University of Texas at Austin. 
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Figure 0.8: The "character formed for command," as depicted in John Caspar Lavater's 
Essays on Physiognomy (1789). © The British Library Board. 

 
 
 
of Lavater, for all its apparent celebration of individual character through individual form, 

nevertheless located individuality by way of character-types: the miser, for example (Figure 

0.7), or – as though excavating the separate layers of Walpole’s tavern signs, and positioning 

each hero by cross-section – the “character formed for command” (Figure 0.8). Character in 

eighteenth-century culture seems to have been concurrently understood as abstracted and 

referential, typical and specific. 
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The three chapters of this dissertation document the materiality and the fungibility 

of celebrity in this formative era, through considerations of three discrete cultural arenas in  

which eighteenth-century celebrity was constructed: fashion, sex and sport. Each begins with 

a celebrated individual, hitherto understood as singular, if also partially covered by the 

detritus of history. After exploring each figure's proverbial quarter-hour of spotlight, the  

chapters complicate the supposed singularity of the given figure, exploring how his or her 

public image might in fact be predetermined by their social type, reconstitute aspects  

of their predecessors, or might themselves have been revived and repurposed through the 

course of the century. The standing of such figures as both characters and celebrities, at once 

iterations of an abstracted type and real-life figures, facilitated the continual updating process 

referred to in my subtitle as “the making of celebrity.” In Chapter One, I examine the 

celebrated Kitty Fisher, Britain’s most noted and representative courtesan in 1760, to 

underscore how popular prints, images, songs and fashions associated with the toasts of 

London repurposed and adapted aspects of their predecessors. Fisher's public image, imitated 

and appropriated both by London's most public women and within the rareified worlds of 

fashion and social influence, marks celebrity not only as the result of widespread public 

presence, but likewise pervasive co-optation and reinterpretation. Chapter Two begins with 

Elizabeth Needham, the archetypal bawd of William Hogarth's A Harlot's Progress, to 

complicate the way in which critics of the Progress have consistently located her as Hogarth's 

point of reference. The Progress, which would be remade and reinterpreted through the 

course of the century, likewise inscribed a series of noted women as the iconic bawd of its 
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first plate: Needham at its debut, but other well-known madams in subsequent decades. 

Understanding A Harlot's Progress not as a self-contained series of images but as a 

longstanding cultural conceit demonstrates its intimate reliance on eighteenth-century 

celebrity culture, for the series maintained its own cultural currency by way of the popular 

presence of well-known procuresses. Finally, Chapter Three focuses on Dennis O'Kelly, one 

of the earliest and the greatest of British racing celebrities, to demonstrate both the class-

rupturing possibilities and effects of early sporting celebrity, and how racing celebrity might 

be the concerted result of repurposed anecdotes, refigured Stubbs paintings and switched-out 

collectible prints. As a single project, Blind Items positions eighteenth-century celebrity as an 

innately fungible, even viral phenomenon. Read through the lens of celebrity, the 

repurposing of Britain's most famous individuals may challenge the "rise" of individualism, 

as charted by Ian Watt and his followers, long the primary model for understanding 

eighteenth-century subjectivity. 
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Chapter One: Fashion 

 

 
Unnumber’d Suppliants croud Preferment’s Gate, / Athirst for Wealth and burning 
to be great, / Delusive Fortune hears th’incessant Call, / They mount, they shine, 
evaporate, and fall. 

 – Samuel Johnson, The Vanity of Human Wishes (1749) 
 
And luckless Kitty fell. 
    – A SONG, occasioned by a late Event. To the Tune of KITTY FELL (1759)  

 
 

 

Even as they good-naturedly contested the proper apportioning of credit for the success, the 

three agreed: it was a neat trick, “turning a little gutter-baggage into a duchess.” And as they 

ascend in slow, formal procession up the elaborate staircase, at whose top awaits their gutter-

baggage-turned-Vuitton, the future Duchess of Malmuster, their respective efforts seem 

difficult to separate. The society painter who fixed her lovely face, in varnish and oils, before 

the gaze of London’s glitterati; the rakish buck who sharpened her sense of self and sexuality, 

persuading her to pose as a lady of fashion; the grande dame and Duchess who schooled her 

in elocution and the flirtatious semaphore of the fan – each added leverage to Kitty’s 

precipitous rise, yet none so much as Kitty’s own charm, resourcefulness, and disarming 

beauty. In Paramount Pictures’ blockbuster 1945 film, Kitty, Paulette Goddard’s title 

character balanced equal parts audacity and sex appeal, striding from the streets to the center  
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Figure 1.1: Promotional photograph of Paulette Goddard in Paramount's Kitty (1945).  

 

of London society and fashion (Figure 1.1) while leaving a train of discarded men – and 

gowns – in her considerable wake. A breathless advertising blitz no doubt helped fire public 

interest. “THAT SCANDALOUS LONDON HUSSY SWEEPS TO THE SCREEN,” 

trumpeted The Saturday Evening Post, amplifying the siren-song of she “who made a career 

out of love as she rose from the slums to become the most scandalous Duchess of the 

London Court.” The Ladies’ Home Journal conceded that Kitty “had to learn to be a lady,” 

but delivered, with a wink and a gasp, a suggestive riposte: “...but no one ever had to teach 
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her anything about men!”1 The film’s remarkable success, however – for it was the most 

popular film of a prolific and accomplished actress – had as much to do with Goddard’s own 

narrative as that of Kitty’s eponymous heroine. The world had watched the self-described 

“plain Paulette Levy from Long Island” ride a hundred-thousand-dollar divorce settlement to 

Los Angeles, where she traded the wedding-ring of Charlie Chaplin, her fellow lead in 

Modern Times and The Great Dictator, for the admiring glances of George Gershwin, then 

Eric Maria Remarque, Diego Rivera and Clark Gable. In late 1945, the former pin-up, 

Cocoanut Grove dancer and Goldwyn Girl at last perched, atop a mounting pile of divorced 

husbands and candid snapshots, on the cover of Life magazine (Figure 1.2) – queen, even if 

only for a brief shining moment, of the Hollywood glamour-girls.  

 Kitty is a distinctly cinematic vision of the eighteenth century, even risibly so, all 

stage makeup and décolletage. Like Goddard in a film tie-in, shilling toilet soap to the masses 

(Figure 1.3), its gold-leaf surface barely conceals the crass consumerism beneath. For all its 

tacky modernity, though, the story Kitty tells is nevertheless an artifact of the 

Enlightenment. In mapping the now-familiar, rags-to-riches trajectory of celebrity, Kitty and 

Goddard rehearse a phenomenon born of the distinct sociocultural trends of the mid-

eighteenth century. Advances in print-making and shifts in the social fabric, which seem to 

have been significantly realized by the 1750s and 60s, made possible the advent of the 

“public beauty,” a woman equal parts popular and patrician, who fused the social power and 

access of the landed gentry with the ostentatious sexuality and public presence of the girl-for- 

                                                   
1  The Saturday Evening Post, January 19, 1946; The Ladies' Home Journal, February 1946. 
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Figure 1.2: Goddard as "Kitty" on the cover of Life, December 17, 1945.  
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Figure 1.3: Advertisement for Lux Toilet Soap, with Paulette Goddard in character as 
"Kitty." McCall's, April 1945. 
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hire. In the print shops of London, images of actresses and courtesans became 

interchangeable with those of duchesses and countesses, a media phenomenon that created as 

it documented its own real-life equivalent. To a surprising degree, young girls of no fortune 

and questionable moral fiber, armed only with their comeliness, their daring and the ardent 

attention of the public, were winning marriage proposals from nobles of the nation’s first 

families. The celebrities of the mid-eighteenth century linked these two worlds. Celebrated 

by the public at large, who applauded their rise from workaday origins, and relentlessly 

imitated by the rich and powerful, who coveted their public appeal and fame, the eighteenth-

century celebrity leveled traditional class distinctions in deference to a bright new mode of 

being public. The remarkable success of Goddard’s eighteenth-century correlates in turn 

upends longstanding critical assumptions about the relative novelty of celebrity: that, as Fred 

Inglis repeats them, in the early years of celebrity “the social order itself remained stable,” or 

that it was not “until the 1960s that the ruling class in both Britain and the United States 

stopped being the glass of fashion and the mould of form.”2 The high tastemakers of the 

1750s – the Duchess of Ancaster, Ladies Hamilton and Coventry, Kitty Fisher – were 

respectively the daughter of “a disreputable horse jock of Newmarket,” “two Irish girls of no 

fortune” and a low-born whore.3 In mid-century London, high style and unflinching 

publicity were colliding in some fascinating ways, and from that smoking wreckage emerged 

the contemporary phenomenon of celebrity. 
                                                   
2  Inglis, A Short History of Celebrity, 38. 
3  Horace Walpole, Letters to Horace Mann (July 7, 1779 and June 18, 1751), in Lewis, 24.499 and 20.260. 
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 This chapter traces the advent of eighteenth-century celebrity through the meteoric 

rise of that same Kitty: Catherine Maria Fischer (Figure 1.4), familiarly known as “Kitty 

Fisher” to the thousands who gazed at and collected her printed likenesses, the hundreds 

who whispered her name across the tea-tables of society gossip, and the lucky few who could 

afford “a hundred guineas a night, for the use of her charms.”4 Although Fisher dominated 

mid-eighteenth-century London, “the Favourite of the Public and the Darling of the Age," 

"the Admiration of every Eye, the Theme of every Tongue,”5 she has nearly disappeared. The 

idiosyncratic mechanics of Enlightenment London’s print market, at once combining and 

negotiating between social notoriety and utter anonymity, introduces her as half-veiled or 

only in glimpses and gestures we now fail to recognize: an apparently stock whore, a snatch 

of forgotten music, a bonnet or a half-cocked head. Once she has been partially uncovered, 

however, we can see how Kitty Fisher’s face both illumines the nature of celebrity at the 

point of its birth, and how celebrity yet retains some aspects of the mold in which it was 

formed. Like Goddard, who straddled “singularity and typicality”6 as both the national 

obsession and our own, girl-next-door Paulette Levy, Fisher’s celebrity emerges from a 

carnivalesque, exceedingly eighteenth-century mash-up of popular and patrician cultural 

forms, a collapse which reconciled the patrician realm (the traditional purview of fame,  

                                                   
4  Archenholz, A Picture of England, 2.92-94. 
5  “Simon Trusty” (Anon), An Odd Letter, on a Most Interesting Subject, to Miss K--- F—h—r. Recommended to 
the Perusal of the Ladies of Great Britain (London, 1760), 6. 
6 Roach, It, 8. 
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Figure 1.4: Kitty Fisher, painted by Joshua Reynolds with open letter (1759), as Cleopatra 
dissolving a pearl (1759) and seated with doves (1762). 
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 “the honour and power of a name”)7 to popular culture – positioning Fisher as a point of 

reference and emulation for countless others, both high and low. In these pages I offer a 

reading of the public image of Fisher, the most remarked-on and remarkable woman in 

London at mid-century, to position the courtesan as a model for the emergence of celebrity 

itself, a phenomenon that even in the present day blurs the boundaries between the socially 

marginal and the socially central. Print culture, which iterated the celebrity at once as a 

recognizable personage and a type-character, positioned “Kitty Fisher” as the avatar for any 

number of greater social currents: a reference point for the stock courtesan, the embodiment 

of British luxury, consumption, and imperial power, the very image of female beauty and 

male desire. Just as she would stand in for any number of courtesans, however, Fisher would 

operate as a point of imitation for those patrician women appropriating her style and 

manner, reflecting the light of her beauty as they strove to outshine her. My aim is to restore 

a lost history in which a courtesan became a particular kind of celebrity, a public beauty 

operating as a reference point for women of quality, a tastemaker, and a social agent. In so 

doing, I hope to augment current models of celebrity by illustrating that the eighteenth-

century public image, instead of welling outright from the singularity of a given person, was 

necessarily associational, disparate and intrapersonal, inflected more by the parti-color logic 

of print culture than the face of any one remarkable personage. 

 In chasing celebrity to its formative years, our sights must be set on the lovely visage 

of the courtesan – not only because, as Joseph Roach memorably puts it, “painted harlots 

                                                   
7  Tillyard, “’Paths of Glory,’” 62. 
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now reign like royals on newsstands everywhere,”8 but because many of the emergent 

cultural forms of celebrity in fact celebrated those most public of women. Its attention off 

the war, London’s fancy lightly turned to thoughts of love, creating the nation’s first mass 

market for images of actresses and courtesans and hotly trading in the visages of noted 

beauties. The two-dimensional wares of so-called face-shops were supplemented by gossip 

columns and scandal features, such as the "Tête-à-Tête Portraits" of the Town and Country 

Magazine, which likewise constructed as they capitalized on the public notoriety and 

desirability of well-known courtesans. Finally, beginning in 1757, readers could purchase 

what was then a novelty: a circulating list, offering “An Exact Description of the Person, 

Temper and Accomplishments of the Several Ladies of Pleasure who frequent Covent 

Garden and other Parts of the Metropolis,” whose title page promised, for a mere “two 

shillings and sixpence,” the characters of “the most celebrated Ladies now in Town.”9 Using 

the name of (but not, in typical eighteenth-century fashion, otherwise connected to) Jack 

Harris, “chief waiter at the Shakespear’s Head as well as the self-proclaimed Pimp-General of 

All England,”10 Harris’s List of Covent-Garden Ladies became a sort of Fodor’s Guide to 

London’s filles de joie. The publication featured not merely “the most current addresses 

where they might be found, but their ages and prices, descriptions of their physical 

characteristics, biographical details, comments about their health and, of course, their 

                                                   
8  Roach, It, 2. 
9  Harris’s List of Covent-Garden Ladies: or, New Atalantis for the Year 1761 (London: H. Ranger, 1761). 
10  Hallie Rubenhold, Harris’s List of Covent-Garden Ladies: Sex in the City in Georgian Britain (Stroud, 
Gloucestershire: Tempus Publishing, 2005), 15. 
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specialized services”11 – among sundry memorable examples, a Miss Bland increased 

titillation through a “use of provocatives” including, but presumably not limited to, “pullets, 

pigs, veal, new-laid eggs, oysters, crabs, prawns, eringoes, electuaries, &c. &c.”12  

 Not only were these dubious publications collectible bestsellers,13 “it soon lent cachet 

to have one’s name thus published, and many top-ranking courtesans utilized the List to 

climb ladder to fame and fortune.”14 Such texts offered a way for Britons to collectively 

fashion a hierarchy of sex-based celebrity, who was hot, as it were, and who was not, and in 

the half-century of its publication Harris’s List knighted a succession of town toasts: Betty 

Careless, Fanny Murray, Lucy Cooper and Nancy Dawson, each the queen of London for 

her season. Kitty Fisher would both appear in Harris’s List and transcend it. When the 

genuine Harris founded a rival publication in 1765, “in an attempt to claw back a portion of 

the profits to which he felt entitled,” he capitalized on an equally illustrious name, titling his 

rival venture Kitty’s Attalantis.15 As the Attalantis suggests, Kitty Fisher had become the 

exemplar of the fashionable courtesan, standing in for her type and occupation even as she 

had been constructed by it. 

                                                   
11  Rubenhold, Harris’s List, 15. 
12  Harris’s List of Covent-Garden Ladies: or, New Atalantis for the Year 1764 (London: H. Ranger, 1764), 155. 
13  Far from becoming obsolete once they were replaced by the next year’s issue, “back issues” of Harris’s List 
remained valuable commodities: the title page for 1788 (London: H. Ranger, 1788) indicates the List was sold 
“near Drury-Lane Play-House, Where may be had, The separate LISTS of many preceding Years.” 
14  E. J. Burford, Wits, Wenchers and Wantons. London’s Low Life: Covent Garden in the Eighteenth Century 
(London: Robert Hale), 103. 
15  Rubenhold, Harris’s List, 17. I should note that, although Fisher warrants inclusion in the 1761 edition’s list 
of “Covent Garden Characters and Reigning Celebrities,” it is as a kind of absent-presence: the editors include a 
letter, allegedly from Kitty Fisher herself, begging them to omit her entirely, since “though brought to 
misfortunes [she] never yet was on the common,” and including a bribe of five guineas to seal the deal. See 
Harris’s List for 1761, 49-50, and Hallie Rubenhold, The Covent Garden Ladies: Pimp General Jack and the 
Extraordinary Story of Harris’s List (Stroud, Gloucestershire: Tempus, 2005), 129. 
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 Fisher rose to public attention during a period her own class underwent the same 

transition exemplary of celebrity writ large. Through the century, courtesan or courtezan itself 

followed the relocation of social influence from court to city, gradually shifting meaning 

from “a lady or gentlewoman belonging to the court” to “a professed Strumpet or Whore” – 

or, as Johnson’s Dictionary more primly puts it in 1755, “a woman of the town.”16 The 

semantic transfer maps a democratizing tendency similar to the rise of authorship, meaning 

that women who formerly made their livings through aristocratic patronage and protection 

instead came to rely on the popular support of the city, their economic and social status 

rising in tandem with their public presence and vice-versa. Fisher’s profession accordingly 

demonstrated a model of public success, acclaim, and independence for women, gilding the 

undeniable risks of sex work with the silver lining of public clamor. Not only did the 

courtesan, by mid-century, no longer rely on a court’s patronage, she was also liberated of 

her attachment to any single patron or protector. Fisher’s social currency no doubt borrowed 

luster from her several notable admirers, among them “the foremost sailor and most popular 

soldier in Great Britain,”17 but her success, like that of many other demi-reps, was self-made. 

Fisher bought her own coach, selected her own furnishings, and likely commissioned her 

                                                   
16  Definitions for “Courtesan” in Nathan Bailey’s An Universal Etymological English Dictionary (London: R. 
Ware et al, 1749) and Samuel Johnson’s A Dictionary of the English Language (London: W. Strahan, 1755). 
17  Horace Bleackley, Ladies Fair and Frail: Sketches of the Demi-Monde of the Eighteenth Century (London: John 
Lane, 1909), 69. The men in question were the Baron George Anson, Admiral of the British Navy, and 
General John Ligonier, who became General and Commander-in-Chief of British forces in 1757, at the age of 
77 – the first rumored to be impotent, the second a pedophile. 
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own portraits.18 While the oldest profession predates the eighteenth century, not until the 

reign of Sally Salisbury in the 1720s, “the first of the ‘Toasts of the Town’ to rise to great 

fame from common stock,”19 could a girl born without rank or money command public 

acclaim through sex work. Appealing to and moving between the upper echelons of wealth 

and power and the masses, that great group of Londoners Horace Walpole snottily called 

“the mob,” this former milliner and daughter of a stay-maker forged a new kind of celebrity, 

one built on social charisma and sex appeal. Despite her exemplarity, however, and per the 

nascent, formative nature of celebrity in the era, Fisher’s singularity was constantly 

undergirded by her role as a cultural type, and Fisher’s public image would, curiously 

enough, blend into the public characters of her predecessors and followers. Like the heroine 

of a Kim Carnes pop song, a piecemeal blazon of Harlow gold, “Greta Garbo stand-off 

sighs” and Bette Davis eyes, Kitty Fisher emerges as the lovely parts of any other number of 

period beauties, including fellow courtesans Fanny Murray and Nancy Dawson, but also the 

young and aristocratic members of what Martin Postle has arrestingly termed “the Georgian 

‘glitterati’ – liberal in their politics, liberated in their social attitudes, and libidinous in their 

sexual behavior.”20  

                                                   
18  Advertisements for popular prints based on Reynolds’s “letter” portrait of Fisher stressed her ownership of 
the painting in question: “A Curious Metzotinto Print of Miss KITTY FISCHER, done from an Original 
Picture in her own Possession, lately painted from the Life, by Mr. REYNOLDS.” See the London Chronicle 
and Public Advertiser for July 14, 1759. 
19  Burford, Wits, Wenchers, and Wantons, 46. According to Burford, Salisbury marks the point at which 
“common” women could become socially and financially successful through selling sex: before her, “all the 
courtesans had come from the ranks of the ladies of the quality. Sally’s beauty, wit and dare-devil exploits 
caught the popular imagination and turned her into a star” (27). 
20  Martin Postle, “’The Modern Apelles’: Joshua Reynolds and the Creation of Celebrity,” in Joshua Reynolds: 
The Creation of Celebrity, ed. Postle (London: Tate Publishing, 2005), 23. 
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 By early 1758, Fisher was the most famous of any “lovely nymph” or “daughter of 

pleasure” to be catalogued in Harris’s List.21 At once the most singular woman in London, 

the most beautiful, the most witty, the most gay and charming and luxurious and 

remarkable, Fisher out-Cleopatra-ed Cleopatra as the most notable courtesan in the world, 

even before Reynolds painted her as that legendary beauty. Simply catching sight of her 

warranted a trip to the city. “You must come to town to see Kitty Fisher,” wrote Thomas 

Bowlby to a friend in Derbyshire, “the most pretty, extravagant, wicked little w––– that ever 

flourished; you may have seen her, but she was nothing till this winter.’”22 A flurry of 

admiring poetry issued from the pages of The Public Advertiser, then Lloyd’s Evening Post and 

British Chronicle, The London Chronicle, The Whitehall Evening Post, The Public Ledger, and 

Lloyd’s yet again,23 adding numbers to the crowds massed at St. James’s Park to see her pass 

by, ogling her dancing in “Ranelagh’s rich round,” and lining up to see her “Trip the Mall, 

and take the Air” – while Fisher “like a Meteor shot along / The Admiration of the 

Throng.”24 Chased by a mob of admirers at a fête at Vauxhall, “she and her party sought the 

                                                   
21  Harris’s List for 1761, xviii and 19. 
22  Letter to Philip Gell (January 5, 1758), The Ninth Report of the Commission on Historical Manuscripts, 2 vol. 
(London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1884), 2.402. 
23  “To Miss Kitty Fisher, by Thomas Wilkes, Esq.,” The Public Advertiser, October 16, 1758; “On Kitty Fell, a 
Famous Courtezan’s Falling from her Horse,” March 14, 1759; “Written Under the Print of Kitty Fisher, 
Drawn in the Character of Cleopatra,” The London Chronicle, September 8, 1759; “An Extempore Epigram. To 
Miss Kitty Fisher,” The Whitehall Evening Post or London Intelligencer, September 13, 1760; “To Miss Kitty ––
––, on her praising a Portrait of Mr. Hudson’s,” The Public Ledger or The Daily Register of Commerce and 
Intelligence, January 23, 1761; and “Epigram, on seeing the Pictures of Virtue and Miss Kitty Fisher Hung 
Together,” Lloyd’s Evening Post and British Chronicle, July 2, 1760, also reprinted in The Universal Museum. Or, 
Gentleman’s and Ladies Polite Magazine of History, Politicks and Literature, 1:3 (1762). 
24  A Sketch of the Present Times, and the Time to Come: In an Address to Kitty Fisher (London: T. Waller, 1762), 
6; A Humourous Poetical Dialogue, between the Once Celebrated Miss F––– M––– and the Now Famed Miss K––– 
F––– (London: M. Thrush, 1760), 1-2. 
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seclusion of one of the open-air boxes,” where “a crowd of spectators stood at the entrance, 

watching eagerly while she ate her supper.”25 

 The mounting sheaves of newsprint and smoldering public interest caught ablaze in 

the spring of 1759, fired by the spark of scandal. In what some critics now reckon the first 

celebrity stunt,26 Fisher fell from her spooked horse in St. James’s Park, and upon landing 

gave spectators “favourable opportunity of viewing those charms which decency dictates 

should be hidden.”27 In a paradox entirely suiting the characteristic arc of celebrity, Fisher’s 

atmospheric rise would quite literally be precipitated by her fall. The irony was not lost on 

the contemporary audience: “your park discovery has obtain’d you many admirers,” 

conceded the broadsheet Letter from Lady ********* to the Celebrated Miss K**** F*****,28 

and a hack pamphlet has the “once-celebrated” Fanny Murray tell her replacement as the 

favorite of the season, “All the world knows / ‘Twas from that very Fall you rose: / To that, 

my Dear, you owe your Name, / ‘Twas that wide spread your little Fame.”29 Fisher’s “Merry 

Accident” was immediately commemorated by journalistic exposés and engraved prints 

                                                   
25  Bleackley, Ladies Fair and Frail, 74-75. 
26  See especially Stella Tillyard’s spirited description: “Having burst on the scene as a vivacious nineteen-year-
old in 1758 and found herself constantly written-up by the daily newspaper, the Public Advertiser, Kitty staged 
a public accident in Hyde Park where crowds had gathered to watch her ride, falling off her horse and exposing 
her pretty thighs. This trashy appeal to the public desire for sensation, so like the television antics of minor 
celebrities today, produced an avalanche of print, and her prices and the social standing of her clients rose in 
response” (65). 
27  The Uncommon Adventures of Miss Kitty F****r, 2 vol. (London: Thomas Bailey, 1759), 2.19. 
28  A Letter from Lady ********* to the Celebrated Miss K**** F*****. Concerning their late Adventures in St. 
James’s Park (London, ca. 1760). 
29  Humourous Poetical Dialogue, 14. 
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(Figure 1.5), each reveling in the accident’s more salacious aspects.30 “The report was 

immediately spread over the whole metropolis of what had happened to Kitty,”31 so that 

Fisher’s scandal dominated London:  

The streets and lanes re-ecchoed with Miss Kitty F–––r’s downfall. –Songs, 
lampoons, and epigrams flew about on every side, and prints of the scene were 
publickly exhibited. The song of “Kitty Fell” was now in every one’s mouth; and 
parties and cabals were actually formed, some for the ridicule, others for the 
vindication of Miss Kitty’s conduct. Every coffee-house was become a public oratory, 
where the merits and demerits of the cause were stated and opposed. Female tongues 
were not silent upon the occasion, –and the ghosts of envy still hovered round Kitty’s 
phaetonic car; whilst public advertisements appeared to apologize for our heroine.32 

  
Even before she first visited Reynolds’s studio in August 1759, Kitty Fisher was a scandal and 

a celebrity. Reynolds tied his rising star to Fisher’s own, and his painting of the courtesan 

leaning towards the viewer, her pretty neck encircled with pearls as an unattended billet-

doux itself threatens to fall, was an immediate sensation. “One of the bestsellers in the print 

shops of the period,”33 the image was engraved and re-engraved in prints by Richard 

Houston, Richard Purcell, Edward Fisher and others, and featured in a portable watch-paper 

by John June (Figure 1.6), allowing gentlemen admirers to carry her in their pockets. “There 

are prints of her everywhere,” complained Giustiana Wynne in that same year. “I don’t find 

                                                   
30  See, among others, the London Chronicle for Tuesday, March 13, 1759, and Lloyd’s Evening Post and British 
Chronicle for the following day.   
31  Uncommon Adventures, 2.20. 
32  The Juvenile Adventures of Miss Kitty F------r, 2 vol. (London: Stephen Smith, 1759), 2.164-65. 
33  Nicholas Penny, Joshua Reynolds (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1986), 193. Advertisements for the print 
first appeared in mid-July, 1759, in the London Chronicle: Or, Universal Evening Post, the Daily Advertiser and 
the Public Advertiser: “Tuesday next will be published, Price 2s. / A Curious Metzotinto Print of Miss KITTY 
FISCHER, done from an Original Picture in her own Possession, lately printed from the Life / by Mr. 
REYNOLDS.” The London Chronicle, July 12-14, 1759. 
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Figure 1.5: The Merry Accident, or a Print in the Morning; A Chair, a Chair for the Lady 
(1759). Courtesy of the Library of Congress. 
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Figure 1.6: Popular engravings of Kitty Fisher, after Reynolds' portrait: by John Bowles, 
Richard Purcell, and (as watch-paper) published by John June and Robert 
Sayer (all ca. 1759). © The Trustees of the British Museum. 
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her beautiful, but the English do and that is what matters.”34 “Kitty Fisher” was so 

omnipresent as to be inescapable, and an entire industry had been built solely on her public 

image, prompting Fisher herself to appeal to the city, in The Public Advertiser (Figure 1.7), to 

“protect her from the Baseness of little Scribblers” who had abused her in public papers, 

exposed her in print shops, and dared “to pretend to publish her memoirs.”35 The public 

wasn’t listening, but they were buying. So pervasively did her name echo through the streets 

of London that Paul Sandby’s Twelve London Cries Done from the Life, a 1760 series 

illustrating daily life in the British capitol, summed up the London experience with a ballad-

singer, complete with fishing-pole prop, hawking Kitty Fisher’s Merry-Thought (Figure 1.8).  

 For three heady years, the iconic Kitty ruled London. Perhaps the most remarkable 

aspect of the reign detailed in the preceding paragraphs is that it must be only an incomplete 

picture. Gone are the glass shop-windows and the sidewalk singers, and even the 

commodities they once peddled have left only partial traces. After her moment at 

Preferment’s Gate, Fisher’s face was plastered over with those of her successors, and the 

chapbooks recounting her Uncommon Adventures were torn apart and repurposed as waste-

paper. No copy of Kitty Fisher’s Merry-Thought can now be found, and the “eight-page 

songbooks” marketed using her name, writes Tim Clayton, “once so common, are now so 

rare that it is impossible to know whether they were adorned by one of Reynolds’s portraits 

                                                   
34  Cited in Andrea Di Robilant, A Venetian Affair: A True Tale of Forbidden Love in the Eighteenth Century 
(New York: Vintage Books, 1999), 215. 
35  The Public Advertiser, March 27, 1759.  
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Figure 1.7: Notice placed by Fisher in The Public Advertiser, Tuesday, March 27, 1759.  
© The British Library Board. 

 

of her.”36 The song “Kitty Fell” (Figure 1.9), performed at Vauxhall and the Haymarket by 

special request, was “in everybody’s mouth” in 1759,37 but would be replaced the next year 

by “There’s None Like Nancy Dawson,” which marked the newfound popularity of the 

“arse-wagging” hornpipe-dancer of the title.38 It was a just comeuppance, given Fisher herself  

                                                   
36  Clayton, “Figures of Fame,” 54. Kitty Fisher’s Merry-Thought was advertised in the Whitehall Evening Post 
for March 22, 1760 – immediately next to an advertisement for An Odd Letter on a Most Interesting Subject to 
Miss K–– F–H––R. 
37  Juvenile Adventures, 2.164. For a one parody of the song, refashioned to suit Fisher’s recent accident – “A 
Song, occasioned by a late Event (To the Tune of Kitty Fell)” – see Lloyd’s Evening Post for March 14 and 21, 
1759. 
38  Referring to Dawson’s commemoration in another jingle, “Nancy Dawson was a Whore,” sung as late as 
1836: “She was such a sprightly lass, / All other mots she did surpass, / Shew her your stuff, she’d wag her a–e, / 
All right, says Nancy Dawson.” Published in Nancy Dawson’s Cabinet of Choice Songs (London: William West, 
ca. 1840). “There’s None Like Nancy Dawson” was published as “Nancy Dawson. A New Song,” in The 
Universal Magazine of Knowledge and Pleasure for October 1760, 208-209. 
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Figure 1.8: Paul Sandby, Fun upon Fun, or the Second Part of Miss Kitty Fisher's Merry 
Thought, from Twelve London Cries Done from the Life (1760).  
© The Trustees of the British Museum. 
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had replaced Fanny Murray as the reigning toast and “A Song Wrote by Mr. Boyce on Sight 

of Fanny Murray” as London’s favorite ditty.39 The steps of the dance paying homage to 

Fisher (Figure 1.10), “lead thro’ ye bottom & cast up,” have been forgotten. Even when we 

do catch a straightforward glimpse of her, the accounts are often second- or third-hand, 

made half-distinct through the gauze of memory. “Now would you ever have imagined this?” 

wrote Fanny Burney, decades later, in her diary. Fisher once called on Samuel Johnson, “but, 

to his no little regret, he was not at Home.”40 In his Histoire de Ma Vie Casanova remembers 

meeting la célèbre Keti-Ficher, covered in thousands of pounds worth of diamonds, and was 

told by a Mrs. Wells that she had seen Fisher eat a bank note for 100 livres on a slice of bread 

and butter.41  

 “In the rolls of fame,” asked Edward Thompson’s bestselling The Meretriciad (1761), 

“who can, or dare eclipse a Kitty’s name?”42 The power of Fisher’s name, her absolute 

singularity, undoubtedly constitutes an essential element of her cultural power, and one a 

recent surge of interest in the history of celebrity, most especially the work of Marcia 

Pointon, Cindy McCreery, Stella Tillyard and Heather Rosenthal, has begun to  

                                                   
39  As Kalman A. Burnim observes of Dawson’s air, “as with most popular ballads many different versions of 
the words were in circulation,” and “these were rarely printed.” “’Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush’: 
With Dr. Arne and Nancy Dawson,” Restoration and 18th-Century Theatre Research 4:2 (1965), 40. Versions of 
songs attached to Murray, Fisher and Dawson were published in contemporary newspapers, as cited elsewhere 
in this chapter. 
40  The Early Journals and Letters of Fanny Burney, ed. Lars E. Troide and Stewart J. Cooke, 4 vol. (Montreal 
and Kingston: McGill-Queens University Press, 1994), 3.103. 
41  “Il vint dîner avec moi, puis nous allâmes chez la Wals, où la célèbre Keti-Ficher vint pour attendre le duc 
xx, qui devait la conduire à un bal. Elle avait sur elle pour plus de cent mille écus de diamants. [...] La Wals 
nous dit que ce fut chez elle qu’elle avala un billet de banque de cent livres sur une tartine de beurre que le chr. 
Akins, frère del la belle Mme Pit, lui donna.” Histoire de ma Vie, 12 vol., ed. Francis Lacassin (Paris: Robert 
Laffont, 1993), 9.248. 
42  Edward Thompson, The Meretriciad (London: C. Moran, 1761), 11. 
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Figure 1.9: "Kitty Fell," in A Favourite Collection of English Songs Sung by Mr. Beard, Miss 
Young &c. at Ranelagh Gardens (1757). 

 

reconstitute.43 At the same time, however, confining the spotlight to Fisher alone has failed 

to shed light on the full extent of her influence. Simultaneously the archetypal courtesan and 

the apogee of female beauty, Kitty Fisher bridged two worlds – providing, among 

comparably striking examples, a visual point of reference for the incipient rise of Nancy 

                                                   
43  See especially Marcia Pointon’s “The Lives of Kitty Fisher,” in the British Journal for Eighteenth-Century 
Studies 27:1 (Spring 2004). McCreery and Tillyard’s work, cited elsewhere in this chapter, offer textured 
considerations of Fisher by way of larger discussions, respectively, of satirical prints and Joshua Reynolds; and 
Rosenthal’s “The Fall and Rise of Kitty Fisher,” in Framing Women: Changing Frames of Representation from the 
Enlightenment to Postmodernism, ed. Sandra Carroll et al (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 2003), reads likenesses of Fisher 
to consider her own agency in the construction of her public image. 
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Dawson, whose star turn in The Beggar’s Opera intoxicated London, as well as for the 

adulterous fall of Henrietta Vernon, Lady Grosvenor, the married mistress of the Duke of 

Cumberland (Figure 1.11). In acting as the fulcrum between them, allowing them to be 

tested and weighed against each other, Kitty Fisher marks celebrity as a peculiarly eighteenth-

century dynamic, in which the myriad repurposings and imitations of the female public 

image – linking aristocratic social power with that most democratic of professions – could 

visually and textually embody the now-familiar rags-to-riches trope we associate with 

Paulette Goddard, with Marilyn Monroe, with any celebrated figure who has moved from 

everywoman status to exceptionalism, or from anonymity to notoriety. Every man and 

woman in London, high and low, gazed at the same transcendent creature, and the same 

creature spoke both to and for popular London and the beau monde. 

 Such a reading of the dynamics of celebrity demands we see Fisher both as distinct 

and indistinct, a singular cultural figure and a more anonymous type, a point of reference 

who might blur into the faces of women of all classes. Even in period context, “Kitty Fisher” 

was read at once as both singular individual and stock courtesan. The contemporary 

audience saw her face framed in the margins of Chrysal, or the Adventures of a Guinea, as “the 

most celebrated courtesan of the age”44 (Figure 1.12), although for later readers and critics 

the striking likeness would fade into fiction, and in the interim she would instead resemble 

“Catherine Hayes” – just as an upstanding “captain of war” was first read as Richard Howe,  

                                                   
44  Charles Johnstone, Chrysal, or the Adventures of a Guinea, ed. Kevin Bourque, 2 vol. (Kansas City: 
Valancourt Books, 2011), 1.121. 
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Figure 1.10: "Kitty Fisher," a dance included in Thompson's Complete Collection of 200 
Favourite Country Dances (ca. 1770). © The British Library Board. 

 
then as John Jervis, Lord St. Vincent, while an infamous libertine took shape as Lord 

Deloraine, then Sir Charles Bunbury, then finally a stock rake. Other scholars have 

intimated ways in which Kitty’s celebrity may have inflected the eighteenth century’s cultural 

construction of the courtesan. “The name ‘Kitty’ appears to have been popular for actual or 

fictitious courtesans, perhaps as a consequence of Fisher’s success,”45 suggests  

                                                   
45  Pointon, “Lives of Kitty Fisher,” 78. 
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Figure 1.11: Print of Fisher, engraved by Richard Purcell after Reynolds' painting, 
repurposed as prints of woman-of-pleasure Nancy Dawson (engraved by James 
Watson, ca. 1761) and Henrietta Vernon, Lady Grosvenor (1770), whose affair 
with the Duke of Cumberland became the talk of London in 1769.  
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Figure 1.12: Marginal identifications named Kitty Fisher in 1764 and 1767 editions of 
Chrysal. Special collections, Kenneth Spencer Research Library and University 
of Glasgow Library.  
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Marcia Pointon, citing The Fruitless Repentance; or, the History of Miss Kitty Le Fever (1769) 

as an example, and interpreting Carington Bowles’s Kitty Coaxer Driving Lord Dupe, toward 

Rotten Row (1779) as a continuation of “imagery of riding and falling,” such as Fisher’s upset 

in St. James’s Park, intended to evoke “not only sexual misconduct but also the socially and 

economically destabilising effects of the courtesan’s success.”46 In her parsing of the 

otherwise unidentified courtesan in the title page engraving for Nereus’s Prophecy: A Sea-Piece 

(1779), inscribed “Alas poor Kitty” and weeping for a hanged John Montagu, Earl of 

Sandwich, Cindy McCreery detects a possible allusion to Fisher, although she concludes it 

more likely that “‘Kitty’ here refers not to an individual courtesan, but rather symbolizes the 

association of unscrupulous politicians with loose women,” or that the figure “may even be 

intended for a common prostitute.”47 Given the eighteenth century’s characteristic tendency 

to understand such figures simultaneously as individuals and iterations of a species, “alas 

poor Kitty” may well refer both to Fisher and to the stock courtesan, as the two were in the 

period mutually inflecting and enforcing. Such a double-sided mode of reading was likely far 

more intuitive to the eighteenth-century interpreter than that of our own era, acclimated to 

more starkly drawn versions of personhood. Like Maria Gunning, who in a 1760 painting by 

Reynolds is at once herself and “the Queen of all Grace and Beauty,”48 in her visual and 

                                                   
46  Pointon, “Lives of Kitty Fisher,” 86. 
47  McCreery, Satirical Gaze, 96. 
48  As described in the Imperial Magazine, cited in Robert W. Jones, Gender and the Formation of Taste in 
Eighteenth-Century Britain (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 123. Jones continues: “it is 
unlikely that the exhibition audience would have seen the woman presented solely in terms of her being, in 
reality, the Duchess of Hamilton. Instead, the viewer may well have been expected to have a sufficiently good 
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textual manifestations, Kitty Fisher iterates both Kitty and the spitting image of courtesan. In 

accordance with the period’s overlapping definitions of character, connoting “both the 

distinctiveness and singularity of particular individuals and, increasingly, the imaginary 

personages of fiction and drama,”49 the type-figure was made more readily identifiable by 

way of pointed reference to its most notorious exemplar, even as this exemplar was always 

constructed in relation to an already-extant type. 

 Fisher’s name and image were perhaps only the most reproduced of other figures like 

her, whose public presence constantly balanced anonymity and notoriety and whose fame 

was, counterintuitively, constructed on their exemplarity as type-figures, and therefore on 

their utter commutability. Publishers used the names of many such “public women” more or 

less interchangeably to market books of jokes, bon-mots, ballads and blagues. As late as the 

1830s, Nancy Dawson’s Cabinet of Choice Songs was hawked alongside Fanny Hill’s Bang-Up 

Reciter. Notables appeared, too, as homologous punchlines in other collections. The clothes-

loving courtesan who, “like a squirrel,” was “always covering her back with her tail,” is Peggy 

Yates in Joe Miller’s Jests, but Nancy Parsons in The Covent Garden Jester.50 The whore 

biographies so popular in the period, whose market value teetered on the very singularity of 

                                                                                                                                                       
grasp, not only of art theory but also of contemporary gossip, to be capable of discerning not just the Duchess’s 
likeness, but also its relation to her looks and ‘life’, and to Reynolds’s ‘reading’ of that history.” 
49  Moody, “Stolen Identities: Character, Mimicry and the Invention of Samuel Foote,” in Theatre and 
Celebrity in Britain, ed. Luckhurst and Moody (Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 64. 
For character, see definitions 16a and 17a in the Oxford English Dictionary: both “a person regarded in the 
abstract as the possessor of specified qualities; a personage, a personality,” and “a personality invested with 
distinctive attributes and qualities, by a novelist or dramatist; also, the personality or ‘part’ assumed by an actor 
on the stage.” 
50  Joe Miller’s Jests (London, ca. 1770), 9; Roger Ranger, The Covent Garden Jester; Or, the Rambler’s 
Companion (London, 1785), 26. 
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the women in their titles – The Effigies, Parentage, Education, Life, Merry-pranks and 

Conversation of the Celebrated Mrs. Sally Salisbury (1722-23), The Memoirs of the Celebrated 

Miss Fanny M–– (1758-59), The Uncommon Adventures of Miss Kitty F****r (1759), The 

Genuine Memoirs of the Celebrated Miss Nancy D–––n (1760) – bear striking resemblance to 

one another, repeating, as Vivien Jones notes, not just a “very similar basic pattern” but often 

the same “arbitrary, heterogeneous scenes.”51 Even while it fashions its title in the same 

template as countless others, The Genuine Memoirs of the Celebrated Maria Brown (1766) 

attempts to distance itself from their indistinguishability, in a chapter separating Maria’s 

escapades from “the usual adventures of girls of the town”:  

It may be thought that there can be nothing very entertaining or amusing, much less 
novel, in the adventures of a girl of the town in London, as the histories of so many 
have already been published, and as they are little more than copies one from the 
other; the old round of Bob Derry’s, Weatherby’s, the Shakespeare’s-head, the Jelly-
shops, Maulby’s and Goulds, are now to be sure, think some, to come into play. We 
are to be informed how a citizen got drunk and was beat at one, was fleeced at 
another, and p[ox]’d at another; how Lucy C[ooper] drank burnt champaign, and 
danced till five in the morning, if she don’t fall asleep before she gets home. All this 
dull beaten track I shall most cautiously avoid, as I am convinced that such trite 
narrations must be unentertaining, if not nauseating: I shall take the reader into 
politer scenes of action, where his curiosity, added to five guineas, could not gain 
him admittance.52 

  
Despite her protestations, Maria Brown is, like Catherine Jemmat (1765), “recognisably the 

offspring of Sally Salisbury,”53 whose story blurs into those of Fanny Murray and Kate 

Hackabout, who herself epitomized the archetypal subject of William Hogarth’s Harlot’s 
                                                   
51  Vivien Jones, “Luxury, Satire and Prostitution Narratives,” in Luxury in the Eighteenth Century: Debates, 
Desires and Delectable Goods, ed. Maxine Berg and Elizabeth Eger (Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2003), 183. 
52  Genuine Memoirs of the Celebrated Miss Maria Brown, 2 vol. (London, 1766), 2.115-16. 
53  Jones, “Luxury,” 184. 
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Progress.54 Even Harris’s List, which functioned foremost as a real-life index of real-life 

people, with verifiable and quantifiable addresses, physical descriptions and rates, padded 

fact-based accounts with “stock seduction stories.” In its catalogues of London’s girls-for-

hire, writes Hallie Rubenhold, “names and the details of their exploits became 

interchangeable; the joyous romps of Miss Smith were easily transformed into the debauched 

adventures of Miss Jones. As long as the addresses and prices were vaguely correct, no one 

was expected to complain.”55  

 Loss of original context, over the span of centuries, can make it difficult to notice 

such identifications when they do underpin a stock or apparently fictional figure. Nancy 

Dawson, dancing her celebrated hornpipe on tile or in porcelain (Figure 1.13), or Fanny 

Murray, her bust graven on a medal, escape recognition, interpreted instead merely as 

decorative beauties.56 Similarly, in Chrysal Kitty Fisher appears to be one of the book’s many 

“wholly imaginary type-characters,” and the Kitty and “Miss Fanny” named in the 1758 

poem “The Young Coquette” seem no more than empty ciphers for beauty without  

                                                   
54  Both Hackabout and Salisbury were purportedly debauched by “the vicious Colonel Charteris” (Burford, 
Wantons 47), who appears, leering and masturbating, in the first plate of the Harlot’s Progress; and Murray, in 
her Memoirs, is seduced by a bawd who “used the same ploy that Mother Wisebourn had used on Sally 
Salisbury, providing her with money for new clothes and introducing Murray to some wealthy men.” Julie 
Peakman, “Introduction” to Memoirs of the Celebrated Miss Fanny M––, in Whore Biographies, 1700-1825, ed. 
Peakman, 6 vol. (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2007), 3.2. 
55  Rubenhold, Harris’s List, 21-22. 
56  A medal of Murray is referenced in the New Wonderful Magazine, although no such object is now 
catalogued as such: “Over the chimney were the busts of the duke of Cumberland, and St. Patrick, in plaister of 
Paris. There were likewise medals of Homer, the king, and Fanny Murray, of the same stuff.” “A Letter from 
Samuel Derrick, Esq., to the Earl of Cork,” in The New Wonderful Magazine, and Marvellous Chronicle: or, New 
Weekly Entertainer, 5 vol. (London, ca. 1794), 4.306. 
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Figure 1.13: Nancy Dawson dancing the hornpipe (Michael Jackson, ca. 1760), glazed in 
earthenware tile (Sadler & Green, after a print entitled Miss Nancy Dawson 
Dancing the Hornpipe), and as a porcelain figurine (Derby Porcelain Factor, ca. 
1765) – perhaps accompanied by actor Ned Shuter, who in 1758 famously 
became Dawson's sweetheart. © Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 
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substance.57 Conduits between real-life persons and representative figures were the 

overarching obsession of the age, exemplified at once by the “new species of writing” 

inaugurated by Henry Fielding and Samuel Richardson, the two-dimensional moral 

dioramas of Hogarth, and the self-constituting movements of singular courtesans to stock 

ones and vice-versa. Attention to such transmutations reveals the mutually constitutive 

dynamics of character and celebrity in the period, as it likewise augments our understanding 

of how celebrity, both then and now, functions as a succession of faces that resemble yet 

supplant one another.  

 Not only was Kitty Fisher, as exemplary courtesan, drawn in the figurative image of 

her predecessors, she was literally drawn in their image. A popular print of Fanny Murray 

could be refitted to sell Fisher’s brand after the respective wane and ascendency of the former 

and latter (Figure 1.14), and Dawson’s visage would cannibalize Fisher’s own two years later 

(Figure 1.11). Fisher’s banknote-munching proclivities were repeated by Casanova and von 

Archenhoz after sightseeing visits to the British capitol,58 but similar stories also circulated in 

different periods “about Sophia Baddeley and Fanny Murray,”59 and likely many more. “I 

liked her spirit in one instance I heard t’other night,” wrote Walpole of Murray in 1748. 

“She was complaining of want of money; Sir Richard Atkins immediately gave her a twenty  

                                                   
57 Day, “Introduction” to Smollett’s The History and Adventures of an Atom, xlii; “The Young Coquette,” in 
Lloyd’s Evening Post and British Chronicle for September 4-6, 1758, 231, which – while it never states her 
surname – seems one of the earliest mentions of Fisher in print. 
58  Archenholz, A Picture of England, 2.92-93. 
59  Martin Postle and Mark Hallett, “Painted Women,” in Joshua Reynolds: The Creation of Celebrity, ed. Postle 
(London: Tate Publishing, 2005), 182. 
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Figure 1.14: Print of Fanny Murray, repurposed in its second state as "Miss Kitty Fisher." 
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

 

pound note; she said, ‘Damn your twenty pound, what does that signify!’ – clapped it 

between two pieces of bread and butter, and eat it.”60 In all of these, the history, the image, 

the anecdote, and the joke, the same texts are tweaked, through momentary negotiations and 

improvisations, to force a succession of subjectivities to emerge from an undifferentiated 

type-figure, which distinguishes them as it joins them together. The refrain of “There’s None 

Like Nancy Dawson!” is undergirded by a great irony: in truth, there were many like her, 

                                                   
60  Letter to George Montagu (20 October 1748), in Lewis, 9.80. 
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and the very song trumpeting her subjectivity would itself be re-used for decades for 

countless new songs, “to the tune Nancy Dawson,” well after its matronymic had been 

forgotten.61 Even “Kitty Fell,” sung city-wide in 1759 to commemorate Fisher’s accident, 

seems to have originally celebrated another: in 1772, well after Fisher’s own demise, multiple 

death notices appeared in the papers for “the celebrated Kitty Fell, on whom a song was 

written some years ago, which was a favourite ditty through the kingdom. – ‘Adieu, dear 

Kitty Fell!’”62 

 As Tom Mole reminds us, celebrity's burn is as bright as it is brief. Given celebrity's 

characteristic transience, these repurposings forged more durable connections between 

relatively evanescent figures, particularly during a period witnessing the emergence both of 

the public image and of full-fledged subjectivity. Singing Nancy Dawson to the tune of Kitty 

Fisher, if you will, and Kitty herself to the tune of Fanny Murray or of Kitty Fell, fused 

otherwise disparate women together, as courtesans and as celebrities. Fisher’s cultural sway 

becomes more immediate and understandable if she is, in a dynamic familiar to modern-day 

viewers of All About Eve, Showgirls or the more recent Black Swan, the ingenue who 

overshadows then supplants the current darling, in Fisher’s case “the once-celebrated Fanny 

Murray.”63 Accordingly, even those texts not clearly revamped to suit successive beauties 

furnish connections for readers. Beyond the premeditated name-dropping of the Humourous 

                                                   
61  For example, the 1767 “Song in Praise of Mr. PRICE,” celebrating Thomas Price, the famed equestrian: 
“Tho’ Nancy Dawson’s dead and gone / Her tune will bear another song / To Islington look how they throng, 
/ For to see Price at Dobney’s.” 
62  The Middlesex Journal or Universal Evening Post, July 28, 1772. 
63  As in the title of A Humourous Poetical Dialogue, Between the Once Celebrated Miss F–– M–– and the Now 
Famed Miss K–– F–– (1760). 
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Poetical Dialogue, Between the Once Celebrated Miss F–– M–– and the Now Famed Miss K–– 

F––, both Fisher’s Uncommon and her Juvenile Adventures end with letters from Fanny –––– 

and Lucy ––––, the first “handsome without being genteel, and the last genteel without 

being handsome.” Dawson in her turn name-drops the “celebrated Kitty Fisher” in her own 

Jovial Life, Amorous Exploits, and Singular Adventures, of the Celebrated Miss Nancy Dawson.64 

Even Joshua Reynolds, laboring in the comparatively more rarefied atmosphere of 

portraiture, nods subtly to the phenomenon of displacement. As Henning Bock posits,65 the 

painter cached in plain sight a visual reprise of his own “Kitty Fisher as Danae” in the lower 

right-hand corner of his portrait of the courtesan Nelly O’Brien (Figure 1.15), who 

supplanted Fisher as Reynolds’s muse and London’s new obsession.66 Tom Mole has 

observed that, in the mid-to-late eighteenth century, celebrity was “something you had,” not 

“something you were.”67 It was, then, therefore also transferable, operating less as the visual 

and textual manifestation of one’s utter singularity than in terms of one’s relationship to an 

already-extant print culture. Accordingly, in the print economy of the eighteenth century, 

celebrity has an uncanny tendency to blur and blend its “town toasts” together – the  

                                                   
64  Uncommon Adventures, I.18-19; Jovial Life (London: T. Broom, ca. 1801), 11. 
65  Henning Bock, “Sir Joshua Reynolds’ ‘Kitty Fisher als Danaë – ein mythologisches Porträt oder eine 
erotische Szene?" In Festschrift für Peter Block, ed. Hartmut Krohm and Christian Theuerkauff (Mainz: Philipp 
von Zabern, 1990), 229-33. 
66  Fisher as Danae, whose neoclassical shower of golden rain has a target both prurient and fiduciary, may itself 
rework an anecdote repeated of Sally Salisbury decades earlier. The city memorialized this “first of the ‘Toasts 
of the Town’” for an improbable party-trick: upside down on a bed, “her Head being in the place where her 
Heels should be,” Salisbury solicited a ring of male admirers to fling gold coins between the goal-posts of her 
spread legs, while “within her tufted Chink, the Guineas shone / And each that she received, was all her own.” 
Charles Walker, Authentick Memoirs of the Life, Intrigues and Adventures of the Celebrated Sally Salisbury 
(London, 1723), 68. 
67 Mole, “Introduction” to Romanticism and Celebrity Culture, 2. 
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Figure 1.15: Print of Miss Nelly O'Brien, engraved by James Wilson after the portrait by 
Joshua Reynolds (ca. 1764); detail from bottom right corner of said mezzotint; 
unfinished painting of Kitty Fisher as Danae by Reynolds (ca. 1762). 
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way that champagne, when two flutes are clinked, might splash from one glass to the next. 

 Nevertheless, even in a popular culture that mingled and morphed these faces 

together, Fisher’s visage rose above the mezzotinto fray, warranting especial analysis in this 

chapter by marking a real turning point in the creation of celebrity. In a novel way and to a 

remarkable degree, Fisher fused high-class luxury and refinement with popular presence 

exemplifying the rich and famous, as Robin Leach might have it. “She lives in the greatest 

possible splendor, spends twelve thousand pounds a year,” breathlessly reported Giustiana 

Wynne, “and she is the first of her social class to employ liveried servants – she even has 

liveried chaise porters.”68 Kitty Fisher’s upward mobility, which catapulted her from “a piece 

of common earth”69 to the stratospheric echelons of London society, is a trajectory also 

mirrored by her singular and unprecedented position between popular and high culture: 

Fisher functioned at once as a version of and contributor to the stock courtesan, and as a 

point of reference, emulation and imitation for so-called “women of quality.” In 1771, a 

lovelorn Richard Cosway, the most successful miniaturist of the Regency Era, penned a 

heartbreaking letter to the object of his affections, a young beauty of landed parents, sadly 

inaccessible for someone of Cosway’s class. “If ever you entertained a friendship for him 

whose Life and Soul must ever be devoted to you, I entreat you to answer this letter,” wrote 

the future Painter to the Prince of Wales, “But if you are inexorable and are determined to 

put an end to my misery and my Life by returning the Picture, I will meet you at 

                                                   
68  In Di Robilant, A Venetian Affair, 215. 
69  The Hundred Pound Miss; Being the Adventures of the Celebrated Miss K––y F––r (ca. 1760), l. 52. 
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Portsmouth.”70 Miss Woolls’s decision had been made, in spite of “the Picture” she would 

indeed return: Cosway’s love-token and homage, a full-size portrait of Woolls, holding a 

letter (from the artist himself?) and “reclining on a sofa with a dove on her lap, while hard by 

another dove is in the act of fluttering down to join its mate.”71 In cultural context, the 

picture has a gestalt greater than the sum of its lovely parts. Cosway, in imitating Reynolds’s 

own portrait of Fisher some nine years earlier (Figure 1.16), cast his beloved’s beauty in a 

mold set by the most desirable woman then in Britain, rivaling Fisher’s beauty with that of 

his paramour manqué. The arresting similarity of the two portraits, unremarked excepting for 

some nineteenth-century confusion regarding the portrait’s provenance,72 makes Fisher’s 

celebrity all the more pervasive and provocative. Not only did Kitty Fisher’s role as celebrity 

exceed the bounds of her own subjectivity and singularity, freely intermixing with countless 

low-born women like her, her public image further sent ripples into those more empyrean 

reservoirs of society money, power and prestige. In cataloguing popular prints apart from 

society portraits, Reynoldses separately from Cosways, Fishers apart from Woolses, 

eighteenth-century studies has yet to fully notice Kitty Fisher’s social prevalence, just as we 

have only begun to grasp the fascinating collisions and intertwinings of portraiture and 

popular visual culture at mid-century. 
                                                   
70  Cited in Gerald Barnett, Richard and Maria Cosway: A Biography (Launceston, Cornwall: Westcountry 
Books, 1995), 35. Writes Barnett: Cosway in 1771 “became greatly attracted to a young lady called Miss 
Woolls, no doubt believing that a wife of suitable background would further enhance his ambitions and status 
as an R. A.” (35). 
71  From Frederick Sanders Pulling’s description of Reynolds’ markedly similar portrait of Fisher. Illustrated 
Biographies of the Great Artists: Sir Joshua Reynolds (New York and London: Scribner and Welford, 1880), 22. 
72  As in John Chaloner Smith’s descriptive catalogue of British Mezzotinto Portraits, 4 vol. (London: Henry 
Sotheran and Co., 1884): “The picture has ignorantly been called that of ‘Kitty Fisher,’ by Reynolds. If 
compared to a genuine ‘Kitty,’ the nose will be found the only point of resemblance” (1.157). 
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Figure 1.16: Richard Cosway's painting of "Miss Woolls," as engraved by Philip Dawe 
(1773); Kitty Fisher with doves, painted by Joshua Reynolds (1762). 

 

 Cosway’s allusion to Kitty Fisher is only one of a museum-wing of visual citations. 

Angela Rosenthal has noted an arresting truth: “in the two years immediately following the 

success” of Reynolds’s first painting of Fisher, the artist “was commissioned to portray a 

number of women in this unusual pose,” each “leaning slightly forward over a ledge 

witharms crossed under a revealing décolletté.”73 Placed in close visual proximity, Reynolds’s 

                                                   
73  “The Fall and Rise of Kitty Fisher,” 63-64.  
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portraits of the early 1760s assume all the visual urgency of a series of celluloid stills (Figure 

1.17). The current critical understanding of artistic posing in the period defers, to an 

extraordinary degree, to the vision of the artist in question – “Reynolds and Ramsay chose 

this portrait style to express the fashionable status of their prominent female clients,” opines 

Cindy McCreery, and David Mannings, Reynolds’s cataloguer, insists that allowing sitters to 

choose their own poses “would have tied the artist’s hands in a way that he would surely not 

have tolerated.”74 The artists’ total responsibility for the power generated by such creations is 

doubtless a mystique such men would have cultivated. Nevertheless, it seems significant that 

the genius of Reynolds, Ramsay (Figure 1.18), and Kettle (Figure 1.19) should all settle on 

the same female pose during the early 1760s. In a reading of André Rouquet’s 1755 Present 

State of the Arts in England, Robert Jones concludes that the market for portraits was driven 

not by a painter’s merit, but by his “ability to seize the current ‘vogue.’ It is therefore fashion 

– a context which is itself distinctly feminine – and not genius that is the prime mover in the 

market for portraiture.”75 The popularity of “the Kitty pose” enshrines Fisher at the center of 

fashion, and a generation of young, wealthy, and fashionable women created themselves in 

the golden light cast by her image. “Kitty Fisher’s identification with Reynolds enhanced her 

value,”76 but his association with Fisher did quite the same. The portrait of Fisher with letter, 

engraved, mass-produced and made astonishingly public, became an early fashion icon, the 

collaborative project of Reynolds and Fisher, as influential in its own  
                                                   
74  McCreery, Satirical Gaze, 87; Mannings, “Introduction” to Sir Joshua Reynolds: A Complete Catalogue of His 
Paintings, 2 vol. (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2000), 1.10. 
75  Gender and the Formation of Taste in Eighteenth-Century Britain, 126. 
76  Pointon, “Lives,” 79. 
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Figure 1.17: Portraits by Reynolds of Mrs. Stephen Croft (1765), Lady Selina Hastings 
(1759), "Mrs. Montgomery” (1761), Lady Caroline Adair (1757-59), Margaret 
Owen (1758?), “Mrs. Irwin” (1761), and two unidentified sitters (1760, 1762-
62); print of Mrs. Irwin, based on Reynolds’s portrait and engraved by John 
Watson (1761). Mannings’s tentative dates for Adair and Owen precede 
Fisher’s print, but Reynolds’s own records suggest they were completed, 
respectively, in March and May 1760. 
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period as would be the era-defining partnerships of Valentino and Onassis, Givenchy and 

Hepburn, or Gaultier and Madonna. 

 A wealth of other evidence – knowing references in women’s letters, scraps of fabric 

and hat-ribbons in the bottom drawers of the day’s papers – suggests we have not yet begun 

to plumb the depth of Fisher’s sway, and that of women like her, over eighteenth-century 

fashion. “Talking of brides,” wrote Lady Caroline Fox to the Countess of Kildare in late 

1759, steering more picayune gossip toward a moment of productive moral comparison: 

I saw a young woman t’other day at Court that pleases me more than any I have seen 
for years except my own sisters. ‘Tis Lady Northhampton. She is not a beauty, but so 
much sense, modesty and air of a woman of fashion both in manner and person 
make her vastly pleasing. None of the Kitty Fisher style either in dress or manner, 
which all the young women affect now. I can’t help wishing my brother had seen her 
when he was in his marrying disposition; he admires her of all things, and thinks her 
vastly handsome, which she is not.77 

  
Unsurprisingly enough, Lady Fox’s own niece Lady Susannah Fox-Strangways, painted by 

Ramsay in the iconic pose (Figure 1.18), chose to style herself in the “Fisher manner, which 

all the young women affect now,” instead of imitating the admittedly more banal sense and 

modesty praised by her aunt.78 The lifestyle Fisher represented could not only be consumed 

through joke-books, prints, portraits and scandal publications, but was attached, like a high-

end label, to trends in dress. The Lounger for 1786 traces the history of bonnets “from the  

 

                                                   
77  Letter to the Countess of Kildare (October 25, 1759), Correspondence of Emily, Duchess of Leinster, 3 vol., 
ed. Brian Fitzgerald (Dublin: Stationery Office, 1949), 1. 262. 
78   “Kitty Fisher was a star," writes Stella Tillyard, "and young women like Susan Fox-Strangways, who were 
fascinated with the theatre and the personal power that actresses and courtesans like Kitty Fisher occasionally 
attained, copied her eagerly.” Aristocrats: Caroline, Emily, Louisa and Sarah Lennox, 1740-1832 (London: 
Chatto & Windus, 1994), 155.  
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Figure 1.18: Portraits by Allan Ramsay of Lady Susannah Fox-Strangways (1761) and an 
"Unknown Woman in a Pink Dress."  

 

 

Figure 1.19: Portraits by Tilly Kettle of Anna Seward and her sister Sarah (ca. 1762-63); 
print of "Miss Baldwin" by Benjamin Green, after a painting by Kettle. 
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Quaker to the Shepherdess and Kitty Fisher,”79 while another journal, in October 1760, 

makes passing reference to a “stripped Cotton Waistcoat, with black Spots, known by the 

Name of Kitty Fisher’s Eye.”80 Finally, a 1759 “EPIGRAM on the present fashionable 

bonnets” in The Universal Chronicle or Weekly Gazette traces the au courant affectations and 

accessories to their probable source, drily hypothesizing that the current trend in headwear is 

“thus answer’d by a method more simple –– / On her face Kitty F—h—r had lately a 

pimple.”81 To augment Lady Mary Wortley Montagu’s oft-repeated observation, those “little 

vanitys” so important to feminine distinction were borrowed from Fisher’s style and posture, 

and in the “imaginary Empire of Beauty,” she enjoyed a brief but very real reign. 

 While references to her iconic pose remain fixed in varnish and oils for those who 

choose to see them, Fisher’s influence as trendsetter is somewhat more challenging to 

quantify. “Kitty Fisher bonnets,” although popular in 1760, “do not appear in the portraits 

of the day,”82 and women’s dress and consumption habits have left comparatively scant 

records, records which, until very recently, have not been considered worthy of critical study. 

Sufficient evidence remains, though, to suggest that the period reduced their idols into 

reified and transmittable fetishes, a dynamic exceedingly familiar to today’s consumers of 

celebrity. The “Rachel,” Jennifer Aniston’s zeitgeist-defining mid-90s haircut, or the Farrah 

                                                   
79  The Lounger 79, for August 5, 1786, 98-99. 
80  The Whitehall Evening Post or London Intelligencer for October 9, 1760. “Kitty Fisher’s Eye” is still used to 
describe a kind of lace-bobbin design. See Pat Earnshaw, “Kitty Fisher’s Eye,” in A Dictionary of Lace (Mineola, 
NY: Dover Publications, 1999), 89-90. 
81  “EPIGRAM on the present fashionable Bonnets,” in the Universal Chronicle or Weekly Gazette for 
September 29, 1759, 312.   
82  Elisabeth McClellan, Historic Dress in America, 1607-1800 (Philadelphia: George W. Jacobs & Company, 
1904), 382. 
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Fawcett “flip” of twenty years earlier have their Enlightenment equivalents in Fisher’s bonnet 

and the distinctive headwear of Murray and Dawson, those demi-reps who bookended 

Fisher’s tenure as doyenne and toast. A turn-of-the-century news feature marks the resurgence 

of “the Flora Hat, a revival of an ancient Cyprian fashion” originally “the favourite of the 

famous Nancy Dawson.”83 Dawson’s headpiece may well have been as trademark a part of 

her repertoire as her hornpipe, and an obvious target of co-optation once Dawson “grew to 

be a favourite with the town, [...] vastly celebrated, admired, imitated, and followed by every 

body; which is always the consequence, when once a lady of pleasure becomes the fashion.”84 

Fanny Murray, whose “broad-brimmed Rubens hat was as familiar to the promenaders of the 

Mall as the countenance of the king,” ignited a craze for “quaintly-cock’d (or, as they have 

been perhaps not improperly call’d, Fanny-Murray’d hats),” as they were monikered in a 

1754 novel by William Dodd, of “Macaroni-Parson” fame.85 These were doubtless similar to 

the one still quaintly-cock’d in her own bestselling prints (Figure 1.20).  

 “I must own myself no advocate for hats; I am sorry the ladies ever invented or 

adopted so tantalising a fashion,” cries Sir Clement Willoughby in Fanny Burney’s Evelina. 

“I fancy they were originally worn by some young and whimsical coquet.”86 His sartorial 

                                                   
83  In the Oracle and Daily Advertiser for August 24, 1799. 
84  George Alexander Stevens, The Dramatic History of Master Edward, Miss Ann, and Others (London, 1763), 
138. See, too, “Memoirs of a Woman of the Town,” in The Adventures of a Speculist: or, a Journey through 
London, by the same author: “I was followed at every public place, addressed by love-letters, songs were made 
upon me, and meztotinto pictures of me sold at all the print-shops: in short, I grew into such fame, that I was 
the general toast among men of fortune, while the ladies borrowed their fashions from what I wore” (174-5). 
85  Bleackley, Ladies Fair and Frail, 17; William Dodd, The Sisters; or the History of Lucy and Caroline Sanson, 2 
vol. (London, 1754), 1.74-75. 
86  Frances Burney, Evelina, ed. Kristina Straub (Boston and New York: Bedford Books, 1997), 105. 
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theorem rings true. The story of celebrity, as evinced by the chapter titles of Joseph Roach’s 

It, is likewise the story of style – Accessories, Clothes, Hair. Knit together, those shreds of 

fabric and beads still littering the bottom of history’s rag-and-bone-cart demonstrate both 

that celebrities set the fashion, then as now, and that the current modes for “Sacks, 

Trollopes, Trains, Caps, Hoods, Hats, Flyes, Muffs, Tippets, Slippers, Stomachers, Gauzes, 

Coxcombs, Flounces, Beads and Garnets”87 were set by the most coquettish women there 

were: women who, if not for the wealth and jewels and social power which afforded them 

membership in the best society,88 could be safely dismissed as low-born or whores. These 

were the kinds of morally marginal if socially central ladies, as The Connoisseur defines the 

word demi-rep, “whom every body thinks what no body chuses to call her.”89 

 The place of such women at the center of fashion should startle readers of the 

Bowdlerized eighteenth century, or those whose only encounters with the period’s luxury 

debates are filtered and pablumized by its sermonizers. It was, nevertheless, a matter of 

debate “whether Fanny Murray or Lady ––––– were the properest to lead the fashion,”90 

although Murray is most often remembered (if she is remembered) as the carnal muse 

invoked in the opening lines of John Wilkes’s obscene Essay on Woman, a publication “more  

 

                                                   
87  George Alexander Stevens, Adventures of a Speculist 2.81. 
88 Fanny Murray, according to her Memoirs, “received the visits of women of character, and ladies of 
distinction did not scruple speaking to her they imitated. She was still the reigning toast; still the standard of 
female dress; and still the object of every man’s desire.” Memoirs of the celebrated Miss Fanny M––, 2 vol. 
(London: J Scott and M. Thrush, 1759), 1.200. 
89  The Connoisseur for February 21, 1754. 
90  The Connoisseur for December 19, 1754. 
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Figure 1.20: Prints of Fanny Murray, engraved by James McArdell (ca. 1740-56) and 
Richard Purcell (ca. 1746-66), both after a painting by Henry Morland. 
© The Trustees of the British Museum. 

 

rank than the language of the most abandoned tongue in the lewdest scenes of prostitution,” 

and “disgusting to every virtuous ear”:91  

Awake, my Fanny! Leave all meaner things; 
This morn shall prove what rapture swiving brings! 
Let us (since life can little more supply 
Than just a few good fucks, and then we die) 
Expatiate free o’er that loved scene of man, 
A mighty maze, for mighty pricks to scan[.]92 

                                                   
91  From the final judgment of the House of Lords in the Wilkes libel and obscenity trial, quoted in Arthur H. 
Cash, An Essay on Woman by John Wilkes and Thomas Potter: A Reconstruction of a Lost Book (New York: AMS 
Press, 2000), 29. 
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Similarly, the actress Peg Woffington, the belle of London in 1741,93 both gave her name to 

“what was called a Woffington hat” and merited honorable mention in the same Wilkeite 

opus for having “swallowed at Dublin many of the noblest Pricks of this World.”94 The 

popular “Abington cap,” originally worn by Francis Abington in James Towney’s High Life 

Below Stairs, was explicitly marketed in relation to the courtesan and actress’s sexual 

notoriety: “the Abington cap, for those who need ‘em,” read the advertisement of one 

milliner, in “sly reference to her affair with the Irish MP, Mr. Needham, whose mistress she 

had become.”95 “If your cap is but in the fashion,” wrote Lady Mary Grey to Lady Polwarth 

in 1774, “then you may be as much or as little of a goose as you please.”96 Fashion, like 

celebrity, does not moralize. In grasping for trendsetters, moneyed London gravitated 

towards those women Britain had already crowned as epitomes of desire. It only makes sense 

that the most audacious and daring, those who most attracted the public’s accolades, would 

be, quite literally, the most public women there were.  

                                                                                                                                                       
92  John Wilkes and Thomas Potter, “An Essay on Woman,” ll. 1-6, in Cash, An Essay on Woman by John 
Wilkes and Thomas Potter, 97. 
93  "All the town's in love with her," wrote Henry Seymour Conway to Horace Walpole (October 26, 1741), in 
Lewis, 37.113. 
94  M. H. Spielmann, “Nelly O’Brien,” Great Portraits as Seen and Described by Great Writers, ed. Edna 
Singleton (New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1905), 60; in Cash, An Essay on Woman by John Wilkes and 
Thomas Potter, 103. 
95  Alison Oddley, “Abington, Frances (1737-1815),” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004.  
96  Letter to Amabel, Lady Polwarth (December 17, 1774), Wrest Park Papers; cited in Hannah Greig, “Leading 
the Fashion: The Material Culture of London’s Beau Monde,” in Gender, Taste, and Material Culture in Britain 
and North America, 1700-1830, ed. John Styles and Amanda Vickery (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 2006), 309. 
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 This is the complex dynamic that presages celebrity’s birth, the moment at which it 

collides with the shores of British culture. There was nothing at all new in the eighteenth 

century about whores imitating ladies. Moll Flanders’ upward mobility provides the driving 

thrust of Defoe’s novel, and Sally Salisbury, first of the “common toasts,” changed her name 

from Sarah Pridden “when, having her hair dressed at Bath, the attendant remarked upon 

her remarkable resemblance to Lady Salisbury.”97 To an unprecedented degree, however – 

thrust into the context of a fully-realized public sphere and burgeoning fashion and beauty 

industries, and perhaps thirsting for the same kind of public power and notoriety as the 

Fishers, the Murrays, and the Woffingtons – the patrician realm was imitating the whores in 

return. This class-based exchange augments current theories of celebrity, which yet adhere to 

an “upward mobility” model. In the traditional critical understanding, the old landowners 

and aristocrats “trailed their possessions before the gaze, fascinated, awed, resentful, of the 

unpropertied people,” the middle classes sought “to set themselves off as men and women of 

substance,” and “to be recognised as worthy of note, one would have to carry oneself like the 

aristocrat, mimic his dress, manners, lavishness of expense and then, after emulation, extend 

and seek to supersede his mode of being celebrated.”98 Celebrity, contrariwise, requires both 

                                                   
97  Burford, Wantons, 49. 
98  Paul Langford, Public Life and the Propertied Englishman, 1689-1798 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), 9; 
Jennie Batchelor, Dress, Distress and Desire: Clothing and the Female Body in Eighteenth-Century Literature 
(Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 7; Inglis, Short History of Celebrity, 38. The 
“emulative thesis,” which underpins the extant analysis of celebrity, has merited critique in recent writing on 
consumption, as in the recent work of Amanda Vickery, John Styles, and Ann Bermingham. For an excellent 
overview and critique of the emulative thesis in this light, see Bermingham’s “Introduction” to The 
Consumption of Culture, 1600-1800: Image, Object, Text, ed. Bermingham and John Brewer (London and New 
York: Routledge, 1995): many historians “have been tempted to see consumption as purely a function of 
emulation, the universal desire to ‘keep up with the Joneses’” (11), an ideological formulation which “reinforces 
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ostentatious wealth and public influence, and is less an aspiration towards aristocracy than a 

critical negotiation between the lavishness of the upper classes and the “sheer 

conspicuousness” of the public-sphere courtesan. Equal parts social power and sex appeal, the 

female celebrity borrowed the class, prestige and access of the lady and the scandalous 

sexuality of the harlot, joining both phenomena in a single kind of public image during a 

singular era in which the ladies and whores were becoming, in a markedly visual way, 

interchangeable. 

 In mid-1746, Horace Walpole cast a bid for fame onto the battle-lines still separating 

the ancients from the moderns. His “The Beauties: An EPISTLE to Mr. Eckardt the Painter” 

sent a delighted frisson through London society, who warmed with interest to Walpole’s 

catalogue of those British beauties who could rival the “Goddesses renown’d in Greece.”99 In 

heroic couplets, the classical Cynthia, Lesbia and Aspasia fall to an onslaught of the British 

fair: Countesses of Strafford and Granville, “Lady Emily Lenox, now Countess of Kildare,” 

and Lady Caroline Fitzroy, “her ebon tresses, form’d to grace / And heighten while they 

shade her face.”100 Explicit footnotes helpfully identify the “whole heav’nly choir” – a gloss 

intended not only to flatter and delight the poem’s society targets, but to avoid confusions of 

                                                                                                                                                       
the political view that culture is the province of the élite” (12). Emulation cannot, however, “accommodate 
situations where cultural forms seem to flow in the reverse direction. A minor example would be the extreme 
popularity among women of the upper classes throughout the middle decades of the straw bergère hat which 
was manufactured with a rolled brim in imitation of the milkmaid’s milking bonnet” (12). 
99  As published in A Collection of Poems by Several Hands, ed. Robert Dodsley, 3 vol. (London: Dodsley, 
1748), 2.321. 
100  Poems by Several Hands, 2.324. 
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a more embarrassing kind. “Flora, wanton maid, / By Zephyr woo’d in noon-time shade,”101 

indicated as “F.M.” in manuscript and intended for Fanny Maccartney, “a very pretty 

poetess, married to Fulk Greville, Esq. in 1748,”102 might otherwise have been read by the 

public, in a wanton bit of interpretive slippage, as Fanny Murray – an accidental titillation 

likely, as Walpole indicated in a letter to Henry Fox, to have been “wrote at length in the 

Covent Garden editions.”103 Murray’s arresting if inadvertent resemblance to Maccartney, 

once both are subjected to the glaring light of public attention, compellingly reveals the 

leveling effects of celebrity, for the first venues and technologies of the social phenomenon 

tended to confuse ladies of moral and social character with those of “no character at all.” 

Stumbling out of the bushes at Vauxhall, public venue par excellence, the Evelina of 

Burney’s novel might appear a lady of pleasure as much as a lady of means. Men of the 

period could signalize the three-dimensional objects of their desire via watch-papers, “Price 

3d. each, neatly colored, 6d,”104 of the prostitutes Fanny Murray, Kitty Fisher or Nelly 

O’Brien – or, contrariwise, Lady Selina Hastings, the Countess of Essex or the Duchess of 

Ancaster. The glass windows of print-shops and booksellers democratically exposed both 

ladies of pleasure and ladies of quality to an interested, spectating public. The Chinese Spy 

(1765), one of the countless Enlightenment novels to construct national identity through the 

uncanny vision of an orientalist other, underscores how, during an age singularly obsessed 

                                                   
101  Poems by Several Hands, 2.325. 
102  In Lewis, 30.100-101. 
103  Letter to Henry Fox (July 19, 1746), in Lewis, 30.100-101. 
104  Robert Sayer and John Bennett, Sayer and Bennett’s Enlarged Catalogue of New and Valuable Prints 
(London, 1775), 17. 
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with singularity, the mechanisms of celebrity were making traditional social distinctions 

suddenly indistinct. As Champ-pi-pi reports to “the Mandarin Kie-tou-na, at Pekin”:  

With this I send thee the faces of the most celebrated English beauties, which may 
well be called a complete set of charms, graces, and allurements. I purchased it at a 
shop, where they are sold single: they do not come dear; a few guineas will buy the 
whole seraglio; and, indeed, they are the cheapest things, at present, in England. I 
have, in my chamber, half a dozen ladies, all celebrated beauties, and their eyes stand 
me only in six-pence the pair. [...] In these shops you see vice on a level with virtue; 
for I bought the following, which were all in a string: Fanny Murray, Lady Berkeley, 
Kitty Fisher, Lady Fortescue, Charlotte Fisch, Lady Waldegrave, Nancy Dawson, 
Lady Barrington, Nelly O’Brien, the Dutchess of Ancaster.105  

  
In the most public venues of eighteenth-century print, the shoulders of countesses were 

rubbing against those of cyprians, and in the unlikely friction there generated a spark: the 

creation of the celebrity, that “public beauty” as socially relevant and powerful as any 

noblewoman, as pretty and as penetrable as any fille de joie. Nor could the bulwarks of 

proper names and titles keep them distinct. As the peculiar sameness of many such prints 

demonstrates, distinctive features erode, either in palimpsestic rewritings of earlier icons or in 

an approximation of the never-realized face of ideal female beauty – with “fine white skin, a 

light complexion, a face rather oval than round, a nose somewhat longish, but of a fine turn, 

and like the antiques, her eyes large, and not so sparkling as melting,” the mouth “of a 

pouting turn,” its bee-stung parabolae echoed in the fleshy curves of her “plump rising 

breasts.”106 The traditional boundaries of class, name, even (that most endlessly-underlined 

                                                   
105  Ange Goudar, The Chinese Spy: Or, Emissary from the Court of Pekin, 6 vol. (London: S. Bladon, 1765), 
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106  André Rouquet, The Present State of the Arts in England (London, 1755), 46-47. 
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of eighteenth-century obsessions) female virtue were crumbling in the assault of the first truly 

public, truly visual “beauty myth.” 

 Female celebrity, which relies on an inherent likeness among public beauties of all 

classes, was itself a pearl born of the peculiar tides, pressures and vicissitudes of eighteenth-

century popular print culture, a shifting morass of repurposed plates, altered identities, 

missing persons and forged names. The public image of a given notable could easily have no 

direct relation to his or her real physical appearance. Just as prints of Maria Gunning (oval 

face, pouting mouth, melting eyes) circulated before she had even arrived in the country, the 

classifieds of The Gazetteer and London Daily Advertiser announced “A METZOTINTO 

PRINT of the celebrated Miss K––Y F––R, in the Character of Venus,” in May 1759, before 

any portraits of Fisher had been painted.107 No such print remains, either because all 

remaining copies are now lost or because such a print of “Miss K––Y F––R” did not, 

properly speaking, exist. Capitalizing on Fisher’s scandal, Jemmy Fisher struck while the 

proverb was hot, and repurposed his stock of Venus prints for the buying public. In all such 

examples, the celebrity of the newsmaker in question issues neither from her physical 

appearance, nor from her exceptional subjectivity, but via intrapersonal links to an already-

extant print market. Cindy McCreery has indicated that a buyer of “a small, inexpensive 

mezzotint portrait of the courtesan Kitty Fisher” might also purchase an engraving “of an 

idealized courtesan,” as “both items were available often in the same catalogue and shop at 

similar, even identical prices, and would perhaps have been displayed near each other in the 

                                                   
107  The Gazetteer and London Daily Advertiser for May 18, 1759. 
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printshop.”108 In truth, the selfsame portrait might have been sold as an idealization, and 

vice-versa. A succession of shifting faces and labels indicates that near-identical mezzotints 

might be either notorious or anonymous, sold either as portraits of discernible persons or as 

generalized illustrations.109 It is, in such a context, anachronistic to determine the subjective 

identity of a sitter via modern-day methods – whether, for example, a mid-century etching of 

a young woman in a pastoral setting features Fisher because its subject “bears some 

resemblance to the courtesan.”110 A notable’s public image could easily have little to do 

either with their physical appearance or their subjective identity, and many such 

“resemblances” might have been associational, not representative: painting, or engraving, a 

young woman by way of reference to Kitty Fisher may have constituted a sincere form of 

flattery.  

 While the scopophilic gaze was subjecting the Countess of Hastings to the same 

public desire incited by Kitty Fisher, the print trade physically conflated women of markedly 

different classes, displaying and vending them in the same print-shops and even pressing 

different faces from the same copper plates. Printers and booksellers of the period, as notes 

Timothy Clayton, “built their empires by the acquisition of second-hand copper plates that 
                                                   
108  McCreery, Satirical Gaze, 20. 
109  For example, a portrait of Fanny Murray as a shepherdess was “copied by Houston, as ‘Shepherdess’, and 
‘Chloe in the Country’”; impressions from the same plate, a woman’s head in Turkish dress, circulated both as 
“Miss Gibbons” and as the affect Contentment; a plate (ca. 1740-56) of the courtesan and actress Peg 
Woffington was altered, relabeled and sold as “The Studious Fair,” newly accompanied by verses extolling 
“sparkling Sense with Virtue joined” (ca. 1750-65); and in yet another (dated 1747), Woffington becomes 
“Phebe,” the legendary Greek beauty. Not only were public figures repurposed as representative types, but 
anonymous prints might be re-titled or re-adapted to embody whomever happened to command the day’s 
papers, and artist’s names were regularly fabricated. 
110  Curator’s comments for a print by Paul Sandby (ca. 1740-65), “annotated in pencil on the recto ‘Kitty 
Fisher.’” British Museum, Department of Prints and Drawings, registration number 1904,0819.572. 
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had already proved their value in the hands of their original publishers.”111 Nor would such 

plates necessarily preserve their original identities, once their original subject's fifteen 

minutes had passed. Thanks to the characteristic way in which the period bastardized and 

recycled intaglio plates, the same mezzotint could, as through quick costume-changes, play 

myriad roles: the courtesan Ann Eliott, engraved by James Watson in the character of Juno, 

seamlessly translates into the courtesan Nancy Parsons as Juno, and the actress Anne Oldfield 

might take new form as the actress Frances Abington (Figure 1.21). Ann Barry, now 

“remembered as one of the finest actresses of her generation,”112 apparates as the inverse 

reflection of Lady Isabella Molyneux, daughter of the Earl of Harrington and future 

Countess of Sefton (Figure 1.22), their mirror-perfect symmetry a telltale artifact both of the 

transposing printing process and of celebrity’s equalizing impetus and effects. The utter 

commutability of the female face worked to collapse both actresses and aristocrats into public 

beauties, simultaneously documenting and creating a culture of fashion and celebrity that 

was as pop as it was patrician. High and low were redefined. Kitty Fisher could not only be 

mentioned in the same breath as good Queen Charlotte, but could even replace her outright: 

“were an honest countryman,” wrote The London Chronicle in the summer of 1759, “who 

judges of rank from outward pageantry, to see how some folks ride about,” he would guess, 

based on her public appearances, that Kitty Fisher were the “Queen of Great Britain.”113 At  

 
                                                   
111 The English Print, 106. 
112  John Bull, “Barry, Ann (bap. 1733, d. 1801),” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford University 
Press, 2004).   
113  In the London Chronicle for July 31, 1759. 
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Figure 1.21: Prints of Anne Oldfield by John Simon and Frances Abington by Richard 
Brookshaw (ca. 1750).  

 

 

Figure 1.22: Prints of Ann Barry by Samuel De Wilde and Isabella Molyneux by James 
Watson (ca. 1770).  
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the inauguration of the brave new media age, she was. 

 The ongoing public confusions and conflations of public and patrician women 

doubtless reflected as they fueled actual peregrinations between classes. “These are very bad 

times for the female quality and gentry,” wrote Lord Chesterfield in 1748, “it being the 

fashion for young fellows not only to deal with, but to marry, common whores.”114  

Chesterfield’s trenchant observation traced an emergent social truth. Many of these most 

public of women did enjoy heightened social standing, in tandem and tantamount to their 

exploding visual presence: “Fanny Murray, Emily Warren, Betsy Cox and Nancy Dawson 

were only a few who came straight from the street into the company of some of the 

wealthiest men in the country, a feat difficult for other professions to perform at the best of 

times,” observes Hallie Rubenhold, and during the advent of the celebrated beauty, “a pretty 

face was enough to catapult a young girl to riches and to secure her future, if she played her 

cards correctly.”115 Fisher was very nearly trebucheted all the way to a title, coming very close 

to adding the name of Countess to her regal bearing and liveried chair-porters. “Miss Kitty 

Fisher modestly asked Earl Pembroke to make her a Countess,” gossiped Elizabeth Montagu, 

“queen of the bluestockings,” to a friend in 1758, “but he hesitated, and so the agreement is 

made for life, a £1000 per annum, and a £1000 for present decorations.”116 A year later, she 

secured an abortive match with the Earl of Poulet. “Now for news,” wrote Lady Louisa 

                                                   
114  Letter to Solomon Dayrolles (September 23, 1748), Miscellaneous Works of Lord Chesterfield, ed. Matthew 
Maty, 3 vol. (Dublin: W. Watson, 1777), 3.194. 
115  Covent Garden Ladies, 285, 
116  Cited in Emily J. Climenson, Elizabeth Montagu: Queen of the Bluestockings, 2 vol. (London: John Murray, 
1906), 2.160. 
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Conolly to the Countess of Kildare in 1759. “Lord Poulett is to be married to the famous 

Kitty Fisher, who is really a most beautiful creature of her kind.”117  

 Indeed, much of London’s rabid interest in Fisher fed not only on her beauty and 

libidinous sexuality, but on how her material success tested the shockingly porous boundaries 

between high and low. Multiple anecdotes charted Kitty’s unending, ostentatious challenges 

to the landed classes. Giustiana Wynne, for example, wraps a juicy morsel of Fisheralia in the 

body of one letter, reporting on Kitty Fisher’s ongoing spats with Maria Gunning, who had 

become Countess of Coventry some years earlier:   

The other day they ran into each other in the park, and Lady Coventry asked Kitty 
the name of the dressmaker who had made her dress. [Kitty Fisher] answered she had 
better ask Lord Coventry as he had given her that dress as a gift. Lady Coventry 
called her an impertinent woman; the other one answered that her marrying a nutty 
lord had put enough social difference between them that she would have to 
withstand the insult. But she was going to marry one herself just to be able to answer 
back to her.118  

  
The falsity of many such stories may have been “notorious,” as swore The Uncommon 

Adventures of Miss Kitty F****r, but Fisher’s newly indeterminate class standing met with 

obsessive interest across the tea-tables of London society, where any “visitor who could not 

bring in a fresh story about her, was scarcely welcome.”119 After a count, in a rash love-

offering, strung all of his wife’s jewels around Fisher’s pretty neck, the courtesan was sighted 

at a play, “sitting in the very box, and upon the same seat” usually reserved for the countess – 

who was forced to leave, in tears, before the representation was half over. The partly-veiled 
                                                   
117  Letter from Lady Louisa Conolly to Countess of Kildare (10 April 1759), Correspondence of Emily, Duchess 
of Leinster, ed. Brian Fitzgerald, 3 vol. (Dublin: Stationery Office, 1957), 3.8. 
118  Cited in Andrea Di Robilant, A Venetian Affair 214-15. 
119  Uncommon Adventures, 17-18. 
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Fisher of Chrysal insists an admirer buy her a diamond necklace worth five times his wife’s: 

“And do you not love me 100 times better than your wife?” asks the coquette, bending 

Cupid to cupidity.120 In yet another anecdote cut from the same cloth, she “persuaded an 

enamoured peer to give her a riding-dress of a wonderful pattern, similar to one that his wife 

was wearing.”121 Such accounts were only some of the many public narratives Londoners 

constructed, in society parlors and in the streets of Covent-Garden, to decry and/or celebrate 

the displacement of noble-born women, in opera boxes and riding-coats, by tarts and 

upstarts. The face of Nancy Day, woman-of-pleasure and mistress of Lord Mount 

Edgecumbe,122 was papered across shop windows and covetously placed in watches soon 

after being painted by Reynolds. Then, after she landed the title of Lady Fenhoulet, she was 

reissued and replastered,123 made matronly and respectable, perhaps (as appears the case in a 

print by Purcell) even artificially aged (Figure 1.23). What have traditionally been read as 

multiple prints of the same portrait, a statically-dated collection of the same essential image, 

instead created a public narrative of the rags-to-riches success achieved by celebrities such as 

Fisher and Day.  

                                                   
120  Johnstone, Chrysal, 1.125. 
121  Uncommon Adventures, vol. II, 18; Bleackley, Ladies Fair and Frail, 80. 
122  The history of Nancy, also known as Ann(e), Day is recounted in the Town and Country Magazine’s 
“Histories of the Tête-à-Tête” for November 1770. A letter from Henry Fox to Walpole, wherein the former 
requests a copy of “any verses to D. Edgecumbe about Nancy Day,” mentions her, too, and Walpole served as 
her trustee after Edgcumbe’s death. The Yale Edition of Horace Walpole’s Correspondence, 30.109. 
123  As confirmed by Edward Hamilton: the plate in its first state was titled “Miss Day,” and in its second state, 
the “title [was] altered to Lady Fenoulet: Printed for Rob’t Sayer at ye Golden Buck in Fleet Street.” The 
Engraved Works of Sir Joshua Reynolds: A Catalogue Raisonné of the Engravings Made after his Paintings, from 
1755-1822 (Amsterdam: G. W. Hissink & Co., 1973), 97. 
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 “Whores now are maids, and maids are common whores,” shrugged Edward 

Thompson, who built a career on tracking, satirizing and celebrating Fisher and her ilk. 

“They stink like dead dogs on the common shores / Hold up your heads my girls, the 

manner such-is / There is no knowing who will be a Dutchess!”124 While the satirists slung 

desultory mud and the landed classes traded in fear and slanderous whispers, the example of 

Fisher et al must in truth have inspired countless members of the larger public to hold their 

heads a little higher. Fisher’s gilded carriage and gold-fretted gowns, sailing through the 

streets and into the riots of the city, exerted a powerful promise to the larger public, who 

pinned their own champagne wishes and caviar dreams to Fisher’s embroidered bodice and 

long lace sleeves. Then as now, as Inglis writes, “the stars have looked down at the adoring 

faces looking up and brought home to them the blessing of unrealisable fantasy, the respite 

of escape from harsh lives, the glimpse of possibility of a better future, of a decent home, of a 

just world.”125 Fisher’s public success relies on the cultural memory of her lower-class origins, 

as does that of any modern-day celebrity. Goddard hangs in the balance between her Life 

cover and “Plain Pauline Levy from Long Island,” just as Emma Hamilton was also Amy 

Lyon, the daughter of a Cheshire blacksmith, Marilyn is constantly underpinned by Norma  

                                                   
124  “An Epithalamium on the Marriage of Sudley and Beerpint, March 1769,” in The Court of Cupid 
(London: C. Moran, 1770), 108. 
125  Inglis, Short History of Celebrity, 13. 
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Figure 1.23: Portrait by Reynolds of Ann Day (ca. 1757); mezzotints by James McArdell 
(1760), Carington Bowles (ca. 1757-1760), and Richard Purcell (ca. 1762).  
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Jean, and Kitty Fisher’s pearls and diamonds bedeck a woman who was once “common piece 

of earth,” “a milliner,” “a whore!”126 The star turn of Kitty Fisher and the women like her 

formalized two and a half centuries of celebrity because it joined every class in paying 

homage to the same high-yet-low queen. Daring aristocratic girls could imitate her, seeing 

themselves in her beauty and sexuality and wishing for the same public affirmation, just as 

working-class shopgirls gazed into their own looking-glasses, imagining themselves swaddled 

in her jewels and furs. “How often I’ve fed on thy View, / How often transported I’ve gaz’d, 

/ How often! ––” swoons a 1762 Address to Miss Kitty Fisher,127 constructing an altar to 

Fisher atop three rapturous stanzas:  

The blushing Maid, at your Appearance cries, 
 Nay, dear Papa, indeed she’s very pretty. 
Then whispers to herself, with up cast Eyes, 
 O, ye good Gods, if I was but like KITTY. 
 
Each City Dame, full dress’d, in massy Pride, 
 With feign’d Compassion scoffs, indeed, ‘tis Pity; 
But by warm Fancy check’d, she sighs aside, 
 O that, for once, I could but change with KITTY. 
 
As round you walk, our Sex around you gaze; 
 And when reclin’d, you sit to hear some Ditty. 
Whispers on Whispers circling, sound your Praise, 
 How easy elegant appears dear KITTY.128 

  

                                                   
126  The Hundred Pound Miss, ll. 52, 216, 77. Satires of the period suggest that Fisher’s transcendence of class 
was effected more thoroughly than those of her peers: see, for example, The Morning Tast; or Fanny M––’s Maid 
Washing Her Toes (1752), a engraved satire exposing the low origins of Fanny Murray, in which the courtesan, 
at her toilet, reads an execution broadside while an admirer eats oysters. 
127  A Sketch of the Present Times, and the Time to Come: In an Address to Kitty Fisher (London: T. Waller, 
1762), 3. 
128  Sketch of the Present Times, 7. 
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Fixed at the intersection of three kinds of public gaze – popular appeal, social influence, male 

desire – Kitty Fisher perfectly iterates the emergence of female celebrity from a realm of 

repurposed faces and imitative identities, in which visual conflations of duchesses and 

actresses, court ladies and whores, demonstrated and encouraged the selfsame class mobility 

that was, for the first time, becoming possible. If Kitty Fisher ascended from “drudging in 

grogram” to “dragging a train of gold,”129 why mightn’t anyone else? 

 While larger London looked up to Fisher, who circulated in the upper spheres of a 

heaven they could now imagine brushing against themselves, the landed gentry still thought 

of her as orbiting beneath their social stratosphere, despite Fisher’s attendance at their balls 

and masquerades and against the insistence of the public sphere’s powerful media machine. 

Lady Northhampton, plain, sensible, and modest, was a lady. Kitty Fisher, on the other 

hand, was a whore, and her gloss and style and jewels would never fully cover that 

scandalous, destabilizing fact. As such, Fisher was a source of real and present danger to the 

landed classes, not only in threatening to fully supplant them, but as a fleshy reminder of the 

corrupting influences of fashion, luxury and sexuality. A kind of conduit between the classes, 

Kitty Fisher not only carved a foothold by which a milliner or a street-walker could clamber 

to social greatness, but made possible the inverse: in puncturing class boundaries, Fisher had 

left an aperture through which a young girl of wealth and note might slip and plummet.  

 The tender ladies, lovely and fashionable, who mimicked Fisher’s wanton bravado in 

meeting the prurient gaze of the public, or who strove to outdo Murray’s bodice-baring, 
                                                   
129  Thompson, The Meretriciad, 11-12. "Why mayn’t I as well as Fisher pass?" concludes the narrator; "The 
men all tell me, I’m a pouting lass.’” 
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cutting their own stays low enough to expose “the whole lovely circumference” of their 

breasts,130 could meet with a more lasting downfall. A scant three years after Lady Susannah 

Fox-Strangways was painted by Ramsay in imitation of Fisher, she subjected her father to “a 

melancholy affair.” “His eldest daughter, Lady Susan,” wrote Walpole, “a very pleasing girl, 

though not handsome, married herself two days ago at Covent Garden Church to O’Brien, a 

handsome young actor. Lord Ilchester doated on her, and was the most indulgent of fathers. 

‘Tis a cruel blow.”131 In inverse proportion to her own precipitous rise, Fisher’s siren 

sounded the downfall of London’s young, her flesh-baring antics, as onlookers in Horse and 

Away to St. James’s Park moralize (Figure 1.5), “enough to debauch half the Women in 

London.” The litany echoes consistently through the many texts assessing and establishing 

Fisher’s cultural meaning: 

If once within her eager Hold 
She felt the Weight of so much Gold: 
Let Kitty’s fate be her’s, and she 
No more will talk of Infamy; 
But would commence a Whore outright,  
To get an Hundred Pounds a Night.  
 
Think then, ye Fair, so neat and pretty, 
Whether you would not all be Kitty? 
What would you give to have a Tribe 
Of D––s and L––s, from each a Bribe; 
To see ’em bow and cringe before ye; 
Sigh, fawn, and flatter, and adore ye: 
And now this envied Kitty reigns, 

                                                   
130  The Beauties of English Prose, 4 vol. (London, 1772), 4.227: “If Fanny Murray chuses to vary the fashion of 
her apparel, immediately every Lucretia in town takes notice of the change, and modestly copies the chaste 
original. If Fanny shews the coral center of her snowy orbs – Miss, to out-strip her, orders her stays to be cut an 
inch or two lower; and kindly displays the whole lovely circumference.” 
131  Letter to Horace Mann (9 April 1764), in Lewis, 22.218-19. 
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While powder’d C––rs wear her Chains.132 
  
Through her multitudinous media appearances, the heady repetition of her mass-produced 

face, and in her very flesh, Kitty Fisher gave human form to the transformative power of 

beauty, fashion, and economic success, even as she personified the dangers of unchecked 

luxury, corrupting fashion, and free market capitalism. As such, Kitty Fisher, like many 

women, is fixed between the two paradoxical poles of the period’s familiar Mandevillian 

debates: that private vices give rise to public benefits, that the economic machine of the 

emergent nation requires mindless consumption, yet consumption is itself a morally fraught 

enterprise. Unlike her female compatriots, Fisher further manages to reconcile them in one 

figure and body, urging a reading of the celebrity as a cultural mechanism for 

accommodating the diametrically opposed positions of the eighteenth-century luxury 

debates. 

 Recent scholarly interest has both begun to write the narrative of consumption’s rise 

through the 1700s, and has identified the female consumer as that narrative’s fraught 

protagonist. Wedged awkwardly into what Robert Jones calls “the uneasy division between 

the politeness of female society and the corruption of effeminate fashion,”133 women 

consumers became through the span of the century vehicles and passive screens upon which 

                                                   
132  The Hundred Pound Miss, ll. 91-110. Along similar lines, see the account of Murray’s and Cooper’s power 
in the Uncommon Adventures: “The success of these two women operated upon the minds of most of the girls of 
an ambitious turn in Madrid; those who were handsome, saw every time they looked in the glass all the 
conquest and grandeur that attended miss Murrio; and those who were ordinary, had they a tolerable shape, or 
a smartness of rapertee, solaced themselves with miss Cupero’s glory. The example of these two women were 
greater incentives to prostitution than all the arts of men, or the force of inclination” (1.19). 
133 Jones, Gender and the Formation of Taste, ix. 
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the empire projected its cultural anxieties, paradoxically embodying British culture’s “fondest 

wishes for the transforming power of consumerism and its deepest anxieties about the 

corrupting influences of goods.” In the oppositional desires of British mercantilism, Fisher’s 

placement “as a commodity caught between high society and popular culture”134 served a 

critical function. The most visible incarnation of female market power in the period, she who 

set the fashion for consumption and was, in turn, consumed, Kitty Fisher bore the full 

weight and power of this moral inconsistency on her pretty shoulders. John Brewer 

emphasizes that, caught in the multiple shaping forces of the public image, material culture 

and the mass market, Enlightenment popular culture became embodied by the whore:  

Culture itself comes to be seen not only as feminine but as a particular sort of 
woman. She (I use the pronoun advisedly) is a prostitute, a gaudy painted 
commodity put up for sale by the pimps of modern culture [...]. It is in the image of 
the prostitute that all the greatest anxieties about eighteenth-century culture – its 
debasement into a trade or business, its association with sexual license, its ambiguous 
status as a realm of sensuality, sense, or reason, and its potential to privilege women – 
are to be found. The harlot, neither male nor polite, neither above commerce nor 
able to deny the carnal senses, was “the other,” the figure that exemplified the 
immoderate passions, desires, and pleasures that were integral to the most polite age 
but whose suppression could acquit it of the charge of being the most vicious.135 

  
This hypothetical harlot was incarnate. British culture was not merely an imagined whore, 

but a fleshy and notorious one, one attracting moral invective as she inspired covetous, 

imitative consumption. “Whether she rolls in her stately carriages, swings in her superb 

sedan, or ambles on her pye-bald nag,” wrote The London Chronicle of the “charming Kitty,” 

“the trappings of luxury which decorate the fair, proclaim the triumphs of her charms, the 

                                                   
134  Rosenthal, “The Fall and Rise of Kitty Fisher,” 63-64. 
135  Brewer, “Culture as a Commodity,” 358. 
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munificence of her admirers, and the opulence of this prosperous nation.”136 Both the 

epitome of British beauty and its most tawdry iteration, simultaneously celebrated and 

reviled, even in the same breath, Kitty Fisher permits the female consumer to consume in 

imitation of her, celebrating national opulence in her name (Fisher bonnets, Fisher’s-eye 

coats) as she also defines, by exceeding, the permissible limits of materialism and 

mercantilism. Even her most literal moment of consumption, merrily munching a high-value 

bank-note, is both a gesture of ostentatious frivolity and “a present to the Bank of 

London,”137 done the favor of never having to pay it out. Once luxury’s most opprobrious 

model becomes apparent, the consumer no longer has to fear becoming it. Fisher is a 

slanderous gossip one joyfully repeats but never recognizes in a mirror, the most public 

example of consumerism’s worst excesses, a sort of advertisement inveigling women to buy 

while congratulating them on their own relative purity and reserve. The celebrity was and is 

useful because she sold, and Kitty Fisher et al sold in a manner that quelled and answered the 

fears of her own context and target market. 

 Toasted even as she was execrated, and buoyed at once upward by the admiration of 

a popular throng and downward by a cognoscenti that degrades and belittles her, Kitty 

Fisher resembles the celebrities of our own day in way she seems to have partly inaugurated. 

Living as we do in what Joseph Roach terms a “deep eighteenth century,” a contemporary 

age that continues the obsessions and quirks of the 1700s even as it exaggerates or refines 

                                                   
136  In the London Chronicle for July 31, 1759. 
137  Casanova, Histoire de ma Vie, 9.248. 
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them, the double-edged blade of celebrity still haunts and characterizes our public figures. 

Purveyors of commerce, not art, celebrities permit us to deny our own basest impulses while 

we project them onto their nubile, beautiful bodies – to smear their inescapable and flawed 

humanity across the pages of the National Enquirer or The Town and Country Magazine, to 

slaver for the Meretriciad’s snarky evisceration of Fisher or Perez Hilton’s of the Paris whose 

name he appropriates, to nod knowingly when Kitty Fisher perishes in prison or on a 

dunghill, consumed by those who fed, like vermin, on her beauty.138 Decades after Kitty and 

her ilk, Emma Hamilton would pose at the vanguard of popular fashion, endlessly imitated 

and collected in print, enamel and curios, even while she was decried as common, whorish 

and coarse. “Her vulgarity destroyed the illusion when I saw her once,” sniffed Lady Holland 

in 1799, remembering a performance of Hamilton’s famous “attitudes”:  

She had worked one’s imagination up to a pitch of enthusiasm in her successive 
imitations of Niobe, Magdalen, and Cleopatra. Just as she was lying down, with her 
head reclined upon an Etruscan vase to represent a water-nymph, she exclaimed in 
her provincial dialect: “Doun’t be afeard, Sr. Willum, I’ll not crack your joug.” I 
turned away disgusted, and I believe all present shared the sentiment.139 

  
The schizophrenic impulse to at once exalt and vilify our remarkable personages, their 

discomfiting position between gaucherie and refinement, art and commerce, high class and 

low culture, evanescent success and real or lasting fame, are celebrity’s most defining tensions 

– and ones likewise undergirding the public presence of Kitty Fisher, circa 1759.   

                                                   
138  A Sketch of the Present Times, 14. 
139  The Journal of Elizabeth Lady Holland, ed. the Earl of Ilchester, 2 vol. (New York: Longmans, Green, and 
Co. 1908), 1.243. 
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 At some point during the waning years of the eighteenth century, as the 

Enlightenment landscape around him slowly assumed the colors and contours of a more 

Romantic age, the Earl of Hardwicke happened during a stroll in the countryside to stumble 

upon the residence of a Mr. Montague, brother to Lord Sandwich. Perhaps relishing an 

unexpected opportunity to show off the high taste of his estate, Montague took Hardwicke 

by the arm and “conducted him about the apartments, which were perfectly elegant; and 

expatiated on the pictures, some of which were capital.” Pausing in front of a portrait of “two 

female figures, beautifully painted in all their native naked charms, drawn from the life,” Mr. 

Montagu turned to his companion with a wink:  

These ladies, says the master of the house, you must certainly know, for they are 
most striking likenesses. On the guest’s expressing his perfect ignorance, why, where 
the devil have you led your life, or what company have you kept, says the Captain, 
not to know Fanny Murray and Kitty Fisher, with whose persons I thought no 
fashionable man like you could be unacquainted?140 

 
Given the reach and breadth of their fame, and their prominence in the public eye, 

Hardwick’s professed ignorance seems dubious, even prudish. Even well into the nineteenth 

century, the legendary names of Fisher and Dawson prominently coursed waterways and 

racetracks,141 and circa 1810, a molly-house raid arrested, in flagrante travesti, drag versions 

of Fanny Murray, Lucy Cooper and Kitty Fisher – personified respectively “by an athletic 

                                                   
140  Richard Cooksey, Essay on the Life and Character of John Lord Somers, Baron of Evesham; also Sketches of an 
Essay on the Life and Character of Philip Earl of Hardwicke (Worcester: J. Holl, 1791), 102-103. 
141  Ships and horses were named in honor of Fisher et al, for many years. The Universal Chronicle or Weekly 
Gazette for July 28, 1759, reports that “Thursday the sweepstakes match of 100l. was won by John Ingleby, 
Esqr’s grey mare, Kitty Fisher,” who would win another 50 pounds in July. 
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bargeman, an Herculean coalheaver, and deaf-tyre smith.”142 The Earl’s moment of failed 

recognition, however, requires a connection many of us take for granted: the mimetic leap 

from the public image of Fisher to the actual topography of her face, “drawn from the life.” 

In the beginning years of celebrity, in the half-certain light of the dawn of mass media, the 

public image cast a considerable shadow on its originator and source, leaving her behind, 

then refracting readily through multiple, variegated persons, media and situations. The 

eighteenth-century print market, manufacturing as it recorded its own Society of the 

Spectacle, is no far cry from Debord’s phantasmagoric vision of a more contemporary era – 

in which, as in Borgesian cartography, “the tangible world is replaced by a selection of 

images which exist above it, and which simultaneously impose themselves as the tangible par 

excellence.”143 The “infinite reproducibility of all contemporary imagery”144 permits, even 

impels the image to flourish apart from the real, and Fisher’s iconography, as though burned 

on the screen of eighteenth-century celebrity culture, led a life even more lasting and colorful 

than the courtesan. This split, between the public image and private life, equally defines 

eighteenth-century culture and celebrity itself.  

 “Our models for the consumption of culture,” stresses Ann Bermingham, must move 

“to embrace structures of appropriation, circulation, and bricolage.”145 Such, too, is true of 

our study of celebrity, a phenomenon captured in and made manifest by successions of 

                                                   
142  Robert Holloway, The Phoenix of Sodom, or the Vere Street Coterie (London: Holloway and Cook, 1813), 
13.  
143  Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle. (Detroit: Black and Red Press, 1983), thesis 36. 
144  Inglis, Short History of Celebrity, 6. 
145  Bermingham, “Introduction” to The Consumption of Culture, 13. 
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material objects, and thus pieced together via patterns of consumption. In decontextualizing 

said objects, and reducing them to fixed faces and static identities – to determine whether a 

given visage, constrained by the limits of a four-cornered frame, is Fisher’s, or Dawson’s or 

Grosvenor’s, without marking their compelling overlaps – we efface the intrapersonal, 

developmental narratives crucial to the development and function of celebrity. The 

adaptability of all such “texts,” be they portraits, prints, songs, bonnets, jokes, or caricatura, 

underscores the fluid, improvisational, to-the-moment nature of public renown in this 

formative period, a time in which celebrity was always partially fictive, always informed by a 

given person’s type or class, perpetually colored by the eighteenth century’s double-sense of 

character. Fisher’s singularity fueled her celebrity. But in assessing the astonishing degree to 

which her public presence shaped eighteenth-century culture, we cannot lose sight of her 

disposability, her repurposings, her indistinguishability in a sea of other mass-produced faces, 

for these not only made Fisher a celebrity, but also made celebrity. Devoted attention to the 

Fishermania of mid-century London not only manifests her influence in ways we have failed 

to see or measure, beholden as we are to the incantatory power of a proper name, but in turn 

reveals Fisher to be a leveling force, joining all walks of London in paying obeisance to the 

same heady obsession. In watching her image ripple simultaneously in multiple directions 

and through diverse women, enveloping both the high-end parlors of the titled classes and 

the low-class alleys of St. Giles, we can begin to perceive how Kitty Fisher gave a face and a 

name to the marriage of high-class wealth and power with sexual danger, the so-called edge 

factor so vital to genres, like celebrity and fashion, governed by their evanescence. In context, 
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Kitty Fisher becomes a foremost example of the creation of female celebrity via the 

distillation of many women, high and low, to the new presence of the public beauty. 

 Our relentless if quixotic search for the real, for the living person beneath the 

shifting, variable public presence, relies finally on a definitive breach between fact and 

fiction, respected much more today (at least in terms of lip service) than during the period at 

hand. Characters we now know to be fictions were consumed in the eighteenth century as 

celebrities, while the eighteenth-century celebrity was always treated as partially fictive. 

Critical anxiety to justify the objects of our study in terms of the later institution of the novel 

has led us to defer to fictions in reading eighteenth-century culture, by which we fail to 

notice the real-life face underpinning the stock type or nascent character. How might the 

history of the novel productively be read as the lost history of celebrity? And how might we 

develop a theory of celebrity, and a theory of fiction, which complement each other, ones 

which respect what Lennard Davis has identified as the “constitutively ambivalent”146 

relationship between fact and fiction in Enlightenment culture? Prints of Lemuel Gulliver 

appeared in the very catalogues promoting the visages of Fisher or William Pitt, and 

Richardson's Pamela became a brand unto herself, inspiring countless women not only to 

purchase the novel and its multifarious imitations, but to dress, behave, and speak in 

imitation of its eponymous personality – carrying, like accessories, in one hand a copy of the 

                                                   
146  Lennard Davis, Factual Fictions: The Origins of the English Novel (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1983), 212. 
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book "while strolling about the Gardens,"147 the other clasping a decorative fan, marketed to 

appeal "to the Ladies, more especially those who have the Book, PAMELA."148 The great 

characters of the 1700s seem to have functioned much as celebrities, just as the celebrities of 

the period behaved as fictions. Bifurcating the study of character or celebrity into 

diametrically opposed categories of fiction and fact, particularly for a period still establishing 

the shape and limits of human subjectivity, would be akin to surgically excising Laurence 

Sterne from Tristram Shandy, when in the eighteenth-century marketplace the two men 

comprised the same living, breathing public figure.149 

 In The Afterlife of Character, David Brewer works through a chapter-by-chapter 

procession of eighteenth-century literary characters – Gulliver, Shandy, Falstaff, Pamela. In 

detailing the carnivalesque succession, Brewer documents how, in an era still thinking 

through various definitions of intellectual property, fictional characters of the period:  

were both fundamentally incomplete and the common property of all. Far from 
being the final word on the subject, the originary representation of these characters 
was, for readers engaged in these practices, merely a starting point – a common 
reference, but one perpetually inviting supplementation through the invention of 
additional details and often entirely new adventures.150  

  
In closing, I suggest considering celebrity in much the same way, as less a manifestation of 

distinct subjectivity than a “a bundle of possibilities held together by what Roland Barthes 

                                                   
147  Anna Letitia Barbauld, The Correspondence of Samuel Richardson, Author of Pamela, Clarissa, and Sir Charles 
Grandison, 6 vol. (London: Richard Phillips, 1804), 1.lviii. 
148  From an advertisement in the Daily Advertiser for April 28, 1741. 
149  See David Brewer’s The Afterlife of Character, particularly pp. 178-80. Brewer presents Sterne’s “self-
conscious intertwinings” with his own literary creations as an authorial tactic towards maintaining control of his 
characters, and therefore also his brand.  
150  Brewer, Afterlife of Character, 2. 
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has termed the ‘magnetic field’ of the proper name.”151 Kitty Fisher became pliable, in the 

hands of any “little Scribbler,” hack, gossip or wag who momentarily possessed her and 

pressed her into new service. Akin to Fanny Murray, whose lived story “muddles into her 

fictitious one,” who rose to fame both from begging on the steps of Covent-Garden Theatre 

and peddling “flowers in Bath’s Abbey Yard,”152 Fisher perishes either as “a victim to 

cosmetics,”153 lead-based paints exacting poetic justice for her pride and vanity in life, or as 

casualty to smallpox, laid out in an open coffin in her finest dress and displayed to the public 

“like an embalmed Egyptian queen.”154 The real Fisher, she who lies between the lines of 

Chrysal or beyond the oils and varnish of Reynolds, cannot, ultimately, be excavated. We 

can, however, study the ways in which Fisher’s public constructions travelled apart from her, 

the way in which real-life persons, as in the merrily-created new adventures of Gulliver or 

Falstaff, were pressed into new occasions, as Kitty Le Fever or a character in Hannah 

Cowley’s Belles Strategem,155 or in a hodgepodge of improbable escapades. In her own 

Juvenile Adventures, Fisher is, in rapid succession, imprisoned by her father in a “strongly 

barricadoed” fortress, sent to a French convent, rife with “unnatural gratifications,” forced 

into a madhouse, made the mistress of man “three feet and an inch!” tall, slobbered on by a 

                                                   
151  Brewer, Afterlife of Character, 40. 
152  Peakman, “Introduction” to the Memoirs of the Celebrated Miss Fanny M––, in Whore Biographies, 3.1.  
153  The Town and Country Magazine, “Histories of the Tête-à-Tête” for September 1771 (“Memoirs of Ad–l 
K– and Mrs. W–lls”), 458. 
154  See An Elegy: On Kitty Fisher Lying in State at Bath. By Mr. Harington (undated broadside, held at the Bath 
Central Library); and Henry Swinburne, The Courts of Europe at the Close of the Last Century, 2 vol. (London: 
Henry Colburn, 1816), 2.43. 
155  “General Martin had the reputation of drawing the once-famed ‘Kitty Fisher’ from the paths of virtue, 
whom Mrs. Cowley introduces in the masquerade of her ‘Belles Stratagem.’” James Boaden, ed., Memoirs of 
Mrs. Inchbald, 2 vol. (London: Richard Bentley, 1833), 1.301. 
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masturbating Jew, even intwined in a fit of lesbian lovemaking with Kitty Gunning, younger 

sister of Maria, in an episode “which cannot be related without shocking decency.”156 

Celebrities, rightly stresses Inglis, “are transformed into what they are by the compulsions 

and fantasies of those who throng to see them.”157 Material evidence demonstrates that the 

difference between 1759 and today is merely a matter of degree: the British Library’s copy of 

“Kitty’s Stream” was “annotated and grangerised by J. Mitford who evidently combined 

dependable sources (references to Walpole and Dr. Johnson) with the customary mix of 

fantasy (‘Kitty Fisher when old’).”158 This critical overlap, the real-life qualities of the 

fictional character and the fictionalization of the popular celebrity, is further developed in 

the following chapter, in which a procession of bawds, at once fictive and factive, follow one 

another in succession – bearing, on their collective shoulders, both Britain’s obsessive interest 

in the sex industry and the burden of its hypocritical retributions and self-disgust.  

                                                   
156  Juvenile Adventures, 1.43 and 101; 2.5 and 22; 1.17.  
157  Short History of Celebrity, 17. 
158  Pointon, “Lives of Kitty Fisher,” 84. 
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Chapter Two: Sex 

 
 

The HONEST MUSE her various arts shall trace, 
Whether in Covent-Garden, or King’s-Place; 
No matter where her residence may be,  
A BAWD’s a BAWD, and that’s enough for me;  
Tho’ not in features, yet alike in soul,  
One will suffice to represent the whole. 
  
 – The Bawd: A Poem, by a distinguish’d WORSHIPPER in the Temple of 
Venus (ca. 1782) 

  
 

With a good pair of shoes and a little time to kill, you might have seen both in the same 

morning. At his studio in Covent Garden, jockeying for attention among the print-shops, 

the pantomimes, and “the perfectest Whores / In the Nation,”1 hang the paintings 

comprising William Hogarth’s A Harlot’s Progress, on display since the beginning of 1731 

and by May the buzz of London. Front and center in the first oil, "the most famous 

procuress of the time"2 waylays country ingenue Moll Hackabout to future stints as a Jew’s 

mistress, a common whore and finally, a wasted corpse. A leisurely half-hour’s walk away 

from the artist’s workroom, a Hogarthian nightmare has sparked to life. “Over-against Park-

Place in St. James’s-street,”3 the London mob flings a stream of phantasmagoric confetti at 

the city pillory: animal carcasses and rotten foodstuffs, clots of dirt and human waste, bricks 

                                                   
1  “The Complaint of All the She-Traders […] against the City Cheats, or the New Coffee-Houses” (London: 
J. Wallis, ca. 1700).  
2 Paulson, Hogarth: His Life, Art, and Times, 1.252. 
3  The Daily Advertiser, May 1, 1731. 
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and jagged lengths of metal punctuate the air. 4 A child, after scrambling up a lamp post for a 

better view, has tumbled atop a fence of iron spikes “in so violent a manner,” flatly reported 

the Daily Journal, “that his Bowels came out.” He expires “in great Agonies” on the 

concourse,5 guts spilling around him like furls of red and purple ribbon. And not far from 

this macabre detail – so sick and so terrified she cringes face down in the dirt, in a futile 

attempt to shield herself from the attack – cowers the very woman at the heart of both 

scenes, the “noted, notorious, famous, infamous, Mother Needham,”6 target of the crowd’s 

vitriol, the woman immortalized in the first image of William Hogarth’s A Harlot’s Progress 

(Figure 2.1), and the city’s current byword and exemplar of the London bawd. Two short 

months before Britain pilloried its best-known and most fashionable procuress, William 

Hogarth opened the subscription list for his engraved versions of the Progress.7 Already seen 

in person by countless Londoners of all classes, 8 the images attracted between 1200 and 

1500 subscribers almost immediately, simply through word of mouth – “all this without  

                                                   
4  “Yesterday the noted Mother Needham stood in the Pillory in Park Place near St. James’s-street, pursuant to 
her Sentence at the last General Quarter Sessions of the Peace at Westminster, and was severely handled by the 
Populace,” wrote the Daily Journal (May 1, 1731). Several other papers second the report, including the same 
day’s issue of the Daily Advertiser: Needham “was severely pelted by the Populace, which was very numerous, 
notwithstanding the utmost Diligence of the Beadles, Constables, and other Persons employ’d to take Care of 
her.” 
5  The Daily Journal, May 1, 1731. 
6  The Grub-Street Journal, May 6, 1731. 
7  Writes Ronald Paulson: “By the beginning of 1731 all six paintings of A Harlot’s Progress must have been far 
enough along to be shown in Hogarth’s studio” in Covent Garden, “an area much frequented by people of all 
classes looking for something new.” Hogarth had advertised the subscription for A Harlot’s Progress as early as 
March 8, 1731. Paulson, Hogarth, 3 vol. (New Brunswick and London: Rutgers University Press, 1991), 1:259 
and 1:303; Hogarth's Graphic Works, 2 vol. (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1970), 1.141. 
8 Supported, as Paulson has noted, by the wording of Hogarth’s advertisements, which although designed to 
court subscriptions explain neither what the Harlot’s Progress is or who their “author” might be. The 
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Figure 2.1: William Hogarth, A Harlot's Progress, Plate 1, first state (1732). Mother 
Needham (center right) appraises the harlot of the title.                                   
© The Trustees of the British Museum. 

 

Courting or soliciting subscriptions, all comeing to his dwelling in common Garden,” 

stressed George Vertue in 1732. A Harlot's Progress would be William Hogarth's greatest 

success, establishing his name and making his fortune. Elizabeth Needham, contrariwise, 

perished three days after her savaging in the pillory, bleeding and terrified in a Gatehouse 

                                                                                                                                                       
implication, writes Paulson, is of “either a coterie audience or the assumption that everyone knows about the 
Harlot” – in my argument, the latter. Life, 1.284.  
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cell, 9 her life rounded with a moral lesson and reduced to a mass-market image. The real-life 

author of Hackabout’s fictional downfall had, in the eyes of Britain, met her rightful end. 

 These two events, the public battering of Elizabeth Needham and her dead-center 

position in the equally public Progress, have not been read in tandem, although they were 

literally contemporaneous to the eighteenth-century observer. And while decades of critical 

tradition – most especially the careful and textured historical work of Ronald Paulson – have 

established the identity of Needham in the Progress’s first plate, eighteenth-century studies 

has at once both underestimated and overestimated her place in the series. Elizabeth 

Needham’s death predated the official publication of the Progress, albeit only in the most 

mechanical sense of "publication," for the paintings had been astonishingly public for some 

time. For this reason, the effect of her celebrity on the Progress, and vice-versa, has been 

minimized. When Hogarth fixed Needham at the center of his first plate, he was drawing on 

the public presence of a woman Londoners already read as an archetype of bawdry, at once 

paragon and paradigm, the most successful and the most representative woman of her 

profession. Accordingly, Elizabeth Needham’s trials and death charged Hogarth’s 

contemporaneous exhibition and subscription-drive with an electric frisson of scandal, fueling 

the groundbreaking success and moneymaking potential of a series which “had the greatest 

subscription – & public esteem that any prints ever had.”10 In turn, the very public nature of 

                                                   
9  The day before her death, the court sentenced her to face the mob yet again. “She declared in her last words,” 
reported the Grub-Street Journal, “that what most affected her was the terror of standing in the pillory to-
morrow in New Palace-Yard, having been so ungratefully used by the Populace on Wednesday” (May 6, 1731). 
Needham’s death is also reported in the Daily Advertiser and the Daily Journal for May 5, 1731. 
10  The Note-Books of George Vertue, in The Volume of the Walpole Society 30 (1955), 192. 
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the Progress must have contributed to the undoing of Needham, and the “very numerous 

crowd” gathered at Park Place likely included a great many who had seen Needham in 

Hogarth’s remarkable painting, some who had subscribed to the prints, perhaps even several 

who had numbered among her clientele. The celebrity of Elizabeth Needham and that of the 

Progress, on the morning she cowered "on that disgraceful Stage" at St. James,11 were of one 

public piece.  

 On the other hand, the definitional evanescence of celebrity would not maintain 

Needham at the center of the Progress for long. During the considerable afterlife of Hogarth’s 

series, Mother Needham's iconic position was supplanted again and again to suit a full 

procession of famous bawds: Mother Bentley in the hudibrastick cantos versifying the Progress 

in the late 1730s, Mother Heywood in the stage productions which retold as they adapted 

the plates in the '40s, and Mother Jenny Douglas in the comical, whimsical tragedies and 

puppet-shows of the late 1750s. Paulson has remarked that, given the celebrated madam's 

demise before the prints were even completed, "Hogarth could easily have replaced Mother 

Needham’s face in the print; his subscription had barely begun when she died."12 Although 

the alteration has not yet been noted by critics, fourteen years after Needham's passing 

Hogarth seems to have done just that. In 1745, the engraver finally responded to pressing 

public demand by issuing “A SECOND IMPRESSION, of THE HARLOT’s PROGRESS 

off the Original Plates, at One Guinea each Sett,” distinguishing the second impression from 

                                                   
11  The Daily Advertiser, May 1, 1731. 
12  Life, 1.253. 
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the first “by a cross centered beneath the design on each plate, and by minor revisions”13 

(Figure 2.2). Among the seemingly inconsequential changes to the original copper plate, 

Plate One’s bawd sports a reworked visage – “face of the Bawd much altered for the worse,” 

opined John Nichols in 1785.14 The velvet cloak, gloves and patches that mark her as 

moneyed and fashionable remain fixed in place, but her face has changed: eyes more deeply 

set, a chin at once sharper and less fleshy, her nose slightly hooked and her hair more lightly 

shaded (Figure 2.3). Needham dead and forgotten, Hogarth redefined the identity of his 

prototypical bawd, even on the original copper plate – just as the sundry adaptations that 

followed the wake of the Progress rubbed her out and engraved her anew on the popular 

consciousness. Elizabeth Needham’s fame, so instrumental to A Harlot's Progress at its debut, 

flared, then sputtered out after her public, horrifying death in 1731. The popular culture of 

Britain, however, would seamlessly replace her with a succession of public bawds, each both 

adapting and effacing her predecessor as she assumed her position in the popular 

iconography, and each in turn taking Needham’s place in the pillory as the target of 

London’s fears about the destabilizing power of sex and money.  

 Chapter Two assesses the archetypal place of Elizabeth Needham, and several other 

celebrated-slash-execrated bawds like her from the late seventeenth through the early 

nineteenth centuries, to extend this project’s ongoing consideration of the definitional  

                                                   
13  The London Evening Post, January 3, 1745; Paulson, Life, 1.286. 
14  Biographical Anecdotes, 191. So “inconsequential,” incidentally, that the first and second states have 
heretofore been used haphazardly and interchangeably to depict Mother Needham. 
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Figure 2.2: William Hogarth, A Harlot's Progress, Plate 1, second state (1745).                      
© The Trustees of the British Museum. 

 

fungibility of eighteenth-century celebrity. As with the courtesan of the previous chapter, the 

most famous bawd in London at once straddled roles as archetype and as individual, or as 

stock character and identifiable celebrity. Accordingly, the culture-makers of the 

Enlightenment, Hogarth eminent among them, fleshed out the representative type (here, the 

bawd) using real-life reference points the contemporary audience instantly recognized (e.g., 

Needham), conjointly capitalizing on these celebrities’ ability to capture the public attention  
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Figure 2.3: Details, first (1732) and second (1745) impressions of Plate 1 of A Harlot’s 
Progress. 

 

and promote sales. Nevertheless, because the staying power of these archetypes, and indeed 

such texts, outlasted the public’s fascination with their living, breathing avatars, through the 

decades new exemplars of the stock type assumed both their celebrity status and their place 

in the public imagination. This chapter explores this mutually-constitutive dynamic of 

eighteenth-century celebrity and character, following London's archetypal bawd as she walks 

through the ensuing decades of British popular culture, as well as through a series of 

fashionable London districts and culture-making venues – from Park-Place to Covent 

Garden, the Haymarket to the puppet-shows of Panton Street, King’s-Place by way of the 

Theatre-Royal. Between locales, the woman who was once Elizabeth Needham shapeshifts, 

hastily changing costumes in side-alleys and door-stoops, assuming first the “waddling pace” 

of old Mother Bentley, then the shifting stride of Mother Heywood, “a useful woman,” 
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winked Henry Fielding, “in the Parish of Covent-Garden.”15 By 1750, her gouty legs 

wrapped in flannels, the exemplar takes the form of Jenny Douglas, “empress o’er all bawds” 

of mid-century London,16 who wallowed onstage, steeped in Methodism and genever, as the 

star attraction of Samuel Foote’s phenomenally successful The Minor (1760). Restage Foote’s 

magnum opus through several decades, however, and the inimitable Douglas is forgotten 

entirely, her notoriety neatly transferring to the late-century Elizabeth Windsor, who readily 

supplied “fresh young tits”17 to the most powerful men of the period. The person-to-person, 

fact-to-fiction-to-fact-again transmutations of Needham to Heywood to Douglas to Windsor 

would finally produce the blinkered, outlandish archetype “Mother Cole,” a fictional 

character indelibly woven into the fabric of early nineteenth-century popular culture: steadily 

resurfacing in quips and anecdotes, parading for decades through masquerades, or grinning 

and winking from advertisements and the period equivalent of collectible trading cards. My 

argument is not simply that the role of celebrity bawd changed through the decades, or even 

that a succession of figures assumed the prototypical place of “lady abbess.” Rather, I here 

demonstrate how the same conceits, the same poses and anecdotes, even the same engravings, 

novels and stage productions engendered a kind of celebrity lineage, a balance constantly 

negotiating between fact and fiction, anonymity and notoriety, continually bridging the 

eighteenth century’s dual sense of character as it manufactured a succession of public figures.  
                                                   
15  John Breval, The Lure of Venus: or, A Harlot’s Progress; an Heroi-Comical Poem (London, 1733), 7; Fielding, 
“Part of Juvenal’s Sixth Satire, Modernized in Burlesque Verse,” Miscellanies, 3 vol. (London: A. Millar, 1743), 
1.91. 
16  Covent-Garden. A Satire (London: T. Legg, 1756), 9. 
17  As in Peter Pindar’s (that is, John Wolcot’s) “Ode XVI” for 1785, collected in The Works of Peter Pindar, 3 
vol. (London: John Walker, 1794), 1.121. 
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 A Harlot’s Progress made William Hogarth’s career, even as it set off one of the great 

multimedia events of the century. The images “were reproduced on coffee cups as an 

admonition, and painted on fans to be looked at on hot days” (Figure 2.4) – objects which, 

in the advertisements hawking them, promised to “justly preserve” the public figures featured 

in the originals.18 Popular culture paraphrased and pirated the series in verse adaptations and 

cheap pamphlets, then restaged it in theatrical productions, pantomimes and puppet-shows. 

Unauthorized impressions “in chiaro oscuro, of The Harlot’s Progress, from the designs of Mr. 

Hogarth, in a beautiful green tint,” were issued to the public even before Hogarth could 

finish engraving his own reproductions of the paintings.19 Theophilis Cibber adapted the 

plates for his Harlot’s Progress, or the Ridotto al’Fresco, a “grotesque pantomime 

entertainment” acted from the 30s through the 60s at Sadler’s Wells, Drury-Lane Theatre, 

Bartholomew Fair and the New Wells near London-Spa, at Clerkenwell – “every one 

admitted for a Pint of Wine as usual.”20 In front of the tippling, raucous crowd, “the Bawd, 

the Country Girl, the Debauchee and the Pimp, all rang’d as they are in the first Print,” 

rupture the uncanny stillness of Hogarth’s tableau by breaking into song: 

 Let Country Damsels plainly nice, in Home-spun Russet go, Sir; 
 While, frolick we, chearful as wise, more pleasing Transports know, Sir. 
 They dull and coy, refuse the Joy, all bashful void of Skill-a: 

                                                   
18  Georg Christophe Lichtenberg, Commentaries on Hogarth’s Engravings (originally published 1794-99), trans. 
and ed. Innes and Gustav Herdan (London: The Cresset Press, 1966), 3. Fans based on the Progress were 
advertised in The Craftsman for July 1, 1732, and the Daily Journal for July 3: “Six Prints of the Progress of a 
Harlot on a Fan, three on each Side, curiously-Engrav’d; wherein the Characters are justly preserv’d, and the 
whole not varied from the Originals. Printed in divers beautiful Colours. Price 2s. 6d.” 
19  In The Craftsman for November 25, 1732; cited in John Nichols, Biographical Anecdotes of William Hogarth 
(London, 1785), 188. 
20  The London Daily Post and General Advertiser, April 23, 1743. 
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Figure 2.4: Hand-colored fan leaf, featuring Plate 1 of A Hogarth's Progress (circa 1732).    
© The Trustees of the British Museum. 

 
  We gay and free to each fond He yield up our selves at Will-a.21 

As the ditty implies, the Ridotto utterly supplants any moral imperative with the freedom,  

pleasures and glamour of “the life.” The macabre final plates are obviated entirely, the cast 

instead skipping, accompanied by Harlequin, Scaramouch, and “the little Harlequin Dog,” 

                                                   
21  Theophilis Cibber, The Harlot’s Progress; or the Ridotto al’Fresco: A Grotesque Pantomime Entertainment 
(London: 1733), 6. 
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to the Ridotto al’Fresco, where a grand masquerade ball at Vauxhall concludes the whole.22 In 

The Jew Decoy’d; or the Progress of a Harlot, a ballad opera based on “sly Hogarth’s prints,” 

Mother Lurewell chucks Hackabout under the chin, swigs brandy and cries “Ah, ‘tis a sad age 

we live in; would I were in heaven!”23 Graphic narratives like The Modern Harlot's Progress 

(1780) and George Morland’s 1789 The Progress of Seduction breathed fresh life into 

Hogarth’s actors, even while preserving the conceit of the first plate; and in satirical prints, 

such as George Cruikshank’s Picture of London, the triangulation of Needham-Hackabout-

Charteris was self-consciously mirrored in other configurations of bawd-whore-debauchée. 

Finally, the century’s many Satirical Ambulators and Rambles through London, which 

represented the full gradient of city life in a farrago of narrative transactions, featured the 

Progress’s opening conceit perennially. On first setting foot in the city, the travellers of A 

Fortnights Ramble Through London encounter “an elderly muffled-up gentlewoman,” who 

immediately accosts the young woman in their party: 

Well, my dear child, you are come to London to seek your fortune, and so pretty a 
face, and so elegant a person cannot fail of success. So tell me, do you mean to go to 
service? There is a lady of quality, a friend of mine, who wants a pretty smart 
agreeable girl to be her companion – I can recommend you to her. I love all those 
who come from Yorkshire – it is my own country – but you cannot appear in that 
dress – you have quite the air of a young country innocent creature – you must come 
to my house until you get a proper dress – and then you may go and be as happy as 
your heart can desire.24 

                                                   
22  Cibber, The Harlot’s Progress 12. 
23  The Jew Decoy’d; or the Progress of a Harlot. A New Ballad Opera of Three Acts (London, 1733), 8 and 15. 
24  A Fortnights Ramble through London, or a Complete Display of all the Cheats and Frauds Practised in that 
Great Metropolis (London, 1795), 13. The scene is similarly revisited in The Satirical Ambulator, by Peeping Tim 
(Dublin, 1791) and A Ramble through London (London, 1738), where the bawd is “an elderly Gentlewoman in 
a short Silk Cloak, and a number of Patches on a wither-d Face” (13); in The Adventures of a Cork-screw 
(London, 1765), a bawd colludes with “an old letcher, who kept her in constant pay as a procuress for him” 
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The chapter gloss for this opening section of the Ramble is of course titled "the bawd," and as 

in Plate One of the Progress, the procuress, swaddled in the sheep's-clothing of genteel 

respectability, awaits "the delivery of the stage, to see if any goods are brought to her 

market."25 Hogarth's classic inn-yard scene became archetypal, a tableau perpetually 

reiterated, not only in the separate genres of London's multimedia culture industry but 

likewise in the lived contours of the actual city.  

The longstanding critical tendency has been to read such texts as derivative of 

Hogarth’s comparatively timeless, aesthetically worthier originals – shilling “parasites,” as 

Paulson once termed them, hoping to “flourish on the Harlot’s popularity.”26 Recent 

analysis, however, has reversed the paradigm, maintaining instead that continual rewritings 

of Hogarth in fact manufactured the redoubtable reputation of the artist. In “Making 

Hogarth Heritage,” David Brewer ascribes Hogarth’s canonicity to the accretive effect of 

precisely such retellings, the combined result of myriad “individual appropriations” through 

the century.27 Far from duly maintaining the purity of his original images, or treating them 

as the sacrosanct productions of a wholly original genius, British culture perpetually 

accommodated Hogarth’s graphic works to the present moment, at each revamping making 

                                                                                                                                                       
(74); and in the anonymous The Bawd: A Poem (London, ca. 1782), whose title page promises to elucidate “All 
the various Practices those diabolical Characters make Use of to decoy INNOCENT BEAUTY into their 
Snares,” the archetypal character plies “the country-girls with all her art; / As in the waggons ev’ry day ‘tis 
known, / Some come to try their luck in this great Town; / Fondly they hope their fortunes to amend, / But half 
of them meet ruin in the end” (12). 
25  Fortnights Ramble, 14. 
26  Paulson, Life, 1.289. 
27 Brewer, “Making Hogarth Heritage,” Representations 72 (Autumn 2000), 21-63. 
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the artist more pervasive, locating him more centrally in British culture, and inscribing him 

as more quintessentially English. Ultimately, instead of deriving their authority from 

Hogarth's authorized versions, rewritings of Hogarth's work seem, in a temporally 

paradoxical manner, to have functioned as reinscriptions even of the original Progress. As 

Brewer expresses the phenomenon:  

The sets of printed images that we call A Harlot’s Progress are thus not merely 
reproductions of the no longer extant painted Harlot’s Progress (destroyed in a fire in 
1755); in a significant sense, they are each A Harlot’s Progress. Despite the existence 
of autographic originals, Hogarth’s graphic work functions as if it were actually 
allographic, as if the images themselves were somehow distinct from any of their 
particular material manifestations.28 

 
At each retelling and restaging of the Progress through the century, British popular culture 

rewrote the series in terms of the present moment. In so doing, it also produced a space in 

which the Progress's celebrity referent might be reassigned.29 Given the allographic tendency 

Brewer identifies, refigurations of the bawd in the inn-yard of the Bell did not simply 

position such women as Needham's successors, but in fact located each at the heart of the 

original narrative and conceit – in much the same way Hogarth in 1745 redefined the 

prototype by simply engraving over the original. Iconic, real-life figures like Mother 

Needham were celebrities, then, not only thanks to their wealth, power, and significant 

popular presence, but for a more classic, definitional, and eighteenth-century reason: they 

proved so disposable and interchangeable, could be so readily covered over and forgotten. 

                                                   
28  Brewer, “Heritage,” 28. 
29  This is not to say that every bawd was necessarily identified, or even understood by way of reference to a 
known person, by every reader or viewer. Eighteenth-century audiences would likely have understood these 
kinds of figures as abstractions and real-life celebrity referents at the same time. 
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 Because we have not yet noted how these appropriations and reinterpretations 

likewise manufactured public presence, our understanding of eighteenth-century celebrity 

remains curiously inert. In the same way criticism has privileged the autographic original to 

the allographic reinscription, we have further read every eighteenth-century bawd in perpetua 

as Hogarth's Needham – as though the eighteenth-century consumer, buying a print in 1732 

or watching a play in 1785, remembered and maintained that association indelibly through 

the century. Hence Mother Punchbowl, the uproarious bawd of Henry Fielding’s Covent-

Garden Tragedy, performed in theatres and puppet-shows from the 1730’s to the 70’s, “is 

Mother Needham”; and Jane Austen’s letter from London in 1796, playfully fretting the 

wicked city might make her “a sacrifice to the arts of some fat woman,” refers to that same 

“procuress, the notorious Mother Needham, in Hogarth’s series of engraved plates.”30 The 

Covent-Garden Tragedy appeared on the stages of theatres and puppet-shows for a good forty 

years, and a lifetime separates Needham from Austen. In the interim Britain anointed a 

veritable procession of celebrity bawds, each of whom would take pride of place in the 

Progress. Nor was the opening conceit of the Progress even original to Hogarth. In January 

1712, nearly two decades before A Harlot’s Progress was first exhibited, Richard Steele 

oversaw the “most artful Procuress in the Town” appraise “a most beautiful Country-Girl,” 

just arrived in a wagon from the country, at an unnamed inn in the city.31 The Honest 

London Spy, printed and reprinted in 1721 and 1725, not only features a patched and well-

                                                   
30  Robert Etheridge Moore, Hogarth’s Literary Relationships (New York: Octagon Books, 1969), 98; Valerie 
Grosvenor Myer, Jane Austen: Obstinate Heart (New York: Arcade Publishing, 1997), 144. 
31  The Spectator 266 (January 4, 1712). 
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dressed bawd inveigling a young beauty on its frontispiece (Figure 2.5), but scripts an inn-

yard exchange between “a wheedling town bawd and an innocent country lass,” for which 

the bawd has “trick’d her self up like a grave Matron, the better to deceive.”32 These 

incunabula of bawdy seduction underscore that Hogarth did not cut his scene from whole 

cloth, but instead reframed a longstanding cultural conceit in terms of to-the-moment 

notoriety, neatly slotting the topical Needham into a more archetypal trope – in much the 

same way others would update and reassign her identity in the bevy of adaptations following 

him. Read beyond its immediate currency in the early 1730s or the unquestioned longevity 

of Needham in the popular imagination, the Progress is yet another iteration of a 

longstanding tableau, a scene ceaselessly repurposed to implicate a series of famous women, 

from at least 1681 to 1790 and likely beyond.  

“One day,” crows an unconscious ironist, gesturing to William Hogarth at the 

beginning of the BBC’s film adaptation of A Harlot’s Progress, “his name will be more 

renowned even than Mother Needham’s.”33 The implicit joke, of course, is that Elizabeth 

Needham today is only remembered – when she is remembered – for her star turn in the 

artist’s moral narrative. The audience that first gazed at Hogarth’s Progress in his studio or 

subscribed to its corresponding engravings, however, had been primed for a decade to 

                                                   
32  The Honest London Spy, Discovering the Base and Subtle Intrigues of the Town (London, 1721).  
33  A Harlot’s Progress, directed by Justin Hardy (Koch Vision/BBC, 2008). 
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Figure 2.5: Frontispiece to The Honest London Spy, Discovering the Base and Subtle Intrigues 
of the Town (1721). Special collections, the University of Illinois. 

 

understand Mother Needham as a ready exemplar for London’s heady pleasure-industry, a 

byword for the city’s sex markets in popular poetry or the carnal embodiment of the period’s 

notoriously licentious masquerade-balls.34 Like that of Kitty Fisher or John Wilkes in 1764, 

                                                   
34  See the “Imitation of the Twenty-Seventh Ode of the Third Book of Horace” in A Miscellaneous Collection 
of Poems, Songs and Epigraphs (Dublin, 1721): “I’d be to Lust a Slave, / Draw in the Sparks with what I have, / 
And ruin Mother Needham” (223). A Seasonal Apology for Mr. H–g–r (London, 1724), a facetious Mandevillian 
pamphlet demonstrating the usefulness of the masquerade, is dedicated to “Mother Needham,” that great 
“Encourager of the Liberal Arts and Sciences.” The “H–g–r” of the title is Count John James Heidegger, the 
foremost impresario of masquerades in the early 1700s. 
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Needham's celebrity so seamlessly permeated British culture she seems woven into the fabric 

of urban life. Even beyond write-ups in the public papers or her role in the Progress, she 

figures here in a theatrical epilogue, there in joke-books or in the names of racehorses,35 and 

everywhere her death was commemorated in pamphlets, verse and broadsheet (Figure 2.6), 

extolling her at once as the nation’s most accomplished and most recognizable bawd. 

“Britain can now no more of N––d––m boast,” elegized one wag in 1731, “The greatest 

Bawd that ever grac’d the Coast, / Is now become a melancholy Ghost.”36 As with the 

Progress itself, successful because it spoke to “persons of all ranks & conditions from the 

greatest quality to the meanest,”37 a reference to Needham was readily understood by all 

walks of life, from the London streets and taverns where balladeers sang of “old BESS in 

great Distress” (Figure 2.7) to the aristocratic estates of South Yorkshire. “I wish you would 

ask Wardman,” wrote Lady Strafford in a letter to her husband in town, “if he knows of any 

maid Mrs. Wardman cou’d get, that would be fitt for Wentworth Castle, for Nanny 

Downing is such a nasty ––––– I must be as bad as Mother Needham to keep her.”38  

                                                   
35  See the Epilogue of Henry Fielding’s Pasquin, A Dramatick Satire on the Times: “the tragic bards, / Who 
prate of Virtue and her vast rewards, / Are all in jest, and only fools should heed ‘em; / For all wise women 
flock to mother Needham.” Pasquin (London, 1736), 65. She warrants mention in Joe Miller’s Jests: Or, the 
Wits Vade-Mecum (London, ca. 1739), as well as the first issue of Eliza Haywood’s The Parrot (October 16, 
1728); and the Daily Journal for August 20, 1734, reports a win by “Mr. Brewster’s Bay Mare, Mother 
Needham,” in its sporting calendar. 
36  “A Poem on the Death of Mother N––d–m the famous English B––d,” in The Grub-Street Miscellany, in 
Prose and Verse (London, 1731). See, too, Mother Needham’s Lamentation, in an Epistle to a Certain Nobleman 
(announced in the Daily Journal, May 8, 1731) and Mother Needham’s Elegy (London 1731). 
37  The Note-books of George Vertue, in The Volume of the Walpole Society 22 (1934), 58. 
38  Letter from Lady to Lord Strafford, 1732; quoted in Joseph Wilkinson, Worthies, Families, and Celebrities of 
Barnsley and the District (London: Bemrose & Sons, 1883), 412. 
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Figure 2.6: Broadsheet, Mother Needham's Elegy (detail, 1731).  
© The British Library Board. 

 

Britain’s best-known procuress surfaces at least three times in the oeuvre of Alexander Pope, 

and in an ex post facto gloss for one such work, Pope’s longtime archnemesis Edmund Curll 

suggests the poet’s familiarity with the woman was intimate: “Needham, / A Quondam Bawd 

of high Renown, / In whose Apartments Pope has oft been seen, Patting Fore-Buttocks, to divert 

the Spleen.”39 Finally, The Dunciad wrings a cheap laugh out of her oft-cited reputation for 

hypocritical piety, the most defining facet of her personality in the literature of the period. 

“God save King Colley!” rings out the voice of London, crowning Colley Cibber high 

majesty of the dunces, and “To Needham’s quick the voice triumphal rode, / But pious  

  

                                                   
39  Additions to the Works of Alexander Pope (London, 1776), 41. 
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Figure 2.7: Broadsheet, The Old Bawd Punish'd (detail, ca. 1733). Special collections, 
Cambridge University Library.  

 

Needham dropt the name of God.”40 In later editions, a footnote clarifies the allusion: “A 

matron of great fame, and very religious in her way; whose constant prayer it was, that she 

might ‘get enough by her profession to leave it off in time, and make her peace with God.’” 

                                                   
40  Alexander Pope, The Dunciad, ed. James Sutherland (London and New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1953), Book I, lines 323-24. 
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This late-blooming piety would remain Elizabeth Needham’s highly comic legacy, eclipsing 

even the manner of her death.41 “I have no objection,” wrote Walpole wrily, “to the courts of 

Versailles and Madrid carting that old bawd the Pope. She will cry as Mother Needham did 

of her bagnio, ‘What will become of this poor Church when I am in the arms of my sweet 

Jesus?’”42 

In her position as Britain's best-known bawd, as in her position in Hogarth's classic 

image, Elizabeth Needham betokened British anxieties – anxieties born of morality and 

gender, yes, but also class, public presence and celebrity. As Elizabeth Kowalski-Wallace 

rightly contends, the bawd writ large "allowed the popular imagination to isolate and fix on 

one source for the evils of prostitution,”43 an observation true in the specific as it is in the 

general. In the moral strictures of eighteenth-century London, Elizabeth Needham’s 

archetypal position meant that responsibility for the ruin of the Progress’s Hackabout, and by 

extension the ruin of thousands of British women, rested firmly on her shoulders. 

Nevertheless, London’s obsession with Elizabeth Needham, and its love affair with the 

                                                   
41  James Bramston’s The Art of Politicks, in Imitation of Horace’s Art of Poetry (London, 1729), advises 
rhetoricians against Needham’s stream of pieties – “Nor lard your Speech with Mother Needham’s Stile” – and 
the Authentic Memoirs Concerning the Portuguese Inquisition (London, 1761) writes of “the famous Mother 
Needham, who had generally some pious ejaculation in her mouth, and always a Bible or Whole Duty of Man 
laying in her window.” In his eighteenth-century commentaries, Lichtenberg writes of Needham in the Progress: 
“To call a go-between and procuress ‘pious’ merely in irony would have been a far too commonplace joke for so 
witty a man. No; she really was pious, and exercised her piety, as it is exercised by thousands, regularly, 
according to the clock. She washed herself morning and evening with her prayers, according to the best 
prescriptions, and every Sunday she had a grand washing day [...]. It was expressly remembered of her that she 
often implored Heaven with tears for a blessing on her occupation, so that she might one day, freed from 
shame, serve Heaven fully in spirit and in truth.” Commentaries 13-14. 
42  Letter to Horace Mann (June 9, 1768), in The Letters of Horace Walpole, Fourth Earl of Orford, ed. Paget 
Toynbee, 16 vol. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1904), 7.194. 
43  Consuming Subjects: Women, Shopping, and Business in the Eighteenth Century (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1997), 132. 
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Progress, exceeded pure moralism, involving wealth, public acclaim, social influence, and the 

unsettling penetrability of class boundaries – a network of phenomena we might now term 

“celebrity.” Like Moll Hackabout and Colonel Charteris – the debauchée who, in the 

background of the first plate, “with his left Hand” fondles “a Broad-piece, / And puts his 

other Hand in’s Codpiece”44 – Elizabeth Needham had appeared in the London papers for 

some years, one of a cast of troubling public figures rewiring the moral machinery of the city 

to accommodate an emerging world of conspicuous consumption, tabloid publicity and 

libidinous sexuality. Just as the popularity of A Harlot’s Progress, at least initially, rested on 

Hogarth’s ability to reframe a longstanding conceit as a cutting-edge exposé, the Progress in its 

eighteenth-century contexts was a referendum on celebrity, particularly the kind of sex-based 

and class-rupturing celebrity outlined in the preceding chapter.  

Given her public presence, a woman like Needham proferred not only moral peril to 

young British women, but hope; indeed, the celebrated bawd was all the more dangerous for 

the kind of possibility she represented. Hallie Rubenhold has underscored the particular 

promise of looks and wit during the eighteenth-century advent of the public beauty, when “a 

pretty face was enough to catapult a young girl to riches and to secure her future, if she 

                                                   
44  The Harlot’s Progress. Being the Life of the Noted Moll Hackabout (London: R. Montagu, ca. 1738), 14. 
Between his trial for rape at the Old Baily in 1730, and his death in 1732, Charteris was widely recognized as 
“the most popular Whore-master in the three Kingdoms” (Some Authentick Memoirs of the Life of Colonel Ch––
––s, Rape-Master of Great Britain, London 1730, 9). The reputation incited mobs to attack several times at his 
own home, and subjected his body to treatment as savage as Needham’s pillorying: “the populace at his funeral 
raised a great riot,” wrote Alexander Pope, “almost tore the body out of the coffin, and cast dead dogs, etc., into 
the grave along with it.” Pope, Ethic Epistles (London, 1747), 67. 
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played her cards correctly.”45 As in the career trajectories of Kitty Fisher or Ann Day, the 

London bawd brokered a new way for a country girl to dream beyond a life of drudgery; like 

such courtesans, the celebrated bawd inhabited a space at once in the public eye and between 

the multitudes of London and the comparatively rarefied world of the aristocracy. For the 

decades Needham was “in high Reputation, her House being frequented by Persons of 

Condition, she gave her young Ward all suitable Education” – dancing, conversation, music, 

Italian, and French, in addition to fine clothes, social polish, and introductions to well-off 

gentlemen.46 Needham, and the high-society madams like her, offered girls born with 

comeliness and charm but without money or connections the possibility of a better life, even 

paving the way for courtesans to rise to positions of money and social power, then to 

command public acclaim and lead city fashion. Peg Woffington worked for many years out 

of the brothel of Mother Douglas,47 whose nymphs, perhaps Woffington among them, 

inaugurated the city’s craze for the Ranelagh mob-cap.48 Mother Windsor’s bagnio in King’s 

Place launched the careers of Emily Coventry, the pretty young socialite immortalized by 

                                                   
45  Hallie Rubenhold, The Covent Garden Ladies: Pimp General Jack & the Extraordinary Story of Harris’s List 
(Stroud, Gloucestershire: Tempus, 2006), 315. 
46  A Letter from Mrs. Jane Jones, alias Jenny Diver, in Drury-Lane, to Mrs. Arabella B---wl---s (London, 1737), 
ix. 
47  As did Fanny Murray, according to The Modern Courtezan, an Heroic Poem (London, ca. 1750). For 
Woffington, see the Tête-à-Tête Portrait of “Sir C–– B–– and Sophia H–––r,” Town and Country Magazine 
March 1774, 122, and the Nocturnal Revels: Or, the History of King’s-Place, and other Modern Nunneries, 2 vol. 
(London, 1779), 1.12-13. 
48  George Alexander Stevens credits “the Ranelagh Mob,” or “a Scotch lawn double neck-handkerchief” tied 
atop the head, to Douglas: “Her Female boarders,” the finest whores in the city, “would do as the Mistress did, 
to be sure; and after a little cut and contrivance, away they whisked in them to ‘Runalow.’ The Ladies of 
Fashion there, who sometimes dress almost like Ladies of the Town, (and sometimes not so well) immediately 
took the hint. The fashion flew abroad upon the wings of Whim; and, as Schioppius observes, ‘instantly spread 
itself over the face of the land.’” The Adventures of a Speculist, 2.83-84. 
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Reynolds as Thaïs, and Elizabeth Armistead, future wife of Charles James Fox, three-time 

Leader of the House of Commons and Secretary of State.49 Finally, any girl not lucky 

enough to land the keeping, or indeed the marriage proposal, of a wealthy and titled man 

might apply her years of experience to a decidedly comfortable living as a procuress herself. 

As Roy Porter reminds us, “Despite Hogarth’s print sequence, not all harlots’ progresses were 

tragic, Mrs. Hayes, the society brothel keeper, retiring reputedly worth £20,000.”50 

Charlotte Hayes’s contemporary, the outrageous Jenny Douglas, kept her brothel “most 

superbly furnished and decorated by expensive pictures, by old masters, in large gilt 

frames.”51 After her death, her astoundingly costly goods, furniture, and silver plate were 

divvied up in a highly publicized auction, where rubbernecking spectators far outnumbered 

buyers. “The papers,” writes Jenny Uglow, “were full of the wealth and pictures the pious 

bawd left.”52 Rumor went so far as to whisper that Douglas had conceived a son by Earl 

Fitzwilliam, while Moll King, the swarthy proprietress of Tom King’s in Covent Garden, 

who makes a cameo appearance in Hogarth’s Four Times of Day: Morning (1738), had “sent 

her son to Eton.”53 Finally, Mother Heywood, “who for many Years kept the Bagnio in 

Charles-street, Covent-Garden, a Lady well known by the Polite Part of the World,” died in 

                                                   
49  For Emily Coventry, famously painted by Joshua Reynolds as Thaïs in 1781, see the Reminiscences of Henry 
Angelo, with Memoirs of his Late Father and Friends, 2 vol. (London: Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley, 
1830), 2.282-83. For Armistead, see Katie Hickman, Courtesans: Money, Sex and Fame in the Nineteenth 
Century (New York: William Morrow, 2003), 93, and E. J. Burford, Royal St James’s: Being a Story of Kings, 
Clubmen and Courtesans (London: Robert Hale, Ltd., 1988). 
50  English Society in the Eighteenth Century (London: Penguin Books, 1982), 282. 
51  “W. A. W., “Sundry Queries,” Notes and Queries December 5, 1863, 452. 
52  Hogarth: A Life and a World (London: Faber and Faber, 1997), 651. 
53  E. J. Burford, ed. Bawdy Verse: A Pleasant Collection (New York: Penguin Books, 1982), 268. 
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1743 worth near £10,000. Cached inside the lining of “one of her Petticoats there was found 

conceal’d 3000 l.”54 

 Like the high-class courtesan, who fused the social power and access of the landed 

gentry with the ostentatious sexuality and public presence of the girl-for-hire, the most 

successful and fashionable bawds of the eighteenth century became mass-media celebrities. 

Such women rubbed shoulders with the wealthy and enfranchised as they catered to them, 

profited from them, even threatened to displace them, a tantalizing possibility which further 

fueled their public appeal and social renown.55 The celebrity of the “noted, notorious, 

famous and infamous” Needham and her ilk must well have led country misses, inflamed by 

“descriptions of the multiplied pleasures of the town,” to seek them or women like them 

out.56 In such a context, A Harlot’s Progress reads less as a tragic, abstracted narrative of 

innocence lost, as John Trusler’s Hogarth Moralized (1768) and many readings after have 

understood it,57 than a satire on the thirst for celebrity – and a warning, like the gruesome 

                                                   
54  London Daily Post and General Advertiser, December 12, 1743; Old England or The Constitutional Journal, 
December 17, 1743.  
55  For example, the narrator of the Memoirs and Interesting Adventures of an Embroidered Waistcoat (London, 
1751) writes of his time spent amongst the quality “in an eminent Bawdy-house”: “indeed I was often surprized 
to find myself surrounded with so much good Company: I sometimes sat Tête a Tête with a young Duke, who 
I am sure had not much Time to attend to the Business of the Nation, he spent so much of it with Mr. 
Blushless my Master, who taught him the necessary Qualifications of a Blood and a Gamester [...]. I was often 
surprized to find People of Eminence, who the Week before had entered into Matrimony, come here to 
celebrate the nocturnal Rites” (16-17). 
56  “The descriptions of the multiplied pleasures of the town,” wrote Johann von Archenholz late in the 
century, “give the country girls the most ardent desire to partake of them.” Ultimately, a girl comes to London, 
where “yielding to necessity, the poor abandoned creature consents to her irretrievable undoing.” A Picture of 
England (London, 1797), 305-307. 
57  John Trusler, Hogarth Moralized (London, 1768). As early as 1975, Sean Shesgreen challenged the 
longstanding, and still extant, reading of Hackabout as innocent victim; see his “A Harlot’s Progress and the 
Question of Hogarth’s Didacticisms,” Eighteenth-Century Life 2:2 (December 1975). Supporting Shesgreen, 
contemporary readings of the Progress are far less generous than Trusler. In The Harlot’s Progress: Being the Life 
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ends of Jayne Mansfield or the Black Dahlia, to the young women who later flocked to Los 

Angeles or Hollywood with stars in their eyes. “Great whores in coaches gang,” goes the 

thirty-fifth air of Henry Fielding’s The Grub-Street Opera, but “smaller misses / for their 

kisses / are in Bridewell banged.” If a girl was lucky, she was discovered by a Mother 

Needham, Douglas, or Heywood, following their connections to a nobleman’s arm and a 

gilded carriage. If she was not, her progress developed along more Hogarthian lines: dead of 

disease or hunger, strangled in a city alley, or clapped in Bridewell, like Hackabout in Plate 

Four of the Progress or a Miss Mary Muffet in a 1730 news item, and forced to beat “hemp 

in a gown very richly laced with silver.”58 

 Elizabeth Needham ruled, for a brief time, as the most moneyed, well-connected, 

and celebrated bawd in London, not only one of the “eminent Conservators of the Game of 

the Kingdom,” but “the Head of Venal Affairs in this Town.”59 The several police raids on 

her house, reported in the papers through the 1720s and 30s, implicated not just herself and 

her seraglio, but “divers Gentlemen, some of whom appeared to be Persons of Considerable 

Distinction.”60 In late 1721, The Weekly Journal reported “that several young Gentlemen of 

Pleasure, at the Court End of the Town, are lamenting the Loss of the famous Mrs. 

                                                                                                                                                       
of the Noted Moll Hackabout, in Six Hudibrastick Canto’s (London, 1740), the satire targets her genteel 
pretensions: “Now Hackabout’s no longer Moll, / But Lady, for she touches Qual’; / And thought her Title 
very good, / Not bought, but in the Right of Blood. / [...] The Place appointed, Giblets join’d: / And Moll 
from this commenc’d a Lady” (28-29). 
58  The Grub-Street Journal, September 24, 1730. 
59  The Daily Journal, July 21, 1724. 
60  The Weekly Journal or British Gazetteer, March 16, 1723. See, too, The London Journal for July 25, 1724, 
and The Daily Journal for July 21, 1724, which report that, in a raid during the next year, peace officers took 
from her house “a great many scandalous persons of both sexes,” including “2 Women in Bed with 2 
Gentlemen of Distinction.” 
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Needham, whom they call the merchant of Beauties, and who hath been lately lock’d up in 

his Majesty’s strong box, call’d Newgate.”61 Nine years later, “the famous Mother Needham” 

was still “well known to the young Quality.” Elizabeth Needham’s power, money, and access 

fed her fame, and for some time allowed her to evade “being punished for her notorious 

Enormities, having many Years escaped the Lash of the Law.”62 In the end, however, her 

luck ran out. In savaging her publicly in 1731, the city exacted revenge not only on the 

woman they were trained, by Hogarth and others, to recognize as the archetypal despoiler of 

Britain’s youth, but also a woman they had envied, emulated, celebrated and ultimately 

despised. Torn between her fame and her infamy, between equal impulses to exalt and to 

vilify her, London destroyed Elizabeth Needham for her celebrity – behaving “very 

ungratefully,” wrote The Grub-Street Journal, “considering how much she had done to oblige 

them.”63 

Despite the intensity of Elizabeth Needham's cultural relevance, or her integral 

contribution to the satire and the success of the Progress, her body was scarcely cold before 

her place was assumed by another. In the shilling pamphlets and hudibrastick canto’s 

restaging Hogarth’s series through the subsequent decade, a bawd still takes center stage in 

                                                   
61  The Weekly Journal or Saturday’s Post, November 4, 1721. This seems to have been the first of Needham’s 
several run-ins with the city magistrates: she was also arrested on March 10, 1723, and “again apprehended” in 
April 1725. In the former, Needham was sent to the Gate-House, and her “Seraglio” to Bridewell “for hard 
Labour; great Quantities of foreign Implements made use of in the Affairs of Love were found upon the Ladies, 
and were produced before the Judges at the Westminster Sessions.” The Daily Journal, March 14, 1723. 
62  The Weekly Journal or British Gazetteer, April 10, 1725. See, too, “Mother Needham’s Lamentation. In an 
Epistle to a certain Nobleman,” advertised in the Daily Journal for May 8, 1731: “While at my House my 
buxom Lasses play’d, / Lords of all Sorts we constant Honours paid, / Now the Scene’s chang’d, I mourn a 
curst Disgrace, / Nor see a Baron’s or an Earl’s Face.” 
63  The Grub-Street Journal, May 6, 1731. 
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the composition – as she does, for example, in the frontispiece to a 1740 verse adaptation 

(Figure 2.8). While Hackabout is still HACKABOUT and Charteris remains Ch–––––s, 

however, the bawd is no longer Mother Needham, although she has adopted Needham’s 

place, her posture and her clothing. The original bawd of the Progress dead and forgotten, 

readers of the mid-to-late 1730s through the 1750s instead encountered that: 

old Baud, ‘twas MOTHER BENT-Y; 
Gently, said she, good Driver, gently; 
What pretty Maidens, pr’ythee, have you 
Brought up to Town? –– [...] 
On Hackabout she fix’d her Eyes, 
When Joy was mixed with Surprize, 
Resolving it should be a Care 
To catch poor Polly in her Snare: 
Her Looks, her Air, her Dress, her Shape, 
Would tempt an Anchorite to Rape; 
And Bent––y always sold a Thing 
For as much money as ‘twould bring.64 

 
The story otherwise reads much the same. Mother Bentley strokes Hackabout’s chin in the 

iconic posture she assumes in the print, the parson’s hand grips a letter referring him to HIS 

GRACE, and the “Piramid of Pans” perenially teetering in the lower left corner of Hogarth’s 

image clatters at last to the ground.65 Likewise, in John Breval’s The Lure of Venus, a 

contemporaneous “heroi-comical” adaptation of the Progress, our heroine, perverted by 

“haughty Taste” and giddy with “Strange Dreams of Grandeur,” hastens to London and the 

selfsame Bell Inn,  

                                                   
64  The Harlot’s Progress: Being the Life of the Noted Moll Hackabout, in Six Hudibrastick Canto’s (London, 
1740), 7-8. 
65  The Harlot’s Progress. Being the Life of the Noted Moll Hackabout, 13. 
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Figure 2.8: Frontispiece of The Harlot's Progress. Being the Life of the noted Moll Hackabout, 
in Six Hudibrastick Canto's (this edition 1740).  
Special collections, the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. 
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Where, in the Yard, e’er she approach’d the Rooms, 
Up strait, a venerable Matron comes, 
Of Size unweildy, with a wadling Pace, 
Frosted her Locks, and patch’d, and prim’d her Face; 
Her Front deep furrow’d, and her Eyes on Flame, 
Like Cats by Night, and BENTLEY was her Name.66 

  
The supposed close partnership of Elizabeth Needham and the legendary roué Francis 

Charteris – a criminal liaison forged not only by Hogarth’s Progress, but by numerous 

pamphlets, poems and authentick memoirs of that so-termed “Rape-Master-General” of 

Britain67 – is renewed as a longstanding partnership between Charteris and Bentley. The 

latter, in Breval’s 1733 verse adaptation, not only procures the harlot of the title for the 

Colonel, but pins Hackabout down as “he, as void of Grace as Fear, / Began to charge her in 

the Rear, / And Bent–y held her, Plene dolens, / Whist he o’ercame her Nolens Volens.”68 “I’m 

none of your Needham’s,” declaims the boozing, sanctimonious Mother Lurewell in the 

1733 The Jew Decoy’d, a ballad opera founded on Hogarth’s series. “The Colonel knows me 

to be a woman of honour.”69 Such texts may gesture, dismissively, to the eclipsed Elizabeth 

Needham – now “playing at Burn-Arse” in hell, according to a 1740 iteration of the 

Progress.70 They nonetheless adapted her, transferring Needham’s role, personhood and 

affectations to a new renowned London name, using the same conceit, even the same 

                                                   
66  Breval, The Lure of Venus, 5-7. 
67  See, among other instances, Don Francisco’s Descent to the Infernal Regions, an Interlude (London, 1732), in 
which the ghosts of Needham and Charteris meet in hell, where Charteris demands “a young Brace of Whores” 
(7) and Needham, to the Colonel’s great chagrin, proposes marriage. “NEEDHAM and CH–––S! Names so 
near ally’d,” concludes the Interlude, “Exact their Actions, and alike they died” (11). 
68  The Harlot’s Progress: Being the Life of the Noted Moll Hackabout 13-14. 
69  The Jew Decoy’d; or the Progress of a Harlot. A New Ballad Opera of Three Acts (London: E. Rayner, 1733), 9. 
70  The Harlot’s Progress: Being the Life of the Noted Moll Hackabout, 27-28. 
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Progress, to identify her. Needham has vanished, but Bentley still chucks “pretty country 

wenches” under their chins, and piously exclaims – as Needham was so often remembered to 

do – “‘tis a sad age we live in; [sighs] would I were in heaven!”71 

 Viewed with an eye to transience and timing, the celebrity referents of productions 

like the Progress are determined by the then-cultural moment, not necessarily autographic 

originals or inceptive intent. In 1732, Needham unmistakably simpered in the first plate, but 

during Mother Bentley’s subsequent heydey in the streets of London and the imaginations of 

that city’s inhabitants, the features of Hogarth’s bawd, still “in a short Silk Cloak” and still 

with “a number of Patches on a wither’d Face,”72 came gradually to resemble Bentley. 

Reiterations of the Progress updated Hogarth’s bawd as they rewrote that pivotal scene at the 

Bell Inn, just as their frontispieces and illustrations restaged as they reproduced the visual 

makeup of his original (Figure 2.9). The astonishing longevity of the Progress, then, rested 

not merely on Hogarth’s indisputable ability to reframe a timeworn conceit in a riveting, 

memorable, and contemporary way, but also the ability of that text, over time, through 

editions and across imprints, to implicate a series of contemporary celebrities as the timely 

personages inhabiting its pages and prints. The second state of A Harlot's Progress suggests 

Hogarth himself participated in this transpersonal, exceedingly to-the-moment dynamic, 

shaping his series over time, through subtle if seasonable interventions, to ensure the  

                                                   
71  The Jew Decoy’d, 12-16. 
72  Per her appearance in “A Conversation between a Sodomitical Baronet, a Bawd, and the Author, in a Bench 
in St.-James’s,” in A Ramble through London: Containing Observations on Men and Things (London, 1738), 13. 
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Figure 2.9: Frontispiece of John Breval's The Lure of Venus: or, A Harlot's Progress (this 
edition 1733). Special collections, the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford.   

 

timeliness of its public characters. Indeed, reworkings of plates in the 1740s aside, even the 

original Progress reveals the artist had a hand in the nomination of Needham's direct 

successor, or at the very least intuited her understudy’s up-and-coming role. The painter 

began exhibiting A Harlot's Progress in early 1731, at which point the oils "must have been 
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far enough along to be shown" in Covent Garden.73 In May, soon after Hogarth opened the 

subscription list, Mother Needham perished. “The final painting,” the original of Plate Six, 

“was presumably finished Thursday, 2 September 1731, the date on Hackabout’s coffin," 

posits Paulson. "At any rate, Hogarth seems to have intended this date to signify the 

completion of the series, as an allusion or as a private memorial.”74 The bawd of the first 

image buried and forgotten, the British popular imagination fixed on a new archetype to take 

her place, even by the time Hogarth finished Plate Six. The final figure of the Progress, 

closing out the narrative at extreme stage right of the concluding plate (Figure 2.10) and 

bookending A Harlot’s Progress as Needham’s late-series counterpart, is that very star of the 

verse adaptations: “Mother Bentley, a noted Bawd,”75 swilling gin, “lamenting the loss of 

revenue,” as David Bindman has memorably described the figure, and wringing “her hands 

in an exaggeratedly fervent manner, like a figure from a Baroque altarpiece” 76 (Figure 2.11). 

Needham literally out of the picture, Bentley took her place, as gin-soaked, pious and 

ludicrous as her predecessor ever was.77  

 

                                                   
73  Paulson, Life, 1.259. 
74  Paulson, Hogarth, 1.255. 
75  Breval, Lure of Venus 48-49. See, too, John Bowyer Nichols’s “Chronological Catalogue of Hogarth’s Prints; 
with an Account of the Variations and Principal Copies,” in Anecdotes of William Hogarth, Written by Himself: 
with Essays on his Life and Genius, and Criticisms on his Works (London: J. B. Nichols and Son, 1833): “Pl. VI. 
The Parson is the chaplain of the Fleet. The principal female, Eliz. Adams, executed for robbery in 1737. The 
bawd, Mother Bentley” (182). 
76  David Bindman, Hogarth (New York and Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1981), 61. 
77  Accordingly, the verse adaptations of 1732 through the 1750s read the bawd in both Plates One and Six as 
Bentley – suggesting that the identity of Hogarth’s bawd depended more on the timeliness of Needham’s or 
Bentley’s celebrity than on either cultural memory or authorial intent. 
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Figure 2.10: William Hogarth, A Harlot's Progress, Plate 6 (1732).                                       
© The Trustees of the British Museum. 

 

 Hogarth left scant records of his own process or intent. We can only guess the 

newfound identity of his bawd in the second impression of the Progress (the waddling, 

“unweildy” Mother Bentley, still donning the frosted locks she wears in John Breval’s 

adaptation? Mother Heywood, of the three-thousand-pound undergarments?). His rationale 

for altering the plate, too, would little exceed conjecture, were it not one small instance of a 

larger sociocultural pattern. The putatively stock bawd of Hogarth’s Progress shifted from  
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Figure 2.11: William Hogarth, A Harlot's Progress, Plate 6, detail (1732).   

 

Needham to Bentley through the course of the 1730s, but given another twenty years or so, 

her paradigmatic place would instead be assumed by Jenny Douglas – as evinced, just for 

example, by a telling distinction between the first and second editions of Mary Davys’s The 
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Accomplish’d Rake (1727 and 1756; Figure 2.12). Davys’s bawd, “well known” in “a certain 

street,” has still recently inveigled a fine young girl “just come out of the country,” and 

remains hypocritically concerned with the pristine reputation of her house. Mother  

N––d––m in the 1727 edition, however, is readily supplanted in 1756 by Mother D––g––s, 

who dominated the popular imagination during the 1750s and 60s, appearing in three prints 

by Hogarth, the bestselling Chrysal; or, the Adventures of a Guinea, Foote’s remarkably 

successful The Minor, and myriad other venues. Criticism of the period has recognized the 

epochal place of the Progress in Enlightenment culture, as well as the paradigmatic position 

of Hogarth’s bawd: “in the eighteenth century,” writes Kowaleski-Wallace, “the bawd who 

appears in the first plate of Hogarth’s series The Harlot’s Progress provided the prototype. 

Writer after writer seems to recall the scene depicted in this plate.”78 Not yet marked, 

however, is the way in which Hogarth's famous prototype was refitted, again and again, to 

implicate a series of prominent, real-life women – in the plates of Hogarth, their popular 

versifications, or the stage comedies of Henry Fielding, who through the 1730s, 40s and 50s 

himself switched out Needham with Heywood, then Heywood with Douglas.  

 “Who’d be a bawd in this degenerate age!” brayed Mother Punchbowl in the opening 

line of Henry Fielding’s Covent-Garden Tragedy (Figure 2.13), inaugurating with it the most 

talked-about debut of 1732. Fielding’s farce “shared at once the impact and the popularity” 

of A Harlot’s Progress,79 due no doubt both to the cultural currency of its subject and the  

                                                   
78  Consuming Subjects, 131. 
79  Paulson, Life, 1.291. 
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Figure 2.12: Pages from first (1727) and second (1756) editions of Mary Davys's The 
Accomplish'd Rake, with details. © The British Library Board. 

 

clamorous controversy it attracted. Throughout the theatrical season, “England’s most 

successful living playwright” traded a succession of journalistic blows and sneering if 

attention-getting reviews with The Grub-Street Journal – a “Paper written by a Set of obscure 

Scriblers,” wrote the incensed Fielding, “without either Learning, Wit, Decency, or often 
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Common Sense.”80 Set entirely in Punchbowl’s brothel and featuring the tragicomic antics 

of a bawd, two whores, a pimp and a libertine, The Covent-Garden Tragedy scandalized 

London’s more priggish sensibilities, and The Grub-Street Journal acted as their standard-

bearer. Each damning assessment overreached the agitation of its predecessor. This was “the 

Common Garden Tragedy,” sniffed the Journal, or “The Humours of a Bawdy-house,” a farce 

repulsive to human decency, “more gross than even goats and monkeys, if they could speak, 

would express their brutality in.”81 Contemporary to dramatic renditions of the Progress by 

Cibber, Charke and many others, premiering “less than a month after A Harlot’s Progress was 

delivered to its subscribers,”82 Fielding’s Tragedy positioned itself to profit from the cloud of 

scandal and publicity surrounding Hogarth’s success, even adapting and reworking the 

unforgettable tableaux that artist had milked for cash and acclaim. “Dost think I came last 

Week to Town, / The Waggon Straws yet hanging to my Tail?” asks Stormandra of Captain 

Bilkim in the second act, winking unmistakably at the waggon-from- the-country conceit 

Hogarth himself immortalized in Plate One.83 As Martin Battestin and Ronald Paulson have 

marked, every plate of the Progress, in fact, makes at least a brief cameo in The Covent-Garden  

                                                   
80  Harold Pagliaro, Henry Fielding: A Literary Life (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998); from Fielding’s 
defense of The Covent-Garden Tragedy, printed in The Daily Post for July 31, 1732 under the psedonym 
“Philalethes.” 
81  The Grub-Street Journal, June 15, 1732; August 10, 1732; and July 20, 1732. 
82  Ronald Paulson, The Life of Henry Fielding: A Critical Biography (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 2000), 89. 
Among the publishers in 1732 that “capitalized on the popularity of The Harlot’s Progress” numbered “that 
reliable bellwether Edmund Curll,” who “advertised a play said to be by Charlotte Charke, although the work 
seems never to have appeared.” Pat Rogers, “‘How I Want Thee, Humorous Hogarth’: The Motif of the 
Absent Artist in Swift, Fielding and Others,” Papers on Language and Literature 42:1 (Winter 2006). 
83  Fielding, The Covent-Garden Tragedy. As it is Acted at the Theatre-Royal in Drury-Lane (London, 1732), 15. 
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Figure 2.13: Marked prompt-copy of Henry Fielding's The Covent-Garden Tragedy (1732). 
Woodson Research Center, Rice University.  

 

Tragedy: the second, third and fourth evoked respectively by Lovegirlo’s promise to Kissinda 

of an apartment “in so fine a Street, / The Mistress of a Jew shall envy thee,” Stormandra’s 

own love-testament to Bilkum, “Did I not pick a Pocket of a Watch, / A Pocket pick for 
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thee?” and two separate references to beating hemp in Bridewel.84 Punchbowl even conjures 

the fatal final plate, if abortedly. “Stormandra’s gone!” wails the bawd, convoking a harlot’s 

funeral. “Weep all ye Sister-Harlots of the Town; / Pawn your best Clothes, and clothe your 

selves in Rags. / Oh! my Stormandra!” As in Cibber’s Ridotto, however, the ending of the tale 

is revised. In true comedic fashion and by “all ye Powers of Gin,”85 Stormandra rises from 

the dead, just in time for the curtain to fall.  

 Nevertheless, if the Tragedy leveraged its own success against that of the Progress, 

both the painter–turned–engraver and the playwright, novelist and magistrate 

correspondingly capitalized on the celebrity referents of Hogarth's original. Printed versions 

of the play moniker the duo of whores “Kissinda” and “Stormandra,” but performances 

instead used the name Hackabouta,86 resurrecting the same Hackabout Hogarth had lifted 

from the papers to publicize and popularize his Progress. Similarly, at the launch of the 

Covent-Garden Tragedy in 1732, Fielding – like Hogarth before him – promoted the Tragedy 

by way of Elizabeth Needham's spectacular exit from public life. As did Needham in 

Hogarth’s first plate, or Bentley, leering dead-center in the frontispiece of The Life of the 

Noted Moll Hackabout, Punchbowl commands the attention of Fielding’s audience at The 

Covent-Garden Tragedy’s outset, framing the performance in terms of its most unforgettable 

character and that figure's decidedly memorable referent. At its 1732 debut, spectators could 

                                                   
84  The Covent-Garden Tragedy, 11, 17, 16 and 24. 
85  Ibid., 31. 
86  Wrote Fielding, “we find several very odd Names in this Piece, such as Hackabouta, &c,” in his 
“CRITICISM on the Covent-Garden Tragedy, originally intended for the Grub-street Journal.” The Covent-
Garden Tragedy (London: J. Watts, 1732). The Grub-Street Journal, too, names Hackabouta as one of the 
Tragedy’s prostitutes in its issues for June 8 and June 29, 1732. 
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not have encountered a bawd to "excell all others" of her trade without recalling the 

exemplary Needham.87 Fielding himself cements the association, merging the bawd’s now-

archetypal pretensions to virtue and respectability with a vision of the pillory, an afterimage 

Needham had burned onto the screen of eighteenth-century popular culture only months 

before: 

Punchbowl. What is the Reason, Captain, that you make 
This Noise with in my House? Do you intend 
To arm reforming Constables against me? 
Wou’d it delight your Eyes to see me dragg’d  
By base Plebeian Hands to Westminster, 
The Scoff of Serjeants and Attornies Clerks, 
And then exalted on the Pillory, 
To stand the Sneer of ev’ry virtuous Whore? 
Oh! cou’dst thou bear to see the rotten Egg 
Mix with my Tears, and trickle down my Cheeks, 
Like Dew distilling from the full blown Rose?88 

 
From the Covent Garden of its title, Fielding’s Tragedy promised to cull “delicious Stores, / 

Of Bullies, Bawds, and Sots, and Rakes, and Whores,” the same population Hogarth gleaned 

for A Harlot’s Progress. The two selected the most visually prominent bawd of the period to 

act as their reference points, perhaps even, in the case of Hogarth, hastening her end by 

casting her in the cogs of London’s fame machine. Just as Hogarth’s own Progress exchanged 

Needham for Bentley, however, the subsequent decades saw Fielding’s Covent-Garden cast 

drift from its original.  

                                                   
87  “Where, oh where is such a Bawd as thou?” asks Captain Bilkum in Act One, to which Punchbowl replies: 
“Oh! deal not Praise with such a lavish Tongue, / If I excel all others of my Trade, / Thanks to those Stars that 
taught me to excel!” The Covent-Garden Tragedy, 5. 
88  The Covent-Garden Tragedy, 4. 
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Like the Progress, The Covent-Garden Tragedy enjoyed a considerable afterlife: printed 

in the 30s, 50s and 80s; staged in 1732, restaged in 1734, 1735, 1754 and 1778, and revived 

yet again in 1784, “with a great deal of Merit – and with yet more Applause.”89 

Comparatively highbrow performances at Drury Lane or Covent Garden were supplemented 

by puppet-shows at Bartholomew Fair and Panton Street, afterpieces at theatrical benefits 

and entr’actes at the Little Haymarket. Primary sources confirm the Tragedy relied on real-life 

celebrity referents: “My Man of pleasure,” wrote a reviewer, fortunate enough to sit next to a 

savvy and garrulous spectator, “was not only very busy in explaining the beauties of the 

language, but the secret history, the reality of the characters, and some personal scandal. I 

observed that there were several young fellows in the pit and boxes smiling, and mightily 

pleased at some passages.”90 The general scholarly consensus, including Battestin, Paulson 

and Robert Hume, is that Punchbowl was “meant to recall the late notorious Elizabeth 

‘Mother’ Needham.” Wilbur Cross, conjecturing based on references in others of Fielding’s 

works, suggests the bawd instead “may have been the more fashionable Mrs. Haywood, ‘a 

useful woman,’ says Henry Fielding elsewhere, ‘in the parish of Covent Garden.’”91 Settling 

the difference might well be a matter of timing. At the debut of the Tragedy, the audience 

must have immediately remembered Needham, but during the decade following its theatrical 

premiere, Punchbowl may well have been restaged as Mother Heywood, who in the 40s 

assumed the same central place in popular culture as Needham in the 20s, Bentley in the 30s 
                                                   
89  The Public Advertiser, January 5, 1784. 
90  “Dramaticus,” The Grub-Street Journal, June 15, 1732. 
91  Battestin, A Henry Fielding Companion 179; Wilbur Cross, The History of Henry Fielding, 2 vol. (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1918), 1.128-29. 
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and Douglas at mid-century.92 Fielding himself names Heywood as a floating signifier for 

bawdry in Joseph Andrews; “Damn her, she! We shall have her at Heywood’s very soon!” is 

Wilson’s deflating response to praise paid to any “woman of distinction.”93 And in Miss Lucy 

in Town and The Wedding Day, pieces debuting in 1742 and 1743 and starring Kitty Clive 

and Peg Woffington, Heywood features as Mothers Haycock and Useful, the prototypical 

bawd yet again rewritten, appareled as a gentlewoman, and slavering over “the sweetest Bit of 

Country Innocence, just come to Town.”94 The real-life reference was so central to the 

success of the former production that, according to an audience member in 1742, Fielding’s 

set design painstakingly replicated “a Brothel, the Plan taken exactly from a Lady’s House of 

very notorious Fame in that Part of Town, called Mother Heywood.”95 Miss Lucy and The 

Wedding Day, in their own turn, would be performed through the century, and were 

themselves revised and reinterpreted for future productions – the 1770 The Country Mad-

                                                   
92 In The Life and Character of Moll King (London: W. Price, ca. 1747), she is “the famous, or rather infamous 
Mother Haywood, well known in Covent Garden” (18); Thomas Gilbert, in his satiric A View of the Town 
(London: Charles Bathurst, 1735), calls upon Pope to arm him against “mother Haywood’s and the stews”; and 
on May 8, 1742, the London Evening Post reports the arrest of a man and woman who “found Means to conceal 
themselves in the Room of the House of Mrs. Haywood, in Charles-street, Covent-Garden, in the Dusk of the 
Evening, by pulling off their Shoes.” Walpole refers to Heywood’s death in a letter to Lord Lincoln, dated 
December 27, 1743. In Lewis, 30.40. 
93  Henry Fielding, Joseph Andrews, ed. Paul A. Scanlon (Peterborough, Ontario: Broadview Literary Texts, 
2001), 257. 
94  Henry Fielding, Miss Lucy in Town (London: A. Millar, 1764), 36. According to Lady Hertford, Mrs. 
Useful was Fielding’s favorite character. See Helen Sard Hughes, ed., The Gentle Hertford: Her Life and Letters 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1940), 242. 
95  “Whilst the Farce was performing,” continues the author, “I over-heard a Gentleman behind be cry out, by 
G–, it is quite natural! Damn it, I fancy myself at Mother Heywood’s!” A Letter to a Noble Lord, To whom it 
Belongs. Occasioned by a Representation at the Theatre Royal in Drury-Lane, of a Farce, called Miss Lucy in Town 
(London: T. Cooper, 1742), 10-14. 
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Cap in London, among others.96 Across sundry performances and texts, through multiple 

decades, the paradigmatic scene and bawd channeled for Hogarth’s Progress would be 

restaged, reunderstood and differently performed to attach to several celebrity signifiers of 

London bawdry. Viewed in such a light, the identity of a Mother Punchbowl, a Mother 

Useful, a Mother Lurewell or the bawd of the Progress would seem to rely more on the 

cultural currency of a given procuress, at a particular time, than on the text’s original referent 

or creator. Indeed, when Fielding revived The Covent-Garden Tragedy in 1748, both 

Needham and Heywood were abandoned for an up-to-date bawd. 

 “Man is a Puppet which a Woman moves,” sighs the doting Lovegirlo, Kissinda’s 

paramour in The Covent-Garden Tragedy, “And dances as she will.”97 The line must have met 

uproarious laughter in May 1748, when Fielding, in travesti as “Madame de la Nash,” jerked 

Lovegirlo’s strings in a restaging of the Tragedy as that “excellent Old English 

Entertainment, call’d A PUPPET SHEW.”98 At matinee and evening performances “at her 

large Breakfasting Room, for the Nobility and Gentry, in Panton-Street,” a cross-dressing 

Fielding lampooned all “the comical humours of the town, as drums, routs, riots, hurricanes, 

hoops, plaid waistcoats, criticizing, whisk-learning, mussel-boxing, mimicking, etc.”99 These 

burlesques, iterated in wood, twine, cloth and pasteboard and dished up alongside “the very 

                                                   
96  According to Vanessa Rogers, The Covent-Garden Tragedy was performed eleven times in the 1730s, once in 
the 70s and once in the 90s; The Wedding-Day, once in the 30s and six times in the 40s; and the very successful 
Miss Lucy, nineteen times in the 40s, 28 in the 70s, and once in the 1790s. “Fielding’s Ballad Operas and 
Eighteenth-Century English Musical Theatre,” in Henry Fielding in Our Time: Papers Presented at the 
Tercentenary Conference, ed. J. A. Downie (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2008). 
97  The Covent-Garden Tragedy, 24. 
98  The Daily Advertiser, March 29, 1748. 
99  The General Advertiser, April 14, 1748. 
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best of Tea, Coffee, Chocolate, and Jellies,” were couched in “all the original Jokes, F–rts, 

Songs, Dances, Battles, Kickings, etc.” of a classic Punch and Judy show.100 Fielding had 

likely taken a cue from others’ successful reworkings of his own material. After its incendiary 

debut in 1732, The Covent-Garden Tragedy was revived repeatedly in the ensuing decades as 

a puppet-show. At Bartholomew Fair in 1734, the company of Fawkes and Pinchbeck 

performed that “Tragedy of Tragedies, being the most comical, whimsical Tragedy, that was 

ever Tragediz’d by any tragical company of comedians, called the Humours of Covent 

Garden, or the Covent Garden Tragedy – written by Henry Fielding, Esq.”101 Four years 

later Charlotte Charke, between stints peddling lamp-oil and sausages, staged the Tragedy at 

her puppet company at the Tennis-Court, it “was allowed to be the most elegant that was 

ever exhibited,” divulged Charke proudly.102 For this performance Punch himself, “being the 

first time in petticoats,” assumed the part of Mother Punchbowl, a role he reprised in 

Fielding’s Panton-Street outing ten years later. And as was common of popular performances 

in the period, be they at the Theatre Royal, the Haymarket or Bartholomew-Fair, updatings 

of the Tragedy pasquinaded current public characters – as did Justice Fielding, who 

notwithstanding his rumbling over “mimicking,” assigned roles in The Covent-Garden 

Tragedy “to the puppet equivalents of some of London’s most infamous characters.”103 While 

                                                   
100  The Daily Advertiser, March 29, 1748. 
101  John Genest, Some Account of the English Stage, from the Restoration in 1660 to 1830, 10 vol. (Bath: H. E. 
Carrington, 1832), 10.163-64. 
102  A Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Charlotte Charke, ed. Robert Rehder (London: Pickering & Chatto, 1999), 
43. 
103  Martin Battestin and Ruthe R. Battestin, Henry Fielding: A Life (London and New York: Routledge, 
1989), 439. 
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the wooden faces of Charke’s puppets had been carved from “Mezzotinto’s of several 

eminent Persons,”104 Fielding used characteristic vocal tics and inflections to evoke the 

puppets’ real-life equivalents: “as the squeaking of the puppets has been thought 

disagreeable,” Madame de la Nash announced in The London Daily Post, “that objection is 

now removed, by their speaking by natural voices in this Puppet Show.”105 

 “Who’d be a bawd in this degenerate age!” rang out over the heads assembled at 

Madame de la Nash’s sixteen years after the Tragedy’s first appearance. The natural voice 

issuing from Punch’s mouth, though, was neither the high-pitched palaver of puppets nor 

the tones of the now-forgotten Mother Needham. Fielding’s Panton-Street audience instead 

heard the cracked, boozy, near-histrionic strain of the celebrated “Mother” Jenny Douglas – 

at the time, the quintessential bawd in Britain’s collective imagination, at once the paragon 

of her profession and the best connected, most successful madam of her era. From the mid-

1740s to her death in 1761 Douglas reigned as “empress o’er all the bawds,”106 the 

proprietress of Covent Garden’s most exclusive and best-known brothel. “Her house was 

calculated for the superior rank of Debauchees,” memorialized the Nocturnal Revels. “Princes 

and Peers frequented it, and she fleeced them in proportion to their dignity.”107 Douglas’s 

notoriety, like that of Needham or Bentley before her, made her immediately recognizable to 

the greater London audience, and Fielding and Hogarth used her as a kind of shorthand 

                                                   
104  Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Charlotte Charke, 43. 
105  As advertised in The London Daily Post and General Advertiser, May 1, 1738. 
106  Covent-Garden. A Satire (London: T. Legg, 1756), 9. 
107  Nocturnal Revels, 1.12-13. 
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reference for her profession. During the fifteen years she “was in all her glory,”108 Hogarth 

returned repeatedly to Douglas, capitalizing on her celebrity and using her as a readily 

identifiable reference point for the larger conceit of bawdry. Industry and Idleness (1747; 

Figure 2.14-15) tucks Douglas, “breathing a pious ejaculation, and swallowing a bumper of 

spirits at the same moment,”109 in the crowd of spectators gathered for the layabout 

apprentice’s Tyburn execution. In the lower right-hand corner of The March of the Guards to 

Finchley (Figures 2.16-17), she implores God, “with pious eyes cast up to heaven,”110 for the 

safe homecoming of the English troops – and presumably, the return of her clientele. Ten 

years later, her hysterical piety has at long last reached critical mass. Overcome by an 

enthusiasm at once ghostly and profane, Douglas sprawls in full faint in Hogarth’s original 

plate for Enthusiasm Delineated (Figure 2.18-19), clasping Christ to her considerable bosom 

while noted Methodist preacher George Whitefield, in forma canis, yelps a doggerel sermon. 

Like Hogarth, Fielding intimately knew the environs of Covent Garden, and not merely 

from the relative remove of a magistrate’s bench. In Amelia (1751) the author recalls a fine 

morning spent in a Covent Garden brothel (“remember, Critic, it was in my Youth”), and 

that same novel highlights Douglas’s brothel as “a favorite resort of the rakes mocking Dr. 

Harrison’s letter against adultery.”111 The deferential nod was reciprocated: after his Covent  

                                                   
108  Nocturnal Revels, 1.12. 
109  John Ireland, Hogarth Illustrated (London, 1791), 274. 
110  John Brownlow, Memoranda; or, Chronicles of the Foundling Hospital (London: Sampson Low, 1847), 68. 
111  Martin Battestin, A Henry Fielding Companion (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2000), 59. In the words 
of the novel: “’Upon my Soul,’ said another, ‘I like the last Argument well enough. There is some Sense in that: 
For d––n me if I had not rather go to D–g–ss at any Time, than follow a virtuous B––– for a Fortnight.’” 
Amelia, 4 vol. (London, 1752), 4.22-23. 
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Figure 2.14: William Hogarth, Industry and Idleness, Plate 11: The Idle 'Prentice Executed at 
Tyburn (1747).  
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Figure 2.15: William Hogarth, The Idle 'Prentice Executed at Tyburn, detail (1747) 

 

Garden Journal condemned “the too rigorous Prosecution of Women of Pleasure, as they are 

called,” Fielding found himself hero of the “Harlots of the Town” – “the reigning Toast of 

all the Ladies at Jenny D–––’s,” he billed himself in the summer of 1752.112 And when 

announcements for Madame Nash’s Panton-Street puppet show appeared in the streets and 

papers of London, Fielding paid particular homage to the woman he parodied. It was at the  

                                                   
112  Fielding, The Covent Garden Journal for August 1, 1752; in The Covent Garden Journal, ed. Gerard Edward 
Jensen, 2 vol. (London: Oxford University Press, 1915), 2.69-70. 
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Figure 2.16: William Hogarth, The March of the Guards to Finchley (1750).  
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Figure 2.17: William Hogarth, The March of the Guards to Finchley, detail (1750). Douglas 
prays in the bottom right window. 
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Figure 2.18: William Hogarth, Enthusiasm Delineated, first state (ca. 1760). In the lower left 
corner, a hand – its owner out of frame – administers smelling-salts to a 
fainting Douglas. © The Trustees of the British Museum. 
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Figure 2.19: William Hogarth, Enthusiasm Delineated, first state, detail (ca. 1760).  

 

“at the particular Request of Mrs. Puppet Duggleass” that Punch agreed to undertake the 

role.113 

 According to the Genuine Memoirs of the late Celebrated Mrs. Jane D****s, sold in 

London’s print-shops for a shilling apiece, “the illustrious mother D––––s paid the debt to 

nature on the second of June 1761.”114 That same night and under cover of darkness, 

                                                   
113  Battestin and Battestin, Henry Fielding: A Life, 439. 
114  Genuine Memoirs of the late Celebrated Mrs. Jane D****s (London, 1761), 127. The shilling price of the 
Memoirs is provided in Samuel Hayes, A Catalogue of Books, Consisting of About Twenty Thousand Volumes 
(London, 1780), 76. 
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servants quietly carried Douglas’s corpse from her opulent home to a private undertaker, “as 

there was reason to apprehend that the mob might rise” and exact a similar vengeance to that 

suffered by Mother Needham or Francis Charteris. While her internment and burial was 

private, however, the public papers widely reported Jenny Douglas’s passing: “On Tuesday 

night,” noted the St James’s Chronicle, “died at her house in Covent-garden, Mrs. Douglas, 

well-known to the sorrow of many fools of both sexes.”115 It was a fitting coda for what had 

already been an extraordinarily public life. For many years the London public had followed 

the career of their most accomplished procuress – “by many looked upon as a genius, born to 

carry that branch of business to perfection” – as she rose from a Scottish hovel to fame and 

riches, like “proud Venice from dirt and sea-weed.”116 The nation read of her misadventures 

in The London Chronicle and Gray’s Inn Journal, the latter once improbably imparting that 

“the venerable Mrs. Douglas of Covent-garden” had been “lately sent to the Bastile, for 

attempting to inveigle a Lady of the first Distinction” at the French court.117 Shocked 

communiqués of her crimes against virtue were rivaled only by breathless gossip of her 

ostentatious wealth and sterling social connections.118 Scandal-pamphlets chronicling the 

                                                   
115  St. James’s Chronicle or the British Evening Post, June 11, 1761. See, too, reports in The Whitehall Evening 
Post or London Intelligencer, June 13, 1761; the Public Advertiser for June 12, 1761; and the Public Ledger or the 
Daily Register of Commerce and Intelligence, June 11, 1761. 
116  Genuine Memoirs of the late Celebrated Mrs. Jane D****s, 35 and 23. 
117  The Gray’s-Inn Journal, July 16, 1754. The Lloyd’s Evening Post and British Chronicle, June 30, 1758, and 
The London Chronicle for July 1 reported, that while Jack Harris, of Harris’s-List fame, “was committed to 
Newgate ... for being a common pimp and procurer of lewd women for bawdy purposes,” Jenny Douglas, “of 
the Great Piazza, Covent-garden, was bound over by the same gentleman to appear at the next sessions at 
Hick’s-hall, for keeping a disorderly house.” 
118  The same wealth and connections likely protected Douglas from the full brunt of the law, and from an end 
like Needham’s. Covent-Garden, A Satire refers to Douglas’s protection from the magistrates – “And common 
fame, else she’s a liar, / Reports, that justice has its hire” (9-10) – and A Congratulatory Epistle from a Reformed 
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heady misdeeds of the Most Noted Ladies of Pleasure gave pride of place to “the secret History 

and Adventures of Mother D–––– of Covent-Garden, from her Birth to the present time”:   

She has had the honour to be broker to the first nobility of the kingdom, whom she 
furnishes constantly with the newest faces, and freshest commodities in the season, 
for which she makes them pay a suitable price; and in quality of purveyor-general of 
the pleasures of the great, makes a very considerable figure in life, and lives very 
elegantly.119 
  

The Nocturnal Revels enumerated “women of the first rank” among her patrons, and gleefully 

chronicled her lavish collection of silver plate – one piece of which, a present from Prince 

William, Duke of Cumberland, “she constantly exhibited on her side-board, and which she 

called BILLY’S BREAD-BASKET.”120 The London Evening Post and Middlesex Journal 

characterized Lord Rochford with an oft-told anecdote: he “used to carry his wife to mother 

Douglas’s frequently; and, in short, lived more among such sort of folks than any other.”121 

To be a man of fashion, advised The Free-Thinker’s Catechism of 1754, one must “follow the 

pomps and vanities of the polite world,” be a patron of White’s Coffee-House and “the child 

                                                                                                                                                       
Rake, to John F-------, Esq; upon the New Scheme of reclaiming Prostitutes (London, ca. 1758) underscores “the 
Necessity of exterminating not only low Bawdy-Houses, but those of superior Rank, whether in Covent-
Garden, or elsewhere” (20). 
119  The Humours of Fleet-Street and the Strand; being the Life and Adventures of the most Ladies of Pleasure 
(London, 1749), 12. 
120  The Nocturnal Revels, 1.12-13. Cumberland's and Douglas's friendship is seconded by Walpole: the Duke 
of Cumberland, wrote that inveterate gossip-monger, “will be as popular with the lower class of men, as he has 
been for three or four years with the low women: he will be the soldiers’ Great Sir, as well as Mother 
Douglas’s.” Letter to Horace Mann (24 May 1745), in Lewis 19.52. 
121  “A Letter To the PRINTER, &c., signed CALLOT.” Printed in the London Evening Post and the Middlesex 
Journal or Chronicle of Liberty, November 8, 1770. Along similar lines, the Morning Chronicle, reports that “no 
man was better known at Mother Douglas’s” than the brave General Putnam, called “the American Stoat, an 
appellation given him by the filles de joye of his acquaintance.” The Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser, 
October 13, 1775. 
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of mother Douglas.”122 After her death, it was found that so many “gentlemen of 

distinction" had standing accounts at her luxurious Covent Garden Piazza establishment 

after her death that her executors sued them at law.123 “The celebrated Mother Douglas,” as 

Tobias Smollett billed her, was the friend of peers, princes, and the leading lights of the 

stage, and had become at one the most accomplished and the most recognizable bawd in 

Britain. She could, in fact, be safely deemed “Arch-Bawd of the nation.”124 

 Poised at the “summit of perfection” in the “fashionable and more profitable 

profession of debauchery,”125 from 1747 to 1760 Douglas was the most noted and most 

public bawd of her age: celebrated in prints and pamphlets, her passing even marked by a 

country dance life (Figure 2.20). As the Kitty Fishers, Sally Salisburys and celebrated Maria 

Browns of the first chapter illustrate, however, eighteenth-century celebrity falls curiously 

between notoriety and anonymity. Jenny Douglas is at once, characteristically, a full-fledged 

individual and an utterly interchangeable type-figure, both madam ne plus ultra and yet 

another iteration of a well-worn archetype. Like Needham before her, she surfaces in places  

                                                   
122  As cited in the Monthly Review for December 1754, 464-65. 
123  “The executors of the noted Mother Douglas brought an action against several gentlemen of distinction, 
for payment of tavern-bills contracted in her house,” noted the court. “We have all heard of a person in 
London, known by the name of Mother Douglas: she, it seems, kept her books likewise, upon which her 
representatives are now prosecuting some respectable persons in this country.” The Speeches and Judgement of the 
Right Honourable the Lords of Council and Session in Scotland, upon the important Cause, His Grace George-James 
Duke of Hamilton and others, pursuers; against Archibald Douglas, Esq; Defender (Edinburgh, 1768), 316; A 
Summary of the Speeches, Arguments, and Determinations of the Right Honourable the Lords of Council and Session 
in Scotland (Edinburgh, 1767), 144. 
124  The Adventures of Ferdinand Count Fathom (London, 1753), 1.146; A Humourous Poetical Dialogue, 
between the Once Celebrated Miss F–– M–– and the Now Famed Miss K–– F–– (London, 1760), i. 
125  Humourous Poetical Dialogue, i. Among others, Douglas was the associate and colleague of David Garrick, 
Peg Woffington, and George Anne Bellamy. See An Apology for the Life of George Anne Bellamy, late of Covent-
Garden Theatre, 5 vol. (London, 1785), 5.132. 
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Figure 2.20: "Mother Douglas's Dirge," as collected in John Walsh's Compleat Country 
Dancing Master (1760). 
Special Collections, the University of Birmingham.  

 

high and low, rakish or sermonizing, as the patron saint or obscene idol of London’s pleasure 

industry.126 Moralizers used her as a ready-made signifier, the malign lodestar of the 

licentious or the easily waylaid. The young buck, too readily dazzled by the city’s pleasures, 

                                                   
126  Just as Needham’s remarkable position made her the dedicatee of A Seasonal Apology for Mr. H–g–r 
(London, 1724), the 1760 “Humourous Poetical Dialogue” betweeen Fanny Murray and Kitty Fisher was 
likewise dedicated to the premier bawd of its period: “the venerable Mrs *******, of Covent-Garden.” 
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squanders health and fortune until “Mother Douglas marks him for her own.”127 His female 

counterpart might take a first irrevocable step towards Douglas’s Covent Garden brothel 

through lax reading; “when I see a young girl with a dirty book under her arm,” frets The 

Centinel, “I cannot help thinking her virginity in as much danger as if I saw her arm in arm 

with mother Douglas.”128 In a picaresque novel, the “Inestimable Pill!” hawked by a 

mountebank prevents venereal disease so effectively that it permits a man to “take Jenny 

Douglas at her Word,”129 while elsewhere, a character’s rakish bent might be signaled with a 

letter to a bosom companion, “occasioned by the late Races at Newmarket” and to be left “at 

Mrs. Douglas’s, Covent-Garden, London.”130 In joke-books or collections of epigrams she 

tipples, sermonizes hypocritically, or coughs out her teeth to comic effect,131 and in popular 

song, a row in good Jenny’s brothel becomes an emblem of national pride: 

Like Quixote of old, as we have been told,  
Let’s sally in search of adventures; 
Mother Douglas we’ll rout, kick her bullies about, 
And knock down the watch if he enters. 
Drink and whore all our lives, lie with other men’s wives, 
Debauch ev’ry damsel we hit on; 
Swear and curse, and tell lies, and all order despise; 

                                                   
127  “An Elegy on a Tallow Candle,” published in Lloyd’s Evening Post and British Chronicle (January 7, 1763), 
which likewise appeared in The St. James Magazine, The Gray’s-Inn Journal, and The Polite Miscellany of 1764. 
128  The Centinel 109 (Dublin 1758), 139. The sentiment is seconded in A Dialogue between a Baronet and a 
Free Thinker (Dublin, 1776): tales of amour and intrigue, as they warm “the imaginations of youth, are glorious 
incentives to a life of voluptuousness; and how efficacious and successful those sublime stimulants prove, 
Mother Douglas and Surgeon Fluxim can testify” (24). 
129  The Life and Extraordinary History of the Chevalier John Taylor (London, 1761), 41-42. 
130  The Connoisseur for November 7, 1754. 
131  See, for example, The Festoon: A Collection of Epigrams, Ancient and Modern (London 1765); Quin’s Jests; 
or, the Facetious Man’s Pocket-Companion (London 1766); The Universal Jester (London 1770); and Boquet: or 
Cluster of Sweets (Dublin 1784). 
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And this is the life of a Briton.132 
  
Douglas so seamlessly suited the exemplar of London bawdry, and vice-versa, that when a 

gang of drunken sailors stormed the brothel of one Peter Wood, “entirely demolished the 

goods, cut the feather-beds to pieces, tore the wearing apparel, and turn’d the women naked 

into the streets,”133 popular memory promptly effaced Mr. Wood for an archetypal bawd 

(Figure 2.21), wailing and distressed, as bloated and absurd as the notoriously, “enormously 

fat Mother Douglas.”134 “Sure no one ever contributed more to promote private vices,” avers 

her posthumous history, “than the irreverend matron who has lately paid the debt to 

nature.”135 The absolute nonpareil of British bawdry, Douglas was simultaneously celebrity 

and archetype, suspended between private note and public typicality: “a great flabby fat 

stinking swearing ranting Billingsgate Bawd,” but connected to “most Men of Quality & 

Distinction in the Kingdom,” at once “Bawd to all the world in general & Whore to Lord 

Fitzwilliam in particular.”136 

 Fielding’s 1748 revival of The Covent-Garden Tragedy, or the reissue of Mary Davys’s 

The Accomplished Rake in 1758, were only two iterations of a large-scale refitting of the 

London bawd archetype, casting Jenny Douglas’s public image in the very mold lately  

 

                                                   
132  As published in The Convivial Songster (London 1788) and The Sky-Lark: Containing a New, Elegant, and 
Much More Numerous Collection of Well-chosen English Songs (London 1772). 
133  The Gentleman's Magazine, July 1749.  
134  Moore, Hogarth's Literary Relationships, 17. Douglas’s size is milked for comic effect in a number of other 
venues, including the prints of Hogarth and Samuel Foote’s The Minor, where she appears as – and is described 
as – “one big fat woman.” 
135  Genuine Memoirs of the late Celebrated Jane D*****s, 6. 
136  Sir Charles Hanbury Williams, cited in Burford, Bawdy Verse, 267. 
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Figure 2.21: Louis Philippe Boitard, The Sailor's Revenge or the Strand in an Uproar; Charles 
Mosley, The Tar's Triumph, or Bawdy-House Baillery, details (1749).                
© The Trustees of the British Museum. 

 

inhabited by Needham, Bentley, or Heywood. The same tropes and texts that both borrowed 

from and lent to Needham’s fame were restaged, even re-understood in terms of a new 

celebrity referent, and Needham’s characteristic place, affect, manner and gestures were 

translated to Douglas with surprising ease. John Shebbeare’s Lydia, or Filial Piety – printed in 

five editions between 1755 and 1786 – rehearses a by-now-familiar scene. The novel’s 
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protagonist, newly arrived and as yet unfamiliar with the city, is approached by “an elderly 

Woman very well drest,” who “chucking her under the Chin,” entices the young lady to join 

her at her house in the Piazza of Covent-Garden. “I PRESUME my Reader has already 

begun to perceive,” nods Shebbeare soberly, “that this Lady so filled with Charity and 

Goodness, was no less than the celebrated Mrs. or Mother D–––––s, a Woman renowned 

beyond the Limits of this Island.” Future editions fill in the lacuna: this “venerable person,” 

of “such distinguished Piety,” is “Mother DOUGLAS,” seducing fair youth in collusion with 

an unspecified “Letcher of much Fame.”137 When Charles Johnstone rewrote the seduction 

scene for his own Chrysal, or the Adventures of a Guinea, where four chapters chronicle 

Mother Brimstone’s attempted seduction of “a lovely young creature,” readers immediately 

recognized the bawd as Douglas, scribbling her name in flyleaves, margins (Figure 2.22), or 

notebook catalogues of the novel’s characters.138 Douglas had simply stepped into 

Needham’s corner of the same bawd-letcher-ingenue triangle, chin-chucking and all, coming 

to resemble her predecessor by assuming her place. Given Henry Fielding’s ironizing 

description of Punchbowl in his PROLEGOMENA to the Tragedy – “Is she not continually  

                                                   
137  John Shebbeare, Lydia, or Filial Piety (London: J. Scott, 1755), 232-36. “I am mighty fond of doing good 
Works of Charity;” states Douglas in Shebbeare’s text. “I really belief, tho’ I say it that should not say it, that I 
have provided for more young Girls, than any Woman in England; I could name you Scores that are now as 
fine as Duchesses, all of my providing for; it has been the whole Employment of my Life” (2.242). 
138 Johnstone, Chrysal, 1.131. See, too, the diaries of Mrs. Philip Lybbe Powys, which likewise “Mrs. Douglas” 
in the first and second volumes of Chrysal. Emily J. Climenson, ed., Passages from the Diaries of Mrs. Philip 
Lybbe Powys of Harwick House, Oxon., A. D. 1756 to 1808 (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1899), 379. 
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Figure 2.22: Annotations identifying Jenny Douglas in Chrysal, in marginalia and on flyleaf. 
Special collections, the Kenneth Spencer Research Library and the British 
Library.  

 

talking of Virtue? How can she be a Bawd?”139 – we might immediately link her to the 

ludicrously reverent Needham. But Needham’s characteristic “stile,” a stream of “pious 

ejaculations,”140 is readily cannibalized by “Mother DOUGLASS, Bawd, and Saint,”141 

whose religious fervor commands a full chapter of the Memoirs and is referenced in The 

March of the Guards to Finchley, Enthusiasm Delineated, and Shebbeare’s Lydia – “moralizing 

                                                   
139  Fielding, “Criticism on the Covent-Garden Tragedy,” 6. 
140  James Bramston, The Art of Politicks, 24; Authentic Memoirs Concerning the Portuguese Inquisition, 223. 
141  The Voluntary Exile; or, the English Poet’s Sermon in Verse (London, 1765), 15. 
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in a Bagnio!” exclaims an onlooker incredulously.142 Bentley in Hogarth’s sixth plate, 

overcome by booze and feeling, is echoed by Douglas in a Methodist meeting or cattery 

window, “turning up her eyes, and, drinking of gin, the very picture of hypocrisy.”143 The 

tantamount anecdote, in fact, that Walpole repeats to evoke Needham’s piety would be 

readily repeated of Douglas: taken to a sick bed, in the last throes of her illness, Jenny 

Douglas “expressed great concern at being interrupted in her business, to which she was 

attached by principles.” Wracked with worry for the success and reputation of her house and 

her girls, she would cry: “‘Lord! what will become of the house when I am gone!’”144 

 The public identities of London’s most recognizable bawds were constructed through 

a bevy of texts, utterances and public performances: stage productions and revivals high and 

low, the adventures of corkscrews or of guineas, witticisms and anecdotes, and popular prints 

that rewrote as they refigured the Progress. Through the decades, these multimedia artifacts 

mingled the same essential conceits, linking them to topical figures only to reissue them, 

with new real-life referents, once the original liaisons had been forgotten. During the 

summer season of 1760, twenty-eight years after A Harlot’s Progress was first delivered to 

subscribers, the comedian, impresario and bon vivant Samuel Foote hit upon a particularly 

successful recombination, again alloying longstanding cultural conceits with to-the-moment 
                                                   
142  Shebbeare, Lydia, 2.247 
143  John Trusler, Hogarth Moralized (London, 1768), 94. 
144  Genuine Memoirs 51. See, too, Nancy Dawson’s Jests (London, 1761), where Douglas’s deathbed refrain is 
“oh! my God, what will become of this house when I am in the bosom of my sweet saviour” (11); Horace 
Mann’s September 17, 1741 letter to Walpole, in which Needham wonders “what will become of the rest of 
‘em when she is gone to her sweet Jesus!”; or Walpole’s MS Commonplace Book of Verses (in Lewis 17.133): “As 
Mother Needham lay on her deathbed, a girl lay cross the feet, and a gentleman lay on her. The girl lay 
lumpishly; the old woman cried out, ‘Heave, heave! you bitch! Lord, what will become of this poor house, 
when I am in the arms of my sweet Jesus!’” 
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celebrity, and minting in the process a smash success and multimedia phenomenon. Reviving 

the devices used by Hogarth or Fielding to evoke Needham, Bentley, and Heywood, then 

firing them with new life by way of scandalous connection to the then-preeminent Jenny 

Douglas, Foote produced his most successful play and one of the most-performed pieces of 

the eighteenth century: The Minor, a comedy of three acts and slight plot, whose remarkable 

success rested on Foote’s savvy, Douglas’s public presence, and an explosion of public 

scandal. 

 By 1760, London’s theatrical cognoscenti were primed to expect great things from 

the “English Aristophanes.” For a little more than a decade, Samuel Foote’s Little Theatre at 

the Haymarket had wrung cash and acclaim from his particular brand of celebrity-making – 

a “new kind of celebrity satire in England,” Jane Moody has deemed it, one using “the 

celebrity of other people as the artistic raw material for the creation of his own fame.”145 In 

sold-out matinee performances such as A Dish of Chocolate and A Cup of Tea (1747), Foote 

iterated “a series of imitations of metropolitan celebrities,” harnessing his uncanny skill in 

mimicry to physically evoke well-known London personalities for laughing, applauding 

crowds.146 “Mr. Foote excels in the three distinct characters he represents,” wrote The Town 

and Country Magazine in a representative review, and “some ridiculous personalities he 

mimics so justly in each, as to afford a secret entertainment to the intelligent part of the 

                                                   
145  Moody, “Stolen Identities," 84 and 65, respectively. 
146  “This piece consisted of nothing more than the introduction of several well-known characters in real life, 
whose manner of conversation and expression our author had very happily hit off in the diction of his drama, 
and still more happily represented on the stage, by an exact and most amazing imitation, not only of the 
manner and tone of voice, but even of the very persons, whom he intended to take off.” The Dramatic Works of 
Samuel Foote (London: W. Lowndes and S. Bladon, 1807), 3-4. 
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audience.”147 The crowds that filled the Haymarket came to see Foote's "singular talent of 

exhibiting character,” as Boswell called it,148 in the summer season of 1760 they were treated 

to two characters of particular public interest: Doctor Squintum and Mother Cole, better 

known to London and to history as the Reverend George Whitefield, founder of English 

Methodism, and Jenny Douglas, then the most noted and notorious bawd in Britain. The 

following decades would conflate the real-life Douglas and her fictionalized counterpart so 

utterly that the names Douglas and Cole, as long as Jenny Douglas was remembered, would 

be interchangeable. “I do not find that Covent-Garden has in the least abated in her wanton 

luxuries since the abdication of Mrs. Cole,” reported one sexual tourist fifteen years after 

Douglas’s death,149 and even Douglas’s biography – advertised directly below Joseph Andrews 

in the Public Advertiser – was billed as the “GENUINE Memoirs of the late celebrated Jenny 

Douglas, alias Mrs. Cole” (Figure 2.23).  

 The plot of The Minor is forgettable, “essentially a rehash of The Author,” Foote’s 

outing of three years earlier.150 Sir William Wealthy, sober and successful merchant, assumes 

a “feign’d character” to test the moral mettle of his spendthrift son, the minor of the title. 

The interest and the comedy of the piece instead revolve around Mother Cole, successful 

procuress and enthusiastic convert to Methodism, perpetually intoxicated on spirits both 

heavenly and alcoholic. Played by Foote himself as a “fat big woman” with gin bottle in hand 

                                                   
147  Review of Foote’s The Devil on Two Sticks, in The Town and Country Magazine 1769, 1:243. 
148  James Boswell, The Life of Johnson, ed. Pat Rogers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 417. 
149  Momus, or the Laughing Philosopher (Dublin, 1777), 10. 
150  Matthew J. Kinservik, “The Censorship of Samuel Foote’s The Minor: Stage Controversy in the Mid-
Eighteenth Century,” Studies in the Literary Imagination 32:2 (Fall 1999), 91. 
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Figure 2.23: Public Advertiser notice for the Genuine Memoirs of the Late Celebrated Jenny 
Douglas, alias Mrs. Cole (1761). © The British Library Board. 

 

(Figure 2.24), Cole spends three acts attempting to seduce Wealthy’s artless niece Lucy to a 

life of prostitution, all the while drunkenly veering between the registers of her spiritual and 

professional callings: 

Mrs. COLE.  Oh, it was a wonderful work. There had I been tossing in a sea of sin, 
without rudder or compass. And had not the good gentleman piloted me into the 
harbour of grace, I must have struck against the rocks of reprobation, and have been 
quite swallow’d up in the whirlpool of despair. He was the precious instrument of 
my spiritual sprinkling. – But however, Sir George, if your mind be set upon a young 
country thing, to-morrow night I believe I can furnish you.151 

  
Foote delivered a pitch-perfect version of Douglas, aping her gait, her manner of speech and 

possibly even securing her own cast-off clothes, as he had for previous targets.152 And as with 

Fielding’s Covent-Garden Tragedy before it, the city was agog, at once fascinated and 

scandalized. The Minor was an “impious Profanation of the British Stage,” cried Methodists  

                                                   
151  Samuel Foote, The Minor, A Comedy (London: J. Coote, 1760), 35 and 44. 
152  Simon Trefman, Samuel Foote, Comedian, 1720-1777 (New York: New York University Press, 1971), 110. 
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and mudslingers, an “outrageous blasphemy” jumbling together “things the most holy and 

prophane” and “putting the most sacred expressions into the mouths of the most profligate 

and vile.”153 The scandal filled seats. The Minor was “far more successful than even Foote 

could have anticipated,” packing houses for a remarkable thirty-five nights during its first 

season alone. “The crowds were so numerous,” recollected Foote’s longtime partner and 

sometime rival Tate Wilkinson, that tickets were near-impossible to get.154 Word of mouth 

reached even Windsor Castle; scant months before his coronation, “his Royal Highness the 

Prince of Wales, the Duke of York, and several of the Royal Family came to town, and went 

to Mr. Foote’s Little Theatre in the Hay Market, to see the new comedy of the Minor.”155 

George IV’s visit to the Haymarket denotes the kind of legitimacy Foote’s tour de force lent 

to his stage. In subsequent decades, The Minor would not only play at Covent Garden and at 

Drury-Lane, it would make Foote’s Haymarket Theatre the upstart rival of those more 

established venues. Samuel Foote’s The Minor remained on London stages for twenty  

                                                   
153  A Word to the Public, in Answer to the Minor (London: A Kingman, T. Langford, and A. Anderson, 1760), 
3-4; Martin Madan, Christian and Critical Remarks on a Droll, or Interlude, called The Minor (London 1760), 
19. Along similar lines, see Madan’s Letter to David Garrick, Esq; Occasioned by the intended Representation of the 
Minor at the Theatre-Royal in Drury-Lane (London: Mr. Field, 1760). 
154  Trefman, Samuel Foote, 112; Douglas Howard, “Samuel Foote,” in the Dictionary of Literary Biography, 
Volume 89: Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Dramatists, ed. Paula R. Backsheider. The Gale Group, 1989; 
John Forster, Historical and Biographical Essays (London: John Murray, 1858), 373. On the phenomenal 
success of The Minor, see also William J. Burling, Summer Theatre in London, 1661-1820, and the Rise of the 
Haymarket Theatre (Madison: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2000), and Misty G. Anderson, “’Our 
Purpose is the Same’: Whitefield, Foote, and the Theatricality of Methodism,” Studies in Eighteenth-Century 
Culture 34 (2005). 
155  The Public Ledger or the Daily Register of Commerce and Intelligence, August 12, 1760. 
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Figure 2.24: Francis Cotes, pastel portrait of Samuel Foote as Mother Cole in The Minor 
(1760). © The Trustees of the British Museum. 
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years running, then was revived regularly into the following century.156 

 The Excercitations and Exhortations decrying The Minor through the 1760s represent 

only part of a larger multimedia frenzy provoked by Foote’s succès de scandale. The London 

papers extracted Mrs. Cole’s more uproarious speeches, accompanying them with glowing 

reviews of the production,157 while broadsheet ballads were “sung about the streets after the 

play was acted on the stage with applause” – to the tune, naturally, of “Nancy Dawson.” 

Alongside notices for The Minor in performance appeared advertisements for printed 

editions of the play “With a curious FRONTISPIECE, Representing Mr. FOOTE in the 

Character of Mrs. COLE, (Price ONE SHILLING and SIX-PENCE),” and theatregoers 

collected copper-plate engravings of Foote in the role (Figures 2.25-26). Enterprizing 

scribblers and printers issued a series of rebus letters, purporting to be correspondence 

between Whitefield and “Mrs. Cole, at her Flesh-Market at Covent-Garden” (Figure 2.27), 

or issued Continuations and Completions of The Minor, replete with further adventures for 

Mother Cole and accompanied by “songs in character.”158 And finally, satires on Whitefield  

 

                                                   
156  “The London public sought it out, crowding the opening and creating a demand for regular Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday performances after the eighth night. It was published July 8, 1760, and went through 
four editions that year. Haymarket performances began daily in August, and after October 25th the play was 
appearing alternately at the Drury Lane and Covent Garden theaters, with Foote periodically in the cast. The 
piece continued to appeal long after Foote left the stage, appearing every year from 1760 until 1780, and then 
enjoying revivals through 1797.” Anderson, “’Our Purpose is the Same,’” 125-26. 
157  As in the Public Ledger or Daily Register of Commerce and Intelligence, July 14, 1760; The British Magazine, 
July 1760; the Gazetteer and London Daily Advertiser, November 26, 1760; and the Whitehall Evening Post or 
London Intelligencer, November 27, 1760. 
158  Israel Pottinger, The Methodist, a Comedy; Being a Continuation and Completion of the Plan of the Minor, 
Written by Mr. Foote (London: J. Pottinger, 1761). See too An Additional Scene to the Comedy of the Minor 
(London: J. Williams, 1761), and The Spiritual Minor, a Comedy (London: W. Morgan, 1760). 
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Figure 2.25: Daniel Dodd, Mr. Foote as Mrs. Cole (1777). 
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and on Methodism were issued by the dozens, many of them now accompanying Squintum 

with the tippling, tottering figure of Jenny Cole. 

 The pamphlet-war, media coverage and prints suggest that The Minor derived much 

of its scandal and attraction from the real-life identity of “Mrs. Cole from the Piazza.”159 

“The character in it which has made the most noise, is that of Mrs. Cole, an old Covent-

Garden bawd,” wrote James Boswell, adding, with perhaps a touch of national pride, that 

Cole was “the portrait of a celebrated matron, whom Scotland had the honour to 

produce.”160 While Foote’s farce, like Hogarth’s Progress or Fielding’s comedies, capitalized 

on the celebrity of the latest London bawd, the link between Cole and Douglas is more 

textured than might initially appear, comprised of her typicality as much as her notoriety. In 

the face of the myriad attacks generated by The Minor, Samuel Foote published only one 

defense of the work. The comedian's Apology for the Minor justifies Cole, his most 

contentious and celebrated character, as a portrait from life: 

Obser.] Foote, in his MINOR, has put expressions into the mouth of Mrs Cole, a 
bawd, fit only to be uttered by the devil. 
Ans.] Why, they do come from the mouth of a being very little better than the devil; 
but for those she or her teachers are answerable, not your humble servant; these are 
her words, not mine; would you have a mirror reflect beauty from deformity? I do 

                                                   
159  Foote, The Minor, 33. Contemporary reviews underline Mother Cole's celebrity as boosting ticket sales. 
“Her thus mixing the cant of fanaticism with her profession, is certainly a stroke of humour above what we 
usually find in comic writers,” reported the British Magazine, “and the satisfaction which the audience 
expressed on this occasion, surpassed any thing of the same nature we remember to have seen.” The "amiable 
Mrs. Gad-about,” facetiously reported the Public Ledger in late 1760, “has taken a box for all the first fifty 
nights of the run of the Minor at Drury-Lane: and she is fully determined to be transformed into ecstasies at 
the appearance of Mrs. Cole, and to discover her admiration to the whole audience.” 
160  James Boswell, Observations, Good or Bad, Stupid or Clever, Serious or Jocular, on Squire Foote’s Dramatic 
Entertainment, Intituled, the Minor (London: J. Wilkie, 1761), 9. 
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Figure 2.26: Mr. Foote in the Character of Mrs. Cole, printed for J. Smith and R. Sayer (ca. 
1775); Isaac Taylor, Mr. Foote in the Character of Mrs. Cole (1777). 
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Figure 2.27: Hieroglyphic letter from Mother Cole (Jenny Douglas) to Reverend Squintum 
(George Whitefield), details. Dated 1770s-80s by the British Museum, but 
likely printed 1760. © The Trustees of the British Museum. 

 
  

my duty, if the copy is a faithful transcript of the original; and of that the publick are 
judges. The plain points to be determined are these: Is there such a character in 
nature as Mrs Cole? That granted, is that character a proper object for the stage?161 

  
Foote’s reasoning here reflects a peculiar doubleness characteristic to eighteenth-century 

culture, and consequently to the public image during this formative era. Mother Cole reflects 

                                                   
161 Foote, Apology for the Minor, in a Letter to the Reverend Mr. Bain (Edinburgh, 1771), 27. 
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her original with exactitude, is “a faithful transcript” of Mother Douglas, the authentic 

individual she represents. At the same time, however, Cole warrants representation not 

because she is singular or unique, but because she is representative; there is such a character in 

nature as Mother Cole, and that kind of person – here, the bawd – might be accurately 

depicted by way of reference to Douglas, at that time the best-known iteration of the type.  

Hence the difference between Hogarth's Needham, Breval's Bentley, Fielding's or Foote's 

Douglas-cum-Cole might be essentially a temporal one. Their essential qualities (hypocritical 

piety, uproarious tippling) and posture (misleading the young and naive) make them more or 

less interchangeable, and one bawd ascends to a position as celebrity only to step into a 

recently-vacated role – a role with the same costume, identical stage business, and much the 

same lines. Just as Kitty Fisher was both a remarkable courtesan and the courtesan typified, 

Mother Cole is both Jenny Douglas and an amalgam of everything a bawd is already believed 

to be. In the opening scenes of The Minor, she joins her voice to what has by now become a 

refrain: “What will become of the house when I am gone, heaven knows!” Mother Cole wails 

in Foote’s first act.162 

  “The principal merit of all our author’s writings,” eulogized the anthologies and 

omnibus editions canonizing Samuel Foote after his death, “consists in the drawing of 

peculiar characters well known in real life, which he heightened by his own manner of 

personating the originals on the stage.” With the great Momus gone, his editors gravely 

agreed: “it will be necessary to inform posterity,” that Cole represented “the celebrated  

                                                   
162  Foote, The Minor, 42. 
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Mother Douglas.”163 Beyond critical editions of Foote's work, Britain had already forgotten 

Douglas, moving on as soon as the scandal subsided. Like A Harlot’s Progress or The Covent-

Garden Tragedy before it, however, The Minor lingered a considerable time in British popular 

culture. Beyond its entrenchment as a fixture in the London theatrical season, the farce 

played at Southwark Fair and between concerts at the New Theatre, China Hall.164 Cole’s 

memorable speeches were extracted, adapted and abridged, performed by itinerant players 

between songs and hornpipe-dances, or between the acts of classic tragedies or comic operas 

– Venice Preserv’d in 1763, The Recruiting Serjeant in 1778, The Merchant of Venice in 

1788.165 The greatest comedians and actors of the latter decades of the century reinterpreted 

the role, making it their own: Tate Wilkinson and Thomas Weston, Henry Angelo and John 

Edwin, Charles Bannister, both Senior and Junior (Figure 2.28). And, as was common 

throughout the century, The Minor remained a living document, elastic and adaptable. Just 

as Foote, in performance, had used his characters to draw liaisons to well-known London 

personages, the actors who followed him related Cole improvisationally to their own public 

figures and context: “the humour of the character,” wrote The Morning Herald in a glowing 

                                                   
163  As in David Erskine Baker, Biographia Dramatica; or, a Companion to the Playhouse (London 1782); The 
Dramatic Works of Samuel Foote, Esq. (London, 1788-89); and A New Theatrical Dictionary (London 1792). 
164  “On Monday last,” reported The London Chronicle on September 25, 1760, “some mischievous persons 
fastened up two lighted links at the back part of the booth where the Minor was acted in Borough Fair, and at 
the same time ripping one of the boards away and crying out fire, surprized the audience to that degree, that 
one young woman jumped out of the gallery into the pit, and broke her legs.” For concerts at the New Theatre, 
see The Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser, October 8, 1776. 
165  The Theatrical Jester: or Green-Room Witticisms (London 1795), 4; Public Advertiser, July 29, 1763. The 
Morning Post and Daily Advertiser, January 5, 1778, and The Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser, January 
7, 1788. 
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review of Henry Angelo’s performance as Cole, “was much heightened by his localizing the 

business of the scene.”166 

 The longevity of The Minor relied on the cultural currency and adaptability of 

Mother Cole, how readily she could be recontextualized to suit novel occasions and new 

personages. Just as the bawd of The March to Finchley might be divorced from her original 

referent, then reproduced in fresh contexts (as in, for instance, Figure 2.29), Mother Cole 

would be pressed into new service: lampooning the legendarily drunk Queen Caroline 

(Figure 2.30) or Frederick, Lord North, now remembered as “the Prime Minister who lost 

America” – “What will become of the House when I am gone, Heaven knows!” he wails to 

Charles James Fox, in The Parody, or Mother Cole and Loader.167 Bagnio scenes on the 

popular market refigured the familiar triptych of harlot-bawd-client with “old Mother Cole” 

in the central position, or tucked the sanctimonious bawd in orgies at a brothel – “likely a 

procuress though she wears a cross on a chain,” observes the catalogue of the Walpole 

Library168 – and long-running columns in the public papers, such as “Masquerade 

Intelligence” and “Festoon of Fashion,” catalogue Cole as a fixture of the masquerade circuit  

                                                   
166  The Morning Herald, September 16, 1788. Indeed, performances of Mother Cole often accompanied 
pasquinades of other celebrities; as advertised in The Morning Post and Daily Advertiser, April 19, 1777, 
“Imitations in the character of Mother Cole” frequently accompanied “a great variety of new Imitations, Vocal 
and Rhetorical, of several well-known Theatrical Personages.” 
167  “They say that one of the Queen’s habits,” wrote Lady Granville, “to be proved by ocular demonstration 
every evening, is that of excessive drinking.” Letter to Lady Morpeth (October 14, 1820), in Letters of Harriet 
Countess Granville, ed. H. Leveson Gower, 2 vol. (London: Longmans, Green, & Co., 1894), 1.188. 
168  Respectively, Who Gains the Point (London, 1779); A Bagnio Scene, With a white legged Chicken coaxing an 
old Dotard (1778). 
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Figure 2.28: J. and C. Cook, hand-colored etching of Henry Angelo as Mrs. Cole (1809); 
frontispiece, Mr. Angelo as Mrs. Cole, in the Bell's British Theatre edition of 
The Minor (1792); John Raphael Smith, Charles Bannister, Comedian (1789); 
frontispiece, Mr. Bannister as Mrs. Cole, in The Minor. A Comedy (1795). 
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Figure 2.29: The praying Mother Douglas, as copied from Hogarth's Finchley and 
repurposed to illustrate Lichtenberg's Göttinger Taschenkalender (1789). 

 

at least until 1810, often as the “best supported” costume of the night. Mother Cole, shaped 

by and iterated through untold improvisations and performances over the rest of the century, 

had strayed far enough from her wellspring to stand independently from her original 

referent. A character in the most abstracted and fictional sense of the word, Cole hiccupped 

and mugged in woodcuts and advertisements (Figures 2.31-32) alongside characteristically 

British type-fictions like Mrs. Malaprop, Captain O'Blunder and John Bull. In one series of  
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Figure 2.30: Theodore Lane, Mother Cole (1821). © The Trustees of the British Museum. 
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Figure 2.31: George Cruikshank, woodcut illustration of "Mrs. Cole," advertising the 
Grand State Lottery (ca. 1810). © The Trustees of the British Museum. 
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Figure 2.32: Woodcut of "Mother Cole," The Chances; or, Sport for Twelfth-Night (1796). 
Houghton Library, Harvard University. 
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twelfth-night characters, she still clings to the oversize bottle that characterized Mother 

Bentley in Plate Six of the Progress. Finally – the cultural ties that once attached her to 

Douglas grown frayed, then utterly broken – Mother Cole would be refitted to evoke 

Elizabeth Windsor, who at late century picked up the mantle of preeminent bawd of the 

nation, along with the characteristic mannerisms, turns of phrase and even the name of 

Mother Cole.169 Indeed, the "muffled up gentlewoman" of A Fortnight's Ramble Through 

London (1795), discussed earlier in this chapter as one of the many retellings of the Progress 

through the century, was that very bawd, who had recently assumed the cultural position 

occupied decades prior by Needham. The procuress, explains a Londoner to Mother 

Windsor's intended mark, "usually attends the delivery of the stage, to see if any goods are 

brought to her market," is "well known about Covent Garden, and has frequently been 

represented on the stage at the Hay-Market theatre, in the character of old mother Cole, the 

methodistical procuress."170 

 These peculiar concordances, spanning the century and joining the work of Hogarth, 

Fielding, Foote and many others, testify not only to how the age represented stock 

characters, but likewise how this period negotiated celebrity. This chapter began with 

Mother Needham because, for eighteenth-century studies, she has come to define the 

archetype. In truth, the archetype seems instead to have defined Needham – as it would in 

turn characterize any number of “noted, notorious, famous, infamous" women in London 
                                                   
169 As she is termed in The History of the Swindling and Amorous Adventures of James George Semple (London, 
ca. 1795); the satire A Peep Below Stairs, a Dream; Peter Pindar's First Book of the Royal Chronicles (London, 
1788). 
170 Fortnight's Ramble, 14-15. 
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through the eighteenth century, and perhaps even before and after. As early as 1684, the 

"Famous Madam Cresswell,"171 who assumed the role of prototypical bawd in the late 

seventeenth century, was well known for plying “close at Inns upon the coming in of 

Waggons,” hiring “fresh Countrey Wenches” and chucking youths under the chin.172 Like 

her successors, Cresswell was both a famed personage and an archetype, figuring herself and 

bawdry writ large, as is perhaps most tellingly demonstrated in The Cries of London Drawne 

after the Life (1688), a series of popular images depicting the diverse professions of the city. 

Amid abstracted newsmen and ink-vendors, eelers and merry milkmaids, the Cries typified 

the calling of bawdry not with a general or idealized figure, but with a living luminary: the 

celebrated maquerelle Madam Cresswell (Figure 2.33). In keeping with Cresswell's bipartite 

role, in the trilingual gloss captioning the image, the proper name parallels the type-

character: Madam Cresswell = Une Maquerelle = Vecchia Rufiana. The Cries, too, would be 

reinterpreted through the century, in live performances by Robert Baddeley, John Bannister 

and the incomparable Ned Shuter, no doubt replacing Cresswell with new and equally 

celebrated maquerelles. Her cries drowned out by others’ voices, Cresswell’s characteristic  

                                                   
171 Gerald Langbaine, An Account of the English Dramatick Poets (Oxford, 1691), 164. Dick Janeway’s 
Impartial Protestant Mercury for December 2, 1681, which reported: “on Tuesday last the Famous Madam 
Cresswell was on a Tryal by Nisi Prius at Westminster Convicted after above 30. years Practise of Bawdry, some 
of her Does most unkindly testifying against her, but we do not hear that she will receive Sentence till next 
Term.” Cresswell features in John Dryden's Limberham, or the Kind Keeper (1691), Ned Ward’s The Rambling 
Rakes, or, London Libertines (1700) John Oldham’s “A Satyr” (1684), Thomas Otway’s The Atheist (1684) and 
Venice Preserv’d (1682), and popular songs such as Thomas D’Urfey’s “London’s Loyalty” (London, 1684) and 
Oates’s Boarding-School, at Camberwell, a Song (London, 1684). 
172  Tom Brown’s Letters from the Dead to the Living (London, 1703), 316-17; Richard Head, The English Rogue 
Described (London, 1668), 113, from a chapter entitled “A Visit to Mother Cresswell’s.” 
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Figure 2.33: Madam Cresswell, as depicted in The Cries of London Drawne after the Life, 
after Marcellus Laroon (1688).  © The Trustees of the British Museum. 
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place and aspects would be re-adapted to evoke Needham, refitted to figure Bentley, tweaked 

to suit Heywood, then metamorphosed to betoken Douglas – “immediately recognized by 

the theatregoers” crowding the Haymarket in the shape of Mother Cole, 173 just as Windsor 

would be, in her turn, three decades later. "The Minor can be scarcely out of vogue," asserted 

an edition of Foote's long-running farce in 1797, "while we have a BAWD in the stews."174 

The productions of Hogarth, Fielding and Foote maintained their cultural relevance through 

the century thanks to precisely this kind of applicability, by not only continually 

accommodating themselves to contemporary culture, but doing so by way of the perpetually 

to-the-moment mechanisms of eighteenth-century celebrity.  

                                                   
173  Trefman, Samuel Foote, 110. 
174  Introduction to Samuel Foote, The Minor. A Comedy. (London, 1792), 5. "Stews" is used in the sense 
defined by Johnson: "A brothel; a house of prostitution." 
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Chapter Three: Sport 

 
 

Then Peers grew proud in Horsemanship t’excell, / Newmarket’s Glory rose, as 
Britain’s fell. 

 – Alexander Pope, The First Epistle of the Second Book of Horace (1733-38) 
 
Eclipse first, and the rest nowhere. 
      – Dennis O’Kelly (ca. 1782) 

 
 
 
Although bidding began on the first day of June 1747, it took a full twenty-nine days to 

erase what was once “regarded as the finest house in England.”1 From painted chamberpots 

to academy figures by MICHAEL ANGELO, everything high and low was catalogued into 

lots, auctioned off and finally hauled away from Middlesex.2 The "great vaneer’d Stair-Case," 

each step a twenty-two-foot slab of solid Italian marble, had been dismantled into pieces and 

balustrade; the chapel, where Handel composed nearly twenty of his anthems, shattered into 

timbers and glass. British guide-books had spotlighted Cannons, the “fine palace” of James 

Brydges, Duke of Chandos, for decades – an estate “so beautiful in its situation, so lofty, so 

majestic the appearance of it,” advised Daniel Defoe, “‘tis only fit to be talk’d of upon the 

                                                   
1  Joan Johnson, “Brydges, James, first duke of Chandos (1674-1744), politician and patron of music,” Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, Sept 2010. 
2  Christopher Cock, A Catalogue of all the Genuine Houshold Furniture, &c. of His Grace James Duke of 
Chandos, Deceas’d, at his late Seat call’d CANNONS, near Edgware, in Middlesex (London 1747), 16, and A 
Catalogue of all the Materials of the Dwelling-House, Out-Houses, &c. of his Grace James Duke of Chandos 
(London 1747), title page and 35. 
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very spot.”3 So many sightseers agreed, trundling up the mile-long vista to behold Brydges’ 

luxuriant manor, that the Duke was forced to implement crowd-control measures.4 The 

same pedimented façades that had once awed the nation (Figure 3.1), assembled by Europe’s 

first designers and architects, were now busted into marble and lead – the south and east 

fronts of the house disappearing, respectively, on the eighteenth and twenty-first days’ sales. 

“Yesterday I went in great state,” wrote the antiquarian Samuel Gale in May of that year, “to 

visit the Duke of Chandois’s noble palace at Cannons, which alas! is now to be sold purely to 

be demolished for the sake of the beautifull materials.” The “fine painted ceilings” ripped 

down, the stucco and gilding all “crumbled into common mortar.”5 “CANONS Noble Pile, 

whose Fame shall ever live,” rhapsodized Charles Gildon thirty years earlier, “chosen 

CANONS” – “the Muse assures thy Immortality!”6 Sadly, it was not to be. In fifty short 

years, Cannons, noble estate of the Duke of Chandos and the finest Seat “that Art could 

finish, or that Cost could raise”7 majestically rose, then suddenly collapsed, reduced to 

rubble, cash, and the unsympathetic bang of a gavel. “Such,” concluded Gale, “is the sad 

vicissitude of human grandeur. Half a century has seen a great estate raised & reduced to 

nothing.”8 

                                                   
3  John Macky, A Journey through England. In familiar letters from a gentleman here, to his friend abroad, 2 vol. 
(London, 1722), 5; Defoe, A Tour thro’ the Whole Island of Great Britain (London, 1724), 8. 
4  Macky, Journey 2.6; Defoe, Tour, 8; Susan Jenkins, Portrait of a Patron: The Patronage and Collecting of James 
Brydges, 1st Duke of Chandos, 1674-1744 (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing, 2007), 29. 
5  Letter from Samuel Gale to the Reverend William Stukeley, The Family Memoirs of the Rev. William Stukeley, 
in the Publications of the Surtees Society, Vol. LXXIII (London 1882), 389-90, CXLI. 
6  Charles Gildon, Canons. Or the Vision (London 1717), 10 and 26. 
7  Samuel Humphreys, Cannons. A Poem. Inscrib’d to His Grace the Duke of Chandos (London 1728), 7. 
8  Gale, Letter to William Stukeley, 90. 
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 Before the manor and name of “Chandois, an Ancient and Noble family,”9 could be 

entirely effaced from the nation's memory, another villa and a far less noble name sprung 

from the former demolition. In a startling example of "presumption and ignorance," Dennis 

O'Kelly, a man with "as little birth or education as any stable-boy," purchased the Duke's 

former estate outright, taking with him a fortune earned at horse races and in betting-parlors 

and the agog admiration and derision of a nation. To the chagrin and "disgrace of our 

English nobility," reported the Middlesex Journal,10 O’Kelly had scraped his way from a 

penniless Irish birth to a place in the gentility and "the Beau Monde."11 Along the way, he 

traded a menial career as a chairman, carrying “great persons, male and female,” on his 

shoulders,12 for a place among those former passengers. By 1770 O’Kelly was a mainstay of 

the racing press, as avatar of an emergent sporting culture, the devotee of a “life of style,” and 

the master of multiple and lavish homes, where his “furniture was of the first class, and the 

ornaments were various and magnificent.”13 The silver plate that once graced Brydges’ 

marble dining tables was replaced by “a cartful of gold cups and silver plates”14 won at 

Canterbury and at Epsom Downs, just as the effusions of Gildon – “O CANONS! O  

                                                   
9  Macky, Journey 2.6. 
10  "Count Eclipse; or, the Macaroni Racer." Middlesex Journal and Evening Advertiser, December 23, 1774. 
11  “His parents probably were peasants of the lowest order, as Mr. O’Kelly, though he latterly was able to 
assume the sang froid in his manners and conversation, was perfectly illiterate.” In “Sketch of the Life and 
Character of Dennis O’Kelly, Esq.,” The Edinburgh Magazine, or Literary Miscellany, February 1788. 
12  The Genuine Memoirs of Dennis O’Kelly, Esq. commonly called Count O’Kelly (London, 1788), 5. 
13  Michael Church, Eclipse: The Horse, the Race, the Awards (London: Thoroughbred Advertising, 2000), 28; 
Genuine Memoirs of Dennis O’Kelly, 24. “CANONS, Middlesex, adjoining Edgware,” wrote John Bew in 1782, 
“was the handsome villa of Dennis O’Kelly, Esq., ... who was of great sporting celebrity.” The Ambulator; or, the 
Stranger’s Companion in a Tour Round London (London: J. Bew and T. Wilkie), 45. 
14  Every Saturday: A Journal of Choice Reading, March 14, 1868, 329. 
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Figure 3.1: East and South façades of Cannons, engraved by Hulsbergh after J. Price 
(1720) and by Foster, Wilcox and Chappelle. As included in J. Badeslade and 
J. Roque, Vitruvius Britannicus, 4 vol. (London, 1739). 
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BRYDGES Sing!”15 – were supplanted by O'Kelly's own enthusiastic, assonant chorus of 

O's: 

Who keeps the best house in England? was the frequent question. –O! Kelly, by 
much – Who the best wines? O! Kelly, by many degrees. – Who the best horses? O! 
Kelly’s beat the world [...]. In short, such was the frequent use of that ejaculatory 
vowel upon every occasion, referring to the Count, that at length it became 
incorporated with his original name, and the harsh guttural of the consonant K, was 
softened by the modest melody of the liquid O. – No more humble Dennis Kelly. – 
No more Mr. Kelly. – No more Count Kelly! we must, in future, call him by no less 
a title than Count O’Kelly; who [....] declared himself equal in point of nativity, to 
the greatest men in Europe.16 

  
O’Kelly’s remarkable elevation to wealth and social note was commemorated with a winking 

honorific – for he was “commonly called Count O’Kelly.”17 The endorsement of the not-so-

common was less ringing. The Middlesex Journal deemed it a victory for the base-born and 

for sycophants, an insult to "real rank and politeness."18 The English Review construed 

Dennis O’Kelly’s career as “an instructive and humiliating picture of what may be called 

London life,” where “an athletic body” and an utter lack of shame can “elevate vice and 

ignorance to opulence and distinction.”19 Regardless of the phenomenon’s moral resonances, 

something had shifted. Just as O’Kelly had replaced Chandos at Cannons in Middlesex, the 

old money of the aristocracy was being supplanted by the new math of public presence and 

                                                   
15 Gildon, Canons, 26. 
16  Genuine Memoirs, 26. 
17  As he was denominated in the popular press, as well as in the title of his memoirs: “Dennis O’Kelly, Esq. 
commonly called Count O’Kelly.” 
18  "Count Eclipse," The Middlesex Journal, December 23, 1773. 
19  The English Review 12 (1788), 388. 
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popular acclaim, and fame, “the honour and power of a name,”20 was being replaced by 

celebrity. 

 Chapter Three turns its attention from the multimedia entertainment franchises 

explored in the previous chapters, fashion and sex, to eighteenth-century sport, an equally 

secular realm which anointed its first pantheon of celebrities through the mid- to late-

eighteenth century. Foremost among these stood Dennis O’Kelly, upstart owner of the 

century’s most celebrated and successful racehorse, byword for "the turf," and an inceptive 

model for popular sporting culture. Like Kitty Fisher before him, that class-shattering beauty 

whose public presence and social sway marked the dawn of a brave new media age, O’Kelly 

was avidly applauded by the public for his dizzying rise from menial stock, and envied, 

emulated and decried by the noble-born landowners men like O’Kelly were slowly 

supplanting. The Chandos-O’Kelly turnover was, in fact, only one telling marker of a class 

war, and an intra-class conflation, staged through the century. The racing culture of the 

eighteenth century first pit canny blackguards and Irish adventurers against the native sons of 

the first families. As with the faces of countesses and courtesans, however, the two came more 

and more to resemble one another. By the closing decades of the eighteenth century, Dick 

England, an “Irishman, a bully, a ruffian, and a gamester,” could ascend to “an elegant house 

in St. Alban’s Street, where he engaged masters to teach him accomplishments to fit him for 

polite life.”21 Inversely, William Douglas, Earl of March and Duke of Queensberry, 

                                                   
20  Tillyard, “’Paths of Glory,’" 62. 
21  Respectively, Robert Black, Horse-Racing in England (London: Richard Bentley and Son, 1893), 83; Temple 
Bar: A London Magazine, July 1866. 
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cemented a reputation as “the most fashionable, most dissipated young man in London” – 

and “the person most universally admired by the ladies”22 – by condescending to ride his 

own horses at Newmarket, where he won races against the hired jockeys of his peerage 

equals. The popular appeal of Dennis O’Kelly exposes the leveling effects of sporting 

celebrity during the mid-to-late eighteenth century, mapping the dynamics of a popular 

culture that likewise collapsed the identities of myriad men, high and low, into the emergent 

figure of the celebrated sportsman. 

 “Horse-racing,” decreed Anthony Trollope in 1868, is not only “one of those sports 

which are essentially dear to the English nature,” it may even “be called our national 

pastime.”23 The Sport of Kings had been building to that lofty position for some time. 

Britain’s first Racing Calendar, edited by John Cheny, appeared as early as 1727, and in 

response to a racing culture that was already wide-ranging, if not yet centralized: “the 

Diversion of Horse-Racing,” observed the Morning Post in 1731, “is advanced to such a 

Hight as to render the Practice of it Intimate and Familiar to almost every Part of the 

Kingdom.”24 By 1736 there was “scarce a village so mean” that had “not a bit of plate raised 

once a year for the purpose,” and interest would continue to grow. Epsom Downs, which 

began hosting annual races in 1730, numbered royalty among its spectators by 1743, and by 

1776 had become a major racetrack. The 60s and 70s launched many of the races now 

synonymous with equestrian pursuits: the Doncaster Cup in 1766, Royal Ascot in 1768, the 
                                                   
22  Lady Louisa Stuart, John, Duke of Argyll: A Memoir, in Lady Louisa Stuart: Selections from her Manuscripts, 
ed. James Archibald Home (London: D. Douglas, 1899), 81. 
23  Anthony Trollope, British Sports and Pastimes (London: Virtue & Company), 1868, 1-10. 
24  Morning Post, October 24, 1776. 
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St. Leger Stakes in 1776, the Epsom Oaks in 1779 and the Derby in 1780. Newmarket, 

founded by James I as a hunting lodge and for more than a century the most exclusive course 

in Britain, introduced annual meetings between 1762 and 1771, and by the following decade 

its reputation was international. “Everyone has heard of the famous Newmarket Races,” 

wrote la Rochefoucauld in 1784; “I suppose they are known all over the world.”25 With the 

propagation of formal races came the standardization of the sport. The Jockey Club, the 

sport’s official rulemaking body for two hundred and fifty-six years, held its initial meeting at 

the Star and Garter in 1750, and the Newmarket Rules were first printed, in John Pond’s 

Sporting Kalendar, a year later. James Weatherby, of Weatherbys fame, published his first 

racing calendar in 1773 with the Club’s endorsement, while Richard Tattersall's own 

dynasty, still “Europe’s leading bloodstock auctioneer,” was founded in 1766.26 When in 

1773, an exasperated Horace Walpole fulminated against England as “a country overrun by 

horse-races!”27 he had good reason. By the turn of the nineteenth century, affirms Dennis 

Brailsford, horse-racing commanded pride of place as “the most organised, the most 

integrated, and the most extensive” of all British sports. The extent of meetings, from Suffolk 

to Surrey to Yorkshire and well beyond, ensured that “virtually all the population could get 

                                                   
25  Newmarket Racecourses. “Newmarket Timeline.” Accessed May 1, 2012. 
<http://www.newmarketracecourses.co.uk/about-the-home-of-racing/newmarket-history/newmarket-
timeline/>; François duc de la Rochefoucauld, A Frenchman’s Year in Suffolk, 1784, ed. Norman Scarfe 
(Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell Press, 2001), 46. 
26 Tattersalls, “Tattersalls: Europe’s Leading Bloodstock Auctioneer, est. 1766.” Accessed May 1, 2012. 
<http://www.tattersalls.com/> 
27  Letter to Horace Mann (July 13, 1773), in Lewis, 23.498-99. 
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to a racecourse at least once a year. By their very ubiquity, the races attracted more spectators 

than any other major sporting event.”28  

 Racing’s astonishing growth, and its attendant formalization during the latter decades 

of the century, resulted from two overlapping phenomena that likewise contributed to the 

making of British celebrity: the development of a nationwide press through the 1700s, and 

the way in which horse-racing, more than any other sport of the period, joined persons of all 

classes. When John Wheble’s Sporting Magazine debuted in October 1792, its inceptive issue 

expressed “astonishment” that no publication “expressly calculated for the sportsman” had 

yet appeared. Wheble’s venture was the first to take an omnibus approach to the subject, 

covering not only “the transactions of the turf,” but “every other diversion interesting to the 

man of pleasure, enterprize, and spirit.” Racing per se, however, was already a longstanding 

mainstay of the British press. The 1770s boasted “almost complete press coverage of the 

country, with nearly 150 newspapers being published outside of London,” and race 

meetings, where a puckishly-christened Nancy Dawson might canter alongside Mother Cole 

or outpace Kitty Fisher, were “the most consistently reported sporting events in both 

London and provincial papers.”29 Beyond the picayune press, racing maintained its own 

battery of specialized publications. Cheny’s Calendar of the 1730s grew into Pond’s Kalendar 

of the 1750s, which then sprouted rival publications in the 70s headed by the Weatherby 

brothers, William Tuting and Thomas Fawconer. As it swapped hands and initial consonants 

                                                   
28  Dennis Brailsford, British Sport: A Social History (Cambridge: The Lutterworth Press, 1992), 54. 
29  Dennis Brailsford, A Taste for Diversions: Sport in Georgian England (Cambridge: The Lutterworth Press, 
1999), 10. 
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through the decades, the Calendar increased in function and page count. Cheny’s simple 

record of the previous year’s plate- and prize-winners later grew to incorporate features and 

speculation on coming races, then sprawled into multi-volume affairs bolstered with 

descriptions, records and pedigrees of the nation’s principal runners. An influx of accessible 

information, in sporting registers and the daily papers, allowed nearly everyone to follow 

racing culture in some manner or another – for the turf was astonishingly participatory, and 

“virtually everybody,” from “the prince to the pauper and the pickpocket, and from the 

duchess to the dairymaid and the fishwife,” went to watch.30 

 Speaking generally, class barriers demarcated other pastimes of the period. In cricket, 

for example, or shuttle-cock, “the different social orders played the same sports," writes 

Adrian Harvey, "but separately.”31 Racing was the exception, in large part because it could 

not be similarly bounded. As “races took place on common ground, often common land, 

which could not be enclosed,” there was “a free sight of the racing” for anyone that could 

attend,32 and scores did. By the end of the century, Derby day prompted “a mass exodus 

from London,” and “up to a hundred thousand” congregated at Epsom: “the road to Epsom 

was crowded with all descriptions of people hurrying to the races,” reported the Times in 

1793. “Horses, gigs, curricles, coaches, chaises, carts and pedestrians with dust crowded the 

                                                   
30  Brailsford, Taste for Diversions, 129. 
31  Adrian Harvey, The Beginnings of a Commercial Sporting Culture in Britain, 1793-1850 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 
2004), 191. 
32  Brailsford, Taste for Diversions, 25. 
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Downs.”33 The popular accessibility of the races calls attention to the changing resonances of 

both sport and land in the period. The century’s many game laws, compounded by the 

infamous Inclosure Acts from 1721 onward,34 made hunting increasingly exclusive. Deer-

hunting had all but disappeared over the course of the century, and foxes were rare enough 

to require importation from the continent – for those few able to afford them.35 Racing, 

contrariwise, was a highly public occasion permitting myriad levels of participation. 

Spectatorship was of course the most popular of these, from those enthusiastic if foolhardy 

souls who “actually gallop[ed] alongside the racing horses,” to the rows of fans assembled in 

grandstands, which lined tracks first in makeshift, then permanent constructions.36 Men and 

women of fashion flocked to the races, many with a vested interest in the outcome: Thomas 

Fawconer’s Sporting Calendar of 1775 reads like a who’s-who of British nobility, from the 

sixteen horses owned by the Duke of Ancaster to the lone colt of Sir John Wheate. Those 

without a financial or even a passing interest in the match itself, like the eye-rolling Walpole, 

still came for the fêtes, routs, and assemblies that surrounded it. Finally, the sweepstake, 

introduced circa 1750, opened betting to spectators of all classes, meaning the public at large 

                                                   
33  Richard Holt, Sport and the British: A Modern History (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), 24; ADD TIMES 
CITATION. 
34  According to Birley, sixty-seven Inclosure Acts passed between 1721 and 1740, 204 between 1741 and 
1760, “and then, as corn prices rose, the number shot up to 1,043 between 1761 and 1780.” Sport and the 
Making of Britain (Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 1993), 130. 
35 Birley, Sport and the Making of Britain, 130. 
36  Dennis Brailsford, British Sport, 54. The “towering grandstand” at the Doncaster races “were started in 1776 
by order of the Corporation; it cost £2,637 and the architect John Carr was paid 100 guineas,” the first 
permanent buildings at Ascot, which held 1,650 people, “was erected in about 1794,” and at York, “Carr’s 
grandstand was built around 1750, along with a new road to the course, and further buildings were added in 
1768.” Roger Longrigg, The History of Horse Racing (New York: Stein and Day, 1972), 85;  Ascot Racecourse, 
“About Ascot.” Accessed May 1, 2012. < http://www.ascot.co.uk/?page=About_Ascot>; Dennis Brailsford, A 
Taste for Diversions, 25. 
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could come to view the moneyed and fashionable at a race meeting, then place wagers in the 

hopes of joining their ranks. Throughout racing’s adolescence betting had been “based on bi-

lateral wagers between owners.”37 A popular audience might assemble to watch such an event 

(say, the celebrated thousand-guinea carriage-match run in 1750 at Newmarket Heath), but 

no formal system was in place to manage bets on its outcome. From mid-century onward, 

“the sweepstake altered all that.”38 The interest of spectators redoubled, and their energy 

amplified “to a pitch of absolute madness,” as the Comte de Mirabeau observed of Epsom at 

1785. Propelled forward by the betting, roaring, jostling crowds, wrote the Frenchman, “the 

victor, when he has arrived at the goal, finds it a difficult matter to disengage himself from 

the crowd, who congratulate, caress, and embrace him with an effusion of heart which is not 

easy to form an idea of without having seen it.”39 

 Like St. James Park, the stages of Covent Garden or the period’s many ridottos and 

masquerades, the racetrack was at once highly public and mixed, a carnivalesque hodgepodge 

of princes and workmen, orange-sellers and marchionesses. Accordingly, the general 

population came both to see the races and to see each other, and the smart set came to be 

seen. The regular meeting at York, for example – whose course, still in use today, was first 

pounded by hooves in 1730 – not only drew in “the country people in vast crowds, but the 

gentry, nay even the cleargy and prime nobility.” At the glittering parties that studded the 

main attraction, “the politeness of the gentlemen, the richness of the dress, and the 
                                                   
37  Birley, Sport and the Making of Britain, 135. 
38  Birley, 136. 
39  Honoré-Gabriel de Riquetti Mirabeau, Mirabeau's Letters during his Residence in England, 2 vol. (London: 
Effingham Wilson, 1832), 1.230-32. 
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remarkable beauty of the ladies” were unequalled.40 The lovely Sarah Lennox, daughter of 

the Duke of Richmond, found Newmarket “charming” because “all the charming men were 

there,” whereas in 1796 the Sporting Magazine complained that a running at Reading “barely 

exceeded the show of a field preacher’s congregation,” with “no sportsman of the least 

celebrity on the grounds.”41 Among the larger-than-life personages who frequented matches, 

indeed at the center of racing culture, were these charming men – the celebrity sportsmen, 

who comprised a particular subset of social celebrity, one produced thanks to the confluence 

of regular and well-attended race meetings, the confident emergence of a nationwide 

sporting press and its vast, attendant culture of prints, memorabilia and fandom. The 

appearance of “a more general sporting press coincided, not unexpectedly, with the growth 

of fashionable interest in sport in the later 1780s,”42 a period which in turn roughly 

overlapped with the emergence of the “sportsman,” as both a profession and a category of 

person.43 For Samuel Johnson, “sportsman” meant “one who pursues the recreations of the 

field,” such as “fowling, hunting, fishing.” In the latter decades of the eighteenth century, 

however, the sportsman came to gradually resemble the definition provided in Farquhar’s 

Beaux Stratagem: “a Man of Pleasure” and a “Man of a great Estate,” who “plays at Whist, 

                                                   
40  Francis Drake, Eboracum: or the History and Antiquities of the City of York (London: William Bowyer, 1736), 
241. 
41  Letter from Lady Sarah Lennox to Lady Susan O’Brien (October 16 1763), in The Life and Letters of Lady 
Sarah Lennox, 1745-1826, 2 vol. (London: John Murray, 1902), 1.134; The Sporting Magazine, September 
1796, 302. 
42  Brailsford, A Taste for Diversions, 10. 
43  Tony Mason, Sport in Britain (London: Faber and Faber, 1988), 36. 
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and smoaks his Pipe Eight and forty Hours together sometimes.”44 This modish paradigm of 

masculine fashion, equal parts urban playboy and rustic sweat, took as its template the 

celebrity sportsman, whose bulky presence and enviable winnings shunted aside the demoded 

fop. The Duke of Cumberland, whose royal purple headed the first official list of racing 

colours in 1762, was one such figure. So was Dennis O’Kelly, himself denominated by the 

scarlet jacket and black cap which, even today, are virtually synonymous with British 

equestrianism. And while the eminent son of George II might be expected to draw a crowd, 

O’Kelly, brogue, bulk and all, was all the more remarkable and celebrated for his arriviste 

position on the course and in the culture. 

 Dennis O’Kelly’s peculiar place between classes, so like the uncertain footing of Kitty 

Fisher or Jenny Douglas, fired his celebrity standing. O’Kelly was at once “extremely 

wealthy,” extraordinarily public and remarkably common; his voice “not only assailed, but 

wounded the ear” with “the broadest and the most offensive brogue that his nation, perhaps, 

ever produced.”45 And early sporting prints, those mezzotints, “colored etchings and 

aquatints of sporting subjects first produced in the second half of the eighteenth century,”46 

evinced the same simmering class tensions which made London’s youth emulate Kitty Fisher, 

the mob turn on Elizabeth Needham, or Britons invest in watch-papers, wall-hangings and 

                                                   
44  Farquhar, The Beaux Stratagem. A Comedy (London: Bernard Lintott, 1714), 10. The Oxford English 
Dictionary likewise notes this shift in meaning: from “a man who hunts, shoots, or fishes as a pastime” to “A 
man who engages in amusement, recreation, or pleasure, esp. of a wanton or excessive kind.” The latter usage 
appears in William Cowper’s The Task (1785): “Jockeys, brothellers impure, Spendthrifts, and booted 
sportsmen.” 
45  Adrian Harvey, The Beginnings of a Commercial Sporting Culture in Britain, 154; The Genuine Memoirs of 
Dennis O’Kelly, 4. 
46  F. L. Wilder, English Sporting Prints (London: Thames and Hudson, 1974), 7. 
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porcelain statuettes of John Wilkes. The century abounded with risible matches placed by 

the bored and wealthy – a duke and a baronet in 1793, for instance, staked a fortune on 

whether one of them could run “10 miles in 3 hours, taking 4 steps forward and one back! ”47 

The events Britons tended to commemorate, however, in the form of prints, pamphlets and 

memorabilia, tested class barriers. The aforementioned “Great Carriage Match” of 1750, for 

instance, which rested a thousand guineas on whether four horses could draw a chaise 

nineteen miles in an hour, was run between the Earls of March and Eglintoune on one hand 

and Theobald Taafe, “a gamester, usurer, and adventurer” according to Walpole,48 and 

Andrew Sproul, Esqrs., on the other. The match-up warranted a painting by Thomas Butler, 

printed and reprinted narrative tellings, and popular prints, such as that “sold by Mr. Pond, 

in James-street, Covent-Garden. Price Half a Guinea"49 (Figures 3.2-3.3). Similarly, sporting 

paintings, commissioned for and enjoyed by the nobility and gentry, were common in the 

period: e.g., George Stubbs’ 1759 paintings of The Duchess of Richmond and Lady Louisa 

Lennox Watching the Duke’s Racehorses at Exercise, or Henry Fox and the Earl of Albemarle 

Shooting at Goodwood. These were not, however, the prints pressed and marketed for mass 

audiences, or those that fostered a similar cult of celebrity to that answered by mezzotints of 

Fanny Murray or Maria Gunning. The most popular racing subject during the rudimentary 

years of the sporting print was not a man, but a horse: “the terrible, matchless, super-equine  

                                                   
47  Brailsford, British Sport, 57. 
48  Letter to Horace Mann (November 22, 1751), in Lewis, 20.289. 
49  As advertised in John Pond’s Sporting Kalendar (London, 1752), 231. 
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Figure 3.2: Thomas Butler, The Great Carriage Match; popular print commemorating The 
Chaise-Match (both ca. 1750). 
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Figure 3.3: Accounts of the great carriage-match, as published in An Historical List of 
Horse-Matches Run (1754) and An Authentic Historical Racing Calendar (1785). 
© The British Library Board. 

 

Eclipse” (Figures 3.4-3.5), greatest racehorse of the eighteenth century, the remarkable 

animal that made O’Kelly’s name and fortune, and the liber bestiarum which recorded the 

social ascent of his master, in letters so plain “he who runs may read.” The heady, 

destabilizing celebrity of Dennis O’Kelly would find expression through his horse’s selfsame 

popularity; indeed, in the visual grammar of Eclipse's many popular prints, as in the larger 

cultural narrative of horse and owner, the two would be effectively conflated.  
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Figure 3.4: George Stubbs, Study of Eclipse and Eclipse with William Wildman and his sons 
John and James (both ca. 1769). 
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Figure 3.5: George Stubbs, Eclipse at Newmarket (1770). 
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 By the end of his life, Dennis O’Kelly “knew all the greatest men on the turf,” who 

“drank with him, bet with him and bought and sold with him.”50 The redoubtable 

Gunpowder, who won the 1788 Jockey Club cup for the Prince of Wales, was bought from 

and bred by O’Kelly.51 At Cannons, his residence at Piccadilly, or his “beautiful and elegant 

villa” at Clay-Hill off the Epsom racetrack, the titular Count entertained “the Peer and the 

Black Leg at the same table.” Here, seating staggered Irish adventurers with the Prince of 

Wales, Lords Egremont and Grosvenor, the Duke of Cumberland, “&c &c &c,” where the 

motley crew circulated “the same bottle with equal familiarity and merriment.”52 All of this 

was thanks to a single horse – for, as O’Kelly quipped to an actor friend at another such 

party, in his later years, “wasn’t it Eclipse that bought Cannons?”53 Eclipse and O'Kelly 

scaled the social ladder to fame and fortune, but their tandem ascent was only possible 

thanks to an antecedent fall from grace on the part of his racehorse. Foaled in the stables of 

the Duke of Cumberland and named for the Great Eclipse of 1764, Eclipse was himself 

auctioned away on the death of Cumberland and the dissolution of his royal stables, thought 

too headstrong and untrainable to amount to much.54 The colt’s first running, a secret trial 

in April 1769, revised that opinion. The touts, agents “in the training districts, on the look-

out for information as to the condition and capabilities” of horses, came 

                                                   
50  Longrigg, History of Horse Racing, 94. 
51  “O’Kelly, Dennis.” The Dictionary of National Biography, ed. Sidney Lee (New York: Macmillan Company, 
1909). 
52  Genuine Memoirs of Dennis O’Kelly, 25. 
53  Michael Kelly, Reminiscences of Michael Kelly, of the King’s Theatre, and Theatre Royal Drury Lane, 2 vol. 
(London: Henry Colburn, 1826), 1.336. 
54  Theodore Andrea Cook, Eclipse & O'Kelly: Being a Complete History (London: William Heinemann, 1807), 
69. 
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a little late; but they found an old woman who gave them all the information they 
wanted. On inquiring whether she had seen a race, she replied she could not tell 
whether it was a race or not, but she had just seen a horse with a white leg running 
away at a monstrous rate, and another horse a great way behind, trying to run after 
him; but she was sure he never would catch the white-legged horse if he ran to the 
worlds end.55 

  
They never did catch up. Eclipse won every race he ran: eighteen of them, including eleven 

King’s Plates. O’Kelly himself entered the race books, as Dennis Kelly, a month before 

Eclipse’s official debut on Epsom Downs on May 3, 1769. At this first fateful meeting 

between the two, the Irishman crowed his famous wager from the betting-post: “Eclipse first, 

the rest nowhere!” In eighteenth-century races, a flag was dropped once the victor crossed the 

finish line; any competitor more than 240 yards behind him was ignored by the rest. O’Kelly 

won that bet, then parlayed his winnings into full ownership of the horse. Just as Eclipse 

outpaced every other horse on the course in 1769, he beat every horse in seventeen 

subsequent races before he was retired to stud. He won the latter seven because “no 

competition could be found to face him” – that is, no other owner would run a horse against 

him. As Roger Longrigg observes, he “became, literally, matchless.”56 Eclipse’s considerable 

legacy remains evident today, not merely thanks to the Eclipse Stakes and Eclipse Award, 

named in his honor, or because his hair is woven into the official whip of the Jockey Club, 

where also hangs a portion of his hide mounted on silver plate. Eclipse “begat from his own 

loins no fewer than 335 winners, who, between the years 1774 and 1796, won close upon 

                                                   
55  John Camden Hotten, “Tout.” The Slang Dictionary (London, 1865), 260; John Lawrence, A Philosophical 
and Practical Treatise on Horses, 2 vol. (London: C. Whittingham, 1802), 2.194. 
56  Longrigg, The History of Horse Racing, 80. 
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£160,000 in stakes, exclusive of cups and plates,”57 and today, ninety-five percent of all 

racehorses descend from his bloodline. The considerable progeny of the “Great Eclipse” not 

only includes the popular favorites of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, it 

likewise numbers the Kentucky racing legend Secretariat, the indomitable Nijinsky – “the 

most impressive horse I ever sat on,” asserted Lester Piggot – and Dubai Millennium, nine-

time champion named the world’s finest racehorse in 2000. 

 Eclipse also stood as the most visually prominent horse of the eighteenth century, a 

preeminence resting both on his flabbergasting performance on the track and his exceptional 

owner and narrative. “Four horses of supreme importance were foaled” between the years 

1748 and 1774, momentous years in the making of racing culture: Match’em in 1748, 

Herod, properly King Herod in 1758, Eclipse in 1764, and Highflyer, the son of Herod, in 

1774. All would warrant some small share of Britain’s print market. Neither Herod, 

Highflyer nor Match’em, however, would sell so widely, so often or so well as Eclipse. 

Painted several times, by Francis Sartorius, George Garrard, and most famously George 

Stubbs, Eclipse’s noble form appeared at the prestigious salons of the Royal Academy and 

figured on an unprecedented number of popular prints. Stubbs’ 1770 portrait of Eclipse at 

the Newmarket King’s Plate, commemorating the racehorse’s remarkable win at the social 

event of the season, was issued in corresponding engravings by Thomas Burke & Laurie and 

Whittle. “The famous horse ECLIPSE” posed in mezzotints by Richard Brookshaw and 

George Towney Stubbs, George Stubbs’ own son; he galloped, feet seeming barely to skim 
                                                   
57  “Thormanby” (William Willmott Dixon). Famous Racing Men, with Anecdotes and Portraits (London: James 
Hogg, 1882), 16. 
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the ground, in collectible prints by John Webb and Richard Houston (Figure 3.6). Through 

all, the incomparable success of the horse of the century was intertwined with the popular, 

and populist, narrative of his owner: for as the myriad titles of the myriad prints testify, 

Eclipse was best-known, and consistently billed, as the Property of DENES O’KELLY 

ESQR (Figure 3.7). 

 Recent work in the visual culture of British equestrianism, particularly the work of 

Donna Landry and Douglas Fordham, has begun to uncover "the place of animal 

representation as a social signifier" in the period.58 Animal images of the mid-to-late century 

are underwritten by an elaborate grammar of societal hierarchies and political allegiances, 

having as much to do with the horse's owner as with the beast in question. While paintings 

have hitherto warranted more critical study than prints, a similar if more public cultural 

vernacular undergirds the meaning of engravings like Eclipse at Newmarket. Some of this 

visual lexicon remains readily legible today, most obviously in their titles: the declarative 

"ECLIPSE is the property of DENIS O'KELLY ESQr," for example, which captions the 

engraving by George Townley Stubbs. The ubiquitous demonstration of O'Kelly's 

proprietorship, in print catalogues as well as on the impressions in question,59 testifies to the 

power of the O'Kelly-Eclipse connection. This seems all the more true compounded to the 

remarkable number of such prints, in relation to other memorable horses of the period;  

                                                   
58  Fordham, "George Stubbs's Zoon Politikon," Oxford Art Journal 33.1 (2010), 1. 
59  As in the print’s listing in Robert Sayer’s Catalogue of New and Interesting Prints (London 1786), under the 
category “HORSES, HUNTINGS, SHOOTINGS, WILD BEASTS, &c. from STUBBS, &c. IN 
METZOTINTO,” where the print is billed as “The horse Eclipse, the property of Dennis O’Kelly, Esq; from a 
picture of G. Stubbs” (9). 
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Figure 3.6: Thomas Burke, Eclipse the Property of Denes O'Kelly Esqr. (1772); Laurie and 
Whittle, Eclipse, the Property of Capt. O'Kelly (1804); Richard Brookshaw, 
Eclipse the Property of Capt. O'Kelly (1770); George Townley Stubbs, Eclipse is 
the Property of Denis O’Kelly Esqr. (ca. 1770s); Richard Houston, Eclipse the 
Property of Capt. O’Kelly (ca. 1770); John Webb, Eclipse with his jocky Jack 
Oakley (ca. 1825) 
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Figure 3.7: Details, titles of popular prints by Laurie & Whittle, William Humphrey, 
Thomas Burke, George Townley Stubbs, Richard Brookshaw, and Richard 
Houston; caption, Geometrical Drawing representing the exact Proportions of the 
late Famous Eclipse, in Charles Vial de Sainbel, An Essay on the Proportions of 
Eclipse (1797). 
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Whistlejacket, for instance, for all the mastery in Stubbs's painting, now exists in a single 

impression of only one engraving, likely produced for his owner and not the public.60 

 Other telling indications signal O'Kelly's presence in such images, blatantly apparent 

at the time but now more subtle. Many of these mass-produced mezzo- and aquatints, 

copying original paintings by Sartorius or Stubbs, were colored and finished by hand. Like 

the painters before them, the tinters of such memorabilia meticulously clothed the horse's 

jockey in red silks and black cap – "O'Kelly's colours to the end,"61 observes Theodore Cook 

in his 1807 history of Eclipse. Dennis O'Kelly's champion, standing proudly at the 

notoriously exclusive Newmarket at a time it was still very common for races to be advertised 

"none but gentlemen to ride," held popular appeal for Londoners for much the same reasons 

the city avidly followed Kitty Fisher. Titled "the property of Denes O'Kelly" and marked out 

with O'Kelly's own colors, such prints signal Eclipse as a metonym for O'Kelly's singular 

narrative to the larger public. As late as 1794, when Stubbs launched The Turf Review, a 

lavishly engraved and illustrated account "of every horse of note that has started from the 

year 1750 to the present time," he attempted to capitalize on former celebrity of Dennis 

O'Kelly. His selection of horses, thought "strange" by critics who have not traced O'Kelly's 

                                                   
60 Engravings of several of O'Kelly's horses were mass-marketed and sold, which was uncommon for paintings 
of Stubbs: "Perhaps for reasons of marketability," writes Malcolm Warner, "or perhaps because the artist wished 
to be known for other types of subject, relatively few such prints after Stubbs's horse portraits were published." 
Stubbs and the Horse (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004), 198. 
61 Cook, Eclipse & O'Kelly, 114. See too J. B. Muir, Raciana, or, Riders' Colours of the Royal, Foreign, and 
Principal Patrons of the British Turf from 1762 to 1883 (London: J. B. Muir, 1890) vii and 121. 
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own public presence,62 included several of the Irishman's, and at the Turf Gallery exhibition 

promoting the new publication, the catalogue billed them by way of their once-celebrated 

owner:  

DUNGANNON, 
ESTEEMED among the most famous, if not the very best son of Eclipse, was both 
bred and trained by the late COL. O'KELLY, and is now a stallion; among the few 
of his get that have yet appeared, is Mr. Wilson's LURCHER. The great attachment 
of this horse to a Sheep, which by some accident got into his paddock, is very 
singular.63  

 
In the painting that hung at the Turf Gallery, the plates of the Turf Review, and the 

engravings sold separately at the print-shops of London, the O'Kelly connection was quite 

literally spelled out. Dungannon's "very singular" ovine friend, standing next to him in his 

paddock, sports the initials "DOK" (Figures 3.8-3.9). 

 Eclipse’s death in 1789 merited nationwide commemoration, through sundry rituals 

private and public. The Prince of Wales, himself an avid member of the horsey set, made off 

with one of the animal’s hooves, then had it engraved and mounted as a racing trophy. 

Charles Vial de St Bel, first principal of the Veterinary College of London, published a 

complete study of the anatomy and proportions of the stallion – replete with anatomical 

geometrical & mechanical illustrations of Eclipse’s kinesis and structure. The horse’s skeleton 

still stands at the venerable institution. And at Cannons, the sad occasion was marked by a 

public funeral with ale and cakes for all, then a reading of the “Epitaph on Eclipse,” whose 

final verse ran thus: 
                                                   
62 See Judy Egerton, George Stubbs, Painter. Catalogue Raisonné (New Haven and London: Yale University 
Press, 2007), 547. 
63  Cited in Warner, Stubbs and the Horse, 207. 
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Figure 3.8: George Stubbs, Dungannon with a Lamb (1793); George Townley Stubbs, 
popular print of Dungannon (1794). 
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Figure 3.9: George Townley Stubbs, popular print of Dungannon, detail (1794). 

 

True, o’er the tomb in which this favourite lies 
No vaunting boast appears of lineage good; 
Yet the turf register’s bright page defies 
The race of Herod to show better blood.64 

                                                   
64  As reprinted in William Pick, The Turf Register and Sportsman and Breeder's Stud Book, 2 vol. (York: A. 
Bartholoman, 1805), 2.18. 
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The elegy – published in The Sporting Magazine, repeated mouth to mouth and reprinted 

through the nineteenth century in numerous histories and recollections of turf celebrity – 

speaks at once to the more populist significance of Eclipse’s widespread popularity. King 

Herod, the formidable racehorse also bred by Cumberland but later bought by Sir John 

Moore, fathered his own line of winners, as stud to Britain’s aristocratic sportsmen: Sir 

Charles Bunbury, for example, O’Kelly’s longtime archrival, whose Diomed – a grandson of 

Herod – narrowly beat O’Kelly’s horse at the first Derby race in 1780. O’Kelly’s Young 

Eclipse, naturally named for his father, won the subsequent year. Hoi polloi followed these 

races avidly, cheering for and collecting images of Eclipse because of what he represented to 

O’Kelly, and by extension to them. Hence the “better blood” of the populist Eclipse, besting 

his noble-born lessers, spoke to the blood of the “Irish adventurer” who owned him, and 

their lineages, remarkable for being unremarkable, figured in the same breath. O’Kelly was 

known for Eclipse, and vice-versa; and the two were celebrated in tandem for their 

precipitate ascent to fame and fortune. Hence in Matthew Darly’s decidedly unflattering 

portrait of O’Kelly, he is The Eclipse Macarony;65 and in Thomas Rowlandson’s caricature of 

The Subscription Club Room at Tattersall’s, where bets were struck, O’Kelly presides in the 

form of a portrait, accompanied by his illustrious horse (Figure 3.10-3.11). Finally, when in 

1770 “a certain nominal Irish count” was accused of having “forced himself into a young 

lady’s bedchamber in the night,” the scandal-sheets not only billed the “renowned Count K” 

as owner of “the celebrated Eclipse,” they further depicted him, throwing considerable wads  

                                                   
65  As identified by the British Museum catalogue.  
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Figure 3.10: Matthew Darly, The Eclipse Macarony (1773).  
© Trustees of the British Museum. 

 

of cash at the trouble, with a portrait of the horse – helpfully labeled Eclipse (Figure 3.12). 

Britain’s affection for Eclipse, particularly during the making of his legend, benefited from 

an avid interest in Dennis O’Kelly, just as Eclipse’s legend and accomplishments likewise fed  
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Figure 3.11: Thomas Rowlandson, The Subscription Club Room (ca. 1800).  

 

 

Figure 3.12: A Late Unfortunate Adventure at York (1770).  
© Trustees of the British Museum. 
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that the celebrity of that same “Irish adventurer.”66   

 As evinced by Rowlandson’s illustration in Figure 3.11, Dennis O’Kelly became a 

veritable byword for the turf in British popular culture, presiding over the raucous betting at  

Tattersall’s, or figuring, as in Matthew Darly’s illustration (Figure 3.10), as a bulky emblem 

for the macarony ascension made possible by the races. Through the 1770s and 80s, “the 

importance of Colonel O’Kelly on the turf, seemed for a time, to increase daily,” chronicled 

the Memoirs. “His opinion became more and more authoritative, and his company more and 

more solicited. In short he was regarded as the oracle of his profession.”67 O’Kelly’s larger-

than-life position on the turf is seconded in other of Rowlandson’s works; in scenes from 

Newmarket, as well as less restricted venues, O’Kelly is immediately recognizable (Fig. 3.13-

3.14), issuing instructions to a jockey at the center of the print or gawping, gouty and 

pugnacious, at the betting post. Maps of the Epsom Race Course, home of the Derby, 

marked the site of O’Kelly’s legendary stables as late as 1823 (Figure 3.15), and even at the 

turn of the twentieth century, Racing Illustrated deemed the story of “how O’Kelly got hold 

of the great Eclipse, / Whose fame all steeds of his day outstrips” the foundational legend of 

the turf.68 O’Kelly’s considerable presence on the racetrack and in the culture at large 

connote the sheer singularity of his achievement. Before Dennis O’Kelly’s precipitous rise, it 

was unheard of for a man without wealth and a title to keep a racehorse. “The upkeep of 

these horses is extraordinarily expensive,” reported la Rochefoucauld. “Accordingly I believe  

                                                   
66  Alan Macey, The Romance of the Derby Stakes (London: Hutchinson & Co., 1930), 28. 
67  Genuine Memoirs, 61. 
68  “An Old Time Racehorse,” Racing Illustrated, July 15, 1896, 60. 
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Figure 3.13: Thomas Rowlandson, Newmarket Scene (ca. 1789). O'Kelly stands center left, 
with his back to the viewer, advising a jockey.  

 

 

Figure 3.14: Thomas Rowlandson, The Betting Post (ca. 1789). O'Kelly, on horseback, is in 
the foreground right. 
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Figure 3.15: William Kemp, Plan and Survey of Epsom Race Course, with detail (1823). 
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that it is not desire of gain which moves the English to own racehorses, but tradition, taste, 

and fashion.”69 O’Kelly ran horses at the notoriously exclusive Newmarket at a time it was 

generally shut to men of his class and standing. And while historians of the races have 

asserted that O’Kelly was unable to secure membership to the Jockey Club, aristocratic from 

its inception,70 the press belies that assumption. “The famous Count Kelly,” reported the 

Middlesex Journal and the Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser in the summer of 1770, “is 

chosen a Member of the Jockey Club at Newmarket.”71 O’Kelly warranted inclusion in 

Boyle’s New Fashionable Court and Country Guide, which listed by neighborhood “all THE 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF FASHION,” his city home in Half-moon Street, 

Piccadilly, nestled among those of Viscount Milton, Sir John Trevelyan, Sir John Shelley and 

the Duke of Hamilton.72 At the masquerade which opened the Pantheon, in January 1772, 

“Mr. Dennis O’Kelly, the sportsman who owned the famous racehorse Eclipse” rubbed 

shoulders with “Peers and Peeresses, Honourables and Right Honourables,” and luminaries 

like Edmund Burke, Lord Mansfield, Joshua Reynolds and Lord Clive.73 When O’Kelly died 

of gout in 1787 – “the distemper of a gentleman,” Lord Chesterfield called it – he owned, 

                                                   
69  François de la Rochefoucauld, Mélanges sur l’Angleterre, ed. Jean Marchand (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1933), 67-68. 
70 See especially Nicholas Clee, Eclipse: The Story of the Rogue, the Madam and the Horse that Changed Racing 
(London: Bantam Press, 2010). 
71  Brailsford, A Taste for Diversions, 161; Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser, June 6, 1770; Middlesex Journal 
or Chronicle of Liberty, June 5, 1770. 
72  Patrick Boyle, Boyle’s New Fashionable Court and Country Guide and Town Visiting Directory (London: P. 
Boyle, 1798), 49. 
73  Millard Cox, Derby: The Life and Times of the 12th Earl of Derby (London: J. A. Allen, 1974), 32. 
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with Earl Grosvenor, one of “the largest collections of the works of Stubbs.”74 The Memoirs 

sums up the total effect in a sentence: O’Kelly came from such a low background that “one 

cannot but behold him in his more elevated spheres, with approbation and astonishment!”75 

Like the courtesans and bawds of the previous chapters, the celebrity sportsman was at once 

of the people at large and an upstart – in the case of Dennis O’Kelly, a “Militia-man bluff,” a 

“Chairman so rough,” and a “Jockey so tough,” as The Country Magazine particularized him 

in 1787, who “forced himself into high society.”76 

 Further research is needed to know, conclusively, whether O’Kelly in fact joined the 

rarefied ranks of the Jockey Club. What is certain is that his heir, after his own death, 

became a member; and regardless of O’Kelly’s presence at the Club’s meetings, the public 

believed he warranted membership. As with Kitty Fisher, London greeted Dennis O’Kelly’s 

exceptional place in the culture with unbridled delectation, recounting anecdote after 

anecdote of his ostentatious challenge to the landed classes. “Captain Dennis O’Kelly,” 

reports one such chestnut, 

was called the “Admirable Chrichton” of the turf. A bet for a large sum having once 
been proposed to him, the proposer asked O’Kelly where lay his estates to answer for 
the amount if he lost. “My estates!” cried O’Kelly. “Oh, if that’s what you mane, I’ve 
a map of them here.” And opening his pocket-book, exhibited bank-notes to ten 
times the sum in question, and ultimately added the inquirer’s contribution to 
them.77 
  

                                                   
74  John Lawrence, The History and Delineation of the Horse, in All His Varieties (London: Albion Press, 1809), 
275. 
75  Genuine Memoirs, 3. 
76  “On the Report of COUNT O’KELLY quitting the Turf,” The Country Magazine, June 1787; Alan Macey, 
The Romance of the Derby Stakes, 28. 
77  William A. Seaver, “The Gaming Table,” Harper’s New Monthly Magazine 41 (November 1870), 135. 
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“At the hazard-table one night,” ran another such story, “he was seen turning over a quire of 

bank notes.” When a fellow bettor asked him what he was looking for, “he replied, ‘I am 

looking for a little one.’”78 The press responded to his refusal to sell Eclipse to Lord 

Grosvenor, for an unheard-of £11,000, with raised eyebrows,79 and in joke-books of the 

period, such as The Court and City Jester, Quick’s Whim and The Gentleman’s Companion, 

O’Kelly regularly got the upper hand on his aristocratic counterparts: “The late Count Kelly, 

of facetious memory, used to retain his distant relations as servants,” recollected the third of 

these. When “a nobleman once remarked the impropriety of any so near a kin, should be in 

such menial service,” the Count replied, “why, my lord, I may as well keep my relations, as 

those of your lordship’s.”80 Finally, James Gillray’s Implements for Saddling an Estate: A piece 

of still life address’d to the Jocky Club (Figure 3.16) refers obliquely to O’Kelly in satirizing the 

destabilizing effects of the races: “Eclipse, 30 mares, 50£s a Mare,” reads a notice above the 

racing saddle, cap, whip and trophy that dominate the foreground of the image, a nod both 

to O’Kelly’s formidable horse and the equally formidable stud fee he commanded. Cashing  

                                                   
78  T. F. Thiselton Dyer, Great Men at Play, 2 vol. (London: Remington & Co. Publishers, 1889), 1.171. 
79  See for example the Public Advertiser and Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser for February 1, 1773; the 
St. James’s Chronicle or the British Evening Post, January 28, 1773; and the Middlesex Journal or Universal 
Evening Post, February 2, 1773, which reported: “How incredible soever it may appear, yet it is said, that Count 
Kelly having a few nights since had a proposal made to him for purchasing his horse Eclipse, mentioned the 
following as the terms; 20,000l. down, an annuity of 500l. a year, well secured during his life, and three brood 
mares.” The Court and City Jester made light of the affair, in its “Humorous Effects, occasioned by Cross 
Reading the NEWS-PAPERS”: “L---- G––––r recovered ten thousand pounds damages----- / which Count 
Kelly has since refused for his horse Eclipse” (London, 1770), 79. 
80  The Gentleman’s Companion, or an Elegant and Lively Selection, of the bon mots, repartees, &c. of the most 
distinguished characters (London, ca. 1790), 20.  
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Figure 3.16: James Gillray, Implements for Saddling an Estate: A piece of still life address'd to 
the jocky club (1779). © Trustees of the British Museum. 
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in on Eclipse's bloodline, hiring him out to cover mares at fifty guineas a session,81 allowed 

O'Kelly to "saddle" a new estate and create a new bloodline of his own – replete with its own 

"Gambler's Coat of Arts." All told, writes Derek Birley, Eclipse would earn O'Kelly "some 

£25,000 in fees," earned predominantly from his associates in the landed classes. "I only 

urge," wrote a wag in the 1771 Newmarket: Or an Essay on the Turf,  

that the following titles, given to an excellent horse, would sound very nobly, and be 
bestowed with admirable justice. Kelly's Eclipse. Creations: Duke of Newmarket; 
Earl of Epsom and York; General of the Race-Grounds; Baron Eclipse of Mellay; 
Viscount Canterbury; Lord of Lewes, Salisbury, Ipswitch, and Northampton; 
Marquis of Barnet, and Premier Racer of all England.82  

  
The presence, reputation, and above all the money-making potential of "Kelly's Eclipse" 

could indeed result in new creations, giving rise to upstart Dukes of Newmarket and Earls of 

Epsom, titles financed by the stud fees of the Dukes and Earls they were threatening to 

replace.  

 As its most popular and populist figure in the 1770s and 80s, O’Kelly represented 

the turf at large, most especially its promise of new money, sporting fame and public 

presence. Like his parties at Cannons, “where dukes and blacklegs commingled,”83 Dennis 

O’Kelly became the first of the celebrity sportsmen, a new and liminal figure who married 

the considerable wealth, estates and access of the gentry with the “athletic body,” sporting 

talent, and turf-smarts of the “black-leg,” or the itinerant gambler – that “particular class,” 

                                                   
81  O'Kelly advertised his stud fee for Eclipse in the press. The London Evening Post for April 11, 1771, 
reported, "CAPTAIN O'KELLY takes this opportunity to inform the noblemen and gentlemen breeders, that 
ECLIPSE will cover at Epsom, at Twenty-five Guineas a mare, and Half a Guinea the groom; and not at Fifty, 
as before advertised." 
82  Philip Parsons, Newmarket. Or an Essay on the Turf (London: R. Baldwin and J. Dodsley, 1771), 142-43. 
83  G. S. Street, “Beast and Man,” The Academy, June 22, 1907. 
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reported la Rochefoucauld, who “carry their fortunes in their pockets, and follow no other 

trade but to go round in succession to every place where race-meetings are held in order to 

make bets.” Their profession was gaming, and they wielded “a profound knowledge both of 

the horses and of the betting odds.”84 O’Kelly rose from this very set of sharpers before 

joining the masquerades and Court Guides of the haut ton, and his black-leg origins warrant 

allusion, too, in Gillray’s print; the “Gambler’s Coat of Arms” in the image’s background 

features two high-legged boots, the etymological origin of the term “black-legs,” who were so 

named because “they are always in top-boots, not being able to afford stockings.”85 Top-

boots would of course, like O’Kelly’s original racing colors, become an integral component 

of masculine equestrian fashion, a phenomenon which – as Matthew Darly’s macaroni prints 

of the 1770s and 80s demonstrate (Figure 3.17) – first came into vogue during the years 

O’Kelly joined the upper echelon of racing culture. The 1770s would in fact witness a 

veritable onslaught of "turf macaroni" prints and satires. Darly's Eclipse Macarony (Figure 

3.10), underscores the precise posturing of O'Kelly, as "a man of fashion" with "a cockade 

and a red coat,"86 but his presence would be felt in many other such satires of the period: the 

New-Market macaronis, "just returned from the black-legg'd club," of Figure 3.17; 

Equestrian, Turf, Stable Y––d and Riding macaronis in Figure 3.18; and attendant macaronis 

on horseback (Figure 3.19). All of these appeared in the early 1770s – the very years of 

Eclipse's considerable wins, O'Kelly's destabilizing public presence, and the popular  

                                                   
84  la Rochefoucauld, Mélanges sur l’Angleterre, 71. 
85  Ibid. 
86  "Count Eclipse," The Middlesex Journal, December 23, 1773. 
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Figure 3.17: Matthew Darly, The New Market Macaroni, return'd from the Black Legg'd Club 
(1772) and The New-Market Macaroni (ca. 1772). 

 

commutability of low black-leg and gentleman of fashion. Not all of these macaronis, of 

course, were understood by the contemporary audience as representing O'Kelly per se. All of 

them speak, however, to O'Kelly's status as a representative type, to the leveling effects of 

racing culture, and to how that kind of leveling – as with Kitty Fisher in the first chapter – 

could exact an appreciable effect on the world of fashion.  

 The commingling of dukes and blacklegs, and the kind of threat this au courant 

parity posed for gentility, class and politesse, found anxious expression in canonical texts of  
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Figure 3.18: Matthew Darly, The Equestrian Macaroni (1773), A Turf Macaroni (1771), 
Macaroni return'd from Riding (1772), and The Stable Y––d Macaroni (1772). 
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Figure 3.19: Matthew Darly, The Coterie & Newmarket Macaroni (1773); Anon., The 
Macaroni on Horseback, or the Contrast (ca. 1775).  
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the 1770s, the very years of O'Kelly's heydey. In Fanny Burney's Evelina, alongside equally 

contemptible affectations of the squandering classes, Lord Merton and Mr. Coverley place 

wagers on the race of two feeble and elderly women, "both of them to be proved more than 

eighty, though, in other respects, strong and healthy as possible."87 While Evelina's genteel 

betrothed-to-be shakes his head at the "dissipated conduct and extravagance" of the well-

born Merton, the bettors tipple liberally, the race begins, and the initially comic scene 

devolves into a horror-show of coarse animality: Mr. Coverly "quite brutal," cursing at and 

threatening to strike his infirm courser, who lies on the track "too much hurt to move."88 As 

when Evelina tumbles out of the bushes at Vauxhall, only to be mistaken for a common 

prostitute, the episode underscores the vertiginous upending of decency and rank by the 

fulcrum of popular fashion. As London watched with avid interest and as the track made or 

unmade fortunes, Coverlys and O'Kellys were assuming positions of rank and prestige, just 

as Lord Merton and his peers risked becoming as brutal, bestial and dissolute as their low-

born associates.  

 The disconcerting interchangeability of a Merton and a Coverly, the raffish, rakish 

aristocrat and the calculating black-leg, ran as a current through the larger social context of 

the period. Such anxieties, surfacing in the distressing match of Evelina, the satirical prints of 

Darly, the quips of The Court and City Jester or the scandalized write-ups of the Middlesex 

Journal, were prompted by the upstart celebrity of Dennis O'Kelly, just as that same man 

                                                   
87 Burney, Evelina, 330. 
88 Ibid., 346.  
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stood as the most public and egregious example of the class-collapsing effects of fashion and 

publicity. O'Kelly's eminent position in such class distortion took shape, too, in the same 

kind of repurposing introduced in chapters one and two. Urban legend repeated the same 

anecdote of O'Kelly and Lord Chesterfield, the latter so avid a gambler he was reported to 

have died of "a stroke, brought on by gambling"89 – that each man, on his deathbed, asked 

his will to stipulate that "his heir should forfeit 400L for every wager that he made."90 The 

narrator of Johnstone's Chrysal attends a scene at the track, "where lords and lacquies are 

upon a level," and watches "the whole mob, high and low," ride headlong from betting-post 

to goal-post, "without any respect to rank" or regard to class boundaries. Dennis O'Kelly and 

the Duke of Queensberry, both men identified through the marginalia of readers, become 

indistinguishable in Johnstone's text, the former condescending to serve as a horse-groom 

while the latter's "Hibernian tricks" ensure a handsome payoff after the running.91 Chrysal in 

its turn had simply repurposing another anecdote, repeated ten years earlier of the collusion 

of Queensberry and another "titled Hibernian."92 Finally, in the paintings of Stubbs or the 

circulable prints celebrating favorite horses of the day, the repurposing endemic to 

eighteenth-century visual culture readily equalized Dennis O'Kelly with Thomas Foley – 

Baron Foley, that is, and Earl of Egremont – or with the Prince of Wales himself. Eclipse late 

                                                   
89  John Cannon, "Stanhope, Philip Dormer, fourth earl of Chesterfield (1694–1773)." Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004. 
90  "O'Kelly, Dennis." Dictionary of National Biography, 969-70. 
91  Chrysal 1.296-300. 
92  See J. P. Hurstone, The Piccadilly Ambulator; or, Old Q, 2 vol. (London: G. Hughes, 1808), 1.23. I should 
note that Chrysal was published in 1760 and 1765, while O'Kelly seems not to have been in the public eye until 
the 1770s. It may well be that the anecdote was repeated of one such black-leg in the 50s, repurposed to target 
another for Chrysal, in the 60s, and yet again reissued to target O'Kelly after 1770. 
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the Property of Capt. O'Kelly was, after O'Kelly receded from the public eye, retitled and 

resold as Firetail the Property of Thos. Foley (Figure 3.20). And as Stubbs's cataloguer Judy 

Egerton has remarked, the pose and visual composition of the horse and groom of the Prince 

of Wales "was to be adapted" in the artist's portrait of O'Kelly's Volunteer (Figure 3.21), 

bred and trained by O'Kelly himself, "a favourite son of Eclipse, and much approved as a 

stallion," according to the Sporting Magazine.93 

 By the early years of the nineteenth century, Dennis O'Kelly would be forgotten, his 

central place in sporting culture readily assumed by others: Sir John Lade, for example, 

popularly nicknamed "Jacky Jehu," who squandered the considerable Lade fortune at the 

tracks just as his greatest ambition, according to the diarist and dandy Thomas Raikes, "was 

to imitate the groom in dress and in language."94 Nevertheless, in the 1770s, at the precise 

moment British sport was taking shape as a public, even a national entertainment, O'Kelly 

joined parvenu wealth and success with the interest and accolades of the public, his sizeable 

influence rippling outward through fashion and art, even helping to make (as Fisher had for 

Reynolds) the career of George Stubbs. This centrality poses Dennis O'Kelly as one of sport's 

incipient celebrities. "The Newmarket fame and pelf, at the present meeting," facetiously 

reported the Morning Herald in 1782, "are expected to be distributed in the manner of 

former meetings: like the meed of old, this distribution will be the lot of 'the worthiest,' that  

                                                   
93   Egerton, George Stubbs, Painter: Catalogue Raisonné, 534; "Description, of the Pictures, now exhibiting at 
the Turf Gallery," The Sporting Magazine for January 1794, 212. 
94  Cited in Edward Walford, Old and New London: A Narrative of Its History, Its People, and Its Places , 4 vol. 
(London: Cassell & Company, 1891), 4.97. 
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Figure 3.20: Eclipse late the Property of Capt. O'Kelly, pub. William Humphrey (1774); 
Firetail the Property of Thos. Foley, Esqr., pub. Robert Sayer (1788). 
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Figure 3.21: George Stubbs, John Gascoigne, the Prince of Wales's Head Groom, with a Bay 
Horse (1791); Volunteer approached by a groom with a halter (1793). 
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is, of Lord G. his Grace of Q., Count O'Kelly, Sir Jacky Jehu, and the butchers of Clare and 

Leadenhall."95 As in the tongue-in-cheek catalogue of the Herald, O'Kelly stood among the 

Lords and Graces of the landed gentry – only to bring them to a level with the butchers, the 

shop-keepers, indeed the public of Britain. 

                                                   
95  The Morning Herald and Daily Advertiser, April 3, 1782. 
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Conclusion 

 
 
 
I end with the collaborative statement of celebrity’s paradigmatic muse and its visionary 

poet-prophet. Marilyn Diptych (Figure 4.1), completed in the wrenching weeks following the 

untimely death of Marilyn Monroe, is at once a meditation on the nature of celebrity and a 

mourning-piece for America’s Norma Jean. In one half of the composition relentlessly 

present, in the other achromatizing, then fading away, the Diptych’s iconic repetition of 

Monroe’s face iterates a characteristic truth of celebrity. Paradoxically, the celebrity is readily 

accessible yet never really there, “consummately unreachable and yet everywhere to be seen.”1 

Read left-to-right, Warhol’s opus reconstructs the temporal arc of celebrity: Marilyn is 

relentlessly here, she is overexposed, she is gone. The panels capture the inherent transience 

and ultimate forgettability of celebrity, even as they restage the tragic grounds for Monroe’s 

own death – for it was undeniably her overexposure that erased her, her omnipresence and 

fame that took her away. 

If there is a quintessence, even a manifesto of modern celebrity, it is this image. And 

I call back to it here, as a kind of coda, because it both so perfectly articulates the haunting 

truths of celebrity and it uncannily resembles the eighteenth-century contexts of this study. 

Just as Warhol and Monroe echo the artist-muse pairing of Reynolds and Fisher, the Apollo  

                                                   
1  Roach, It, 11. 
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Figure 4.1: Andy Warhol, Marilyn Dyptich (1962). 

 
 

and Venus of celebrity in its incipient epoch, Warhol’s wall of replicated Marilyns have a 

mid-century correlate in the portraits of Reynolds, Ramsay and Kettle (Figures 1.17-1.19), a 

bevy of images that reproduced Fisher’s pervasive cultural presence while at the same time 

they appropriated, obviated and finally erased her.  

My desire in this project has been to make precisely these kinds of connections: to 

show how the eighteenth century, viewed by dint of the obsessions that characterize our own 
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age, not only resembles the contemporary era, but may well have created it. Celebrity 

remains inherently replaceable and disposable; just as Fanny Murray gave way to Kitty 

Fisher, who was herself replaced by Nancy Dawson, Michelle Williams and Lindsay Lohan 

reprise Monroe on the covers of Vogue or New York magazine, and in contemporary music 

videos, Lana del Rey moues in the posture of Jackie Onassis or Nancy Sinatra. The 

replicatory nature of celebrity provides us with “collage personalities,” writes Leo Braudy, 

“made up of fragments of public people who are, in turn, made from fragments themselves – 

polished, denatured, simplified."2 Considered from a multimedia perspective, and with a 

mind to celebrity’s tendency to overwrite itself, the eighteenth century public image 

functioned in strikingly similar ways, manifesting through the denatured, chin-chucking 

posture of Elizabeth Needham or a simplified anecdote about eating a hundred pounds on 

bread and butter. The under-explored personality reprisals of the 1700s, which like Tristram 

Shandy seem postmodern-before-modernism, problematize longstanding assumptions 

regarding the eighteenth-century valorization of the individual. 

I began this project in the grips of a corrective impulse. The standard nineteenth-

century editions that canonized Johnstone’s Chrysal also denatured it, stripping it of the 

playful italic type that once signaled clues to its celebrity referents and filling in connective 

narrative tissue to make it more closely resemble the full-fledged novel. In its new shape, 

Chrysal became flat and insipid, populated by stock figures and lifeless abstractions. Editing 

The Adventures of a Guinea, like writing this dissertation, became a project of recovery, an act 

                                                   
2 Braudy, The Frenzy of Renown, 5. 
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of filling in the real lives and vibrant personalities that occasioned Chrysal’s cultural 

resonance and fueled its success. I have found, in the process of completing this dissertation, 

that contemporary celebrities did much the same for A Harlot’s Progress, the popular prints of 

George Stubbs, and the au courant fashions of London at mid-century.  

I am prompted to wonder whether viewing the eighteenth century through the lens 

of the novel has similarly stripped it of part of its life and color. If celebrity and character in 

their eighteenth-century senses indeed overlap, what might be gained by reevaluating the 

early novel in terms of celebrity culture, and celebrity culture in terms of the novel? If 

Britain’s cultural understanding of fiction, as Catherine Gallagher iterates, only developed 

through the course of the century, how might we understand the century’s great fictional 

characters – Moll Flanders, Robinson Crusoe, Pamela – as celebrities? They certainly seem to 

have been packaged and consumed in this way, and are designated as “celebrated” in the 

period, the precise adjective attached to the real-life subjects of this dissertation. Engravings 

of Moll Flanders (Figure 4.2), “Taken from Life in Newgate,” circulated freely of Defoe’s 

novel, and both novel and image seem to have contributed to the brand of “the celebrated 

Moll.” Robinson Crusoe was, according to Robert Shiels, “written in so natural a manner, and 

with so many probable incidents, that, for some time after its publication, it was judged by 

most people to be a true story."3 Pamela was thought to be a legitimate history by sufficient 

readers at its publication to sell The Memoirs of the Life of Lady H–––– the celebrated Pamela 

(1741), and for decades after its debut, title pages would refer to the 

                                                   
3  Robert Shiels, Lives of the Poets of Great Britain and Ireland, 5 vol. (London: R. Griffiths, 1753), 4.322. 
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Figure 4.2: Engraved portrait of “the celebrated Moll Flanders.”  
The Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University. 
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History in Miniature of the Celebrated Pamela. It was not until the 1790s that the transition 

was made from “the celebrated Pamela” to “the celebrated history of Pamela,” and perhaps 

from Pamela’s celebrity fully to Richardson’s. Finally, Hester Thrale, writing in 1777, recalls 

a memorable iteration of Pamela as a real-life person, and how the character was all the more 

engaging for it:  

When [Richardson’s] Story of Pamela first came out, some Extracts got into the 
public Papers, and used by that means to find their way down as far as Preston in 
Lancashire where my Aunt who told me the Story then resided: One Morning as She 
rose the Bells were set o'ringing & the Flag was observed to fly from the Great 
Steeple; She rung her Bell & enquired the Reason of these Rejoycings when her Maid 
came in bursting with Joy, and said why Madam poor Pamela's married at last; the 
News came down to us in this Mornings Paper.4 

 
This may read, as in the words of Stephanie Fysh, as “a story of unlettered ignorance of the 

conventions of realist fiction."5 No doubt that is part of Thrale’s intent, for she presents the 

story as a testimonial of Richardson’s “celebrity,” not Pamela’s. Yet at Pamela’s publication 

the conventions of realist fiction, even fiction itself, were still in the process of being made, 

and were being made from the same wonderful, thrilling, uproarious materials used to 

construct real-life celebrity. I began this project intending to read the century despite the 

novel, to recapture the kind of celebrity that the canon left behind. It may be the case, 

however, that the novel could benefit from additional study as yet another institution of 

celebrity.  

                                                   
4  Cited in Stephanie Fysh, The Work(s) of Samuel Richardson (Cranbury and London: Associated University 
Presses, 1997), 61. 
5  Ibid. 
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